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ABSTRACT
“A Modern Labyrinth: Socio-Legal Insights on Migration Paths to Citizenship in the UK”
Maria Margarita Pimentel, Juris Doctor (Law)
Queen's University Belfast (UK)
October 2018

Migration is a deeply controversial and personal reality for many people around the
world. Based on this research, one overarching theme that has driven this project is that
human inequality is part of modern society’s legacy. Over generations, structures of
inequality have been inherited and everyone must contend with this reality in order to
strive for a better world. Migration has been a part of the human story for centuries. In
the UK, the development of migration law has come from an ad hoc system adopted from
its colonial past. Its modern form continues to reflect tensions among people during times
of major disruption in the social structures of everyday life. The most significant political
shift over the last five years has been the majority of UK citizens voting to leave the
European Union (“EU”) with migration as one of the key factors that split the nation.
Ultimately, this project is an investigation on whether the UK’s modern
migration system is failing skilled non-UK/EU migrants based on general socio-political
conditions and specific legal conditions, if so how is it reflected in the legal and political
development of migration policy, and what can be done to change this. This project
hypothesizes that the UK migration system may be failing skilled migrants based on two
conditions: [1] if the UK’s migration policy is solely related to a nationalist agenda, then
UK lawmakers driven by nationalist political aims may have a higher tendency to produce
unequal/exclusionary migration laws against skilled migrants, and [2] if principles of
legality and human rights norms are related to a properly functioning migration system,
then a government that creates a dysfunctional migration process may have a greater
tendency of being non-compliant to standards of legality and human rights norms. This
research project argues that a migration system cannot properly function if it is based on
a nationalist political agendas; human rights values must be at the heart of policy reform
in order to create an open, fair, accessible and sustainable migration process that can meet
the needs of modern society.
iii

The research project was developed through two phases: the Portfolio chapters
and the Dissertation chapter. The Portfolio is composed of three parts: the Literature
Review, the Case Note and the Statute Report. The Literature review will provide a
summary of how UK migration has been understood from a range of texts to establish a
gap in knowledge where this research project aims to contribute. The Case Note and
Statute Report provide two detailed examples of how the UK’s migration system may be
failing skilled migrants through recent case law and legislation. Lastly, the Dissertation
will investigate how and why the UK’s modern migration system may be driven by a
nationalist agenda by looking at how migration policies are developed to exclude migrant
rights. Overall, the project aims to modestly contribute to a better understanding of the
complex nature of migration within legal studies by using a range of socio-legal theories.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION

Migration is a deeply controversial and personal reality for many people around the
world. This research project was contemplated during the time when of the EU
Referendum occurred and the UK narrowly voted to leave the European Union (“EU”),
known as Brexit. Migration was one of the key divisive factors that split the nation.
There was considerable debate on how the UK government should deal with EU
citizens and non-UK or non-European Economic Area (“non-UK/EEA”) migrants who
work, study and live in the country. At the same time, nationalist political parties and
rhetoric were gaining popularity across Europe and America with anti-immigration
policies. This topic of research was a way to understand how migration law is
developed in the UK and its potential impact on skilled migrants post-Brexit. As a
Canadian citizen born in the Philippines and an international student looking to work
in the UK, I have a genuine interest on finding out what drives changes in
contemporary migration policies. This project modestly aims to contribute to a better
understanding of the complex nature of migration within legal studies by using a range
of socio-legal theories.
Ultimately, this project is an investigation on whether the UK’s modern
migration system is failing skilled migrants based on general socio-political conditions
and specific legal conditions, if so how is it reflected in the legal and political
development of migration policy, and what can be done to change this. This project’s
hypothesis is that the UK’s migration system may be failing skilled migrants based on
two conditions: [1] if the UK’s migration policy is solely related to a nationalist agenda
that aims for unequal social structures, then UK lawmakers driven by nationalist
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political aims may have a higher tendency to produce unequal/exclusionary migration
laws against skilled migrants, and [2] if principles of legality and human rights norms
are related to a properly functioning migration system, then a government that creates
a dysfunctional migration process may have a greater tendency of being non-compliant
to standards of legality and human rights norms. This research project argues that a
migration system cannot properly function if it is based on a nationalist political
agenda; human rights values must be at the heart of policy reform in order to create an
open, fair, accessible and sustainable migration process that can meet the needs of
modern society.
The research project was developed through two phases: the Portfolio
chapters and the Dissertation chapter. Chapter Two will explain the methodology of
the research project as a whole and how the data will be analysed. Chapters Three to
Five will contain the Portfolio chapters, which include a Literature Review, a Case
Note and a Statute Report. The Literature Review will provide a summary of how UK
migration has developed in the past to establish a gap in knowledge where this research
project may contribute some insights. The Case Note and Statute Report provide two
detailed examples of how the UK’s legal system may be failing skilled migrants in
recent case law and legislation. The final stage of this project is the Dissertation in
Chapter Six, which will investigate how and why the UK’s modern migration system
may be driven by a nationalist agenda by looking at how migration policies are
developed to exclude legal protections for migrant rights and drawing on a range of
socio-legal theories to unpack the following: [1] how the legal path to citizenship for
non-UK/EEA skilled migrants has been designed to be a hostile environment, [2] how
the current UK government’s hostile political aims may be reflected in the way it
disseminates policy reform online, and [3] how a nationalist legal and political
structure may create a migration system that is devoid of migrant rights protections
and the role of human rights values to correct this imbalance. Chapter Seven will offer
a brief summary of the project’s findings and concluding reflections. Lastly, Chapter
Eight will provide the relevant references for the project.
Based on this research, one overarching theme that has driven this project is
that human inequality is part of modern society’s legacy. Over generations, structures
of inequality have been inherited and everyone must contend with this reality in order
to strive for a better world. Migration has been a part of the human story for centuries.
Maria Margarita Pimentel - October 2018
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Decades of globalisation and technological advancements may have fundamentally
changed key functions in society from government, the workplace, the family, our
social relations, and our migration patterns.1 In the UK, the development of migration
law has come from an ad hoc system adopted from its colonial past.2 Its modern form
continues to reflect tensions among people during times of major disruption in the
social structures of everyday life.3
The UK’s domestic legal approach to migration carries with it a strong myth
of national identity or “nation-ness:” thus, it has been “transformed into the new last
bastion of sovereignty.”4 Contemporary migration paths to citizenship are not only
shaped by legal frameworks but are also shaped by “national self-identifications” that
determine “who counts as family and who does not, and who is considered valuable in
an economic sense;” thus, these laws are a prerequisite in the formation of nation-states
because it constructs membership and boundaries.5 Since these legal rules for opening
and closing membership and borders are essentially tied to nationalistic political
interests, it is drawn from a nation’s “absolute” power (in the UK this power is
originating from the royal prerogative and administered through the executive
government or a judicial decision). 6 To clarify, sovereignty is “the power to act
without constraint and to control outcomes of that action” emphasizing control of
internal spaces (territory) and external spaces (immunity from interference by other
nations). 7 Elements of nationalisation and the control of movement (people and
territory) are present in modern migration policies, for example: “passports, visas,

1

See Chapter 3.

2

See Chapter 3.

3

See Chapter 4 and 5.

4

Catherine Dauvergne, ‘Sovereignty, Migration and the Rule of Law in Global Times’ [2004]

The Modern Law Review 67(4) 588-589.
5

Ibid, 590.

6

Ibid, 592.

7

Ibid, 593.
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residence [permits] and labour qualifications.”8 In this way, immigration policies as “a
pure version of sovereignty” 9 may become an extremely nationalistic system postBrexit. The control over citizenship is a key factor in sovereignty and nation-states
have developed legal frameworks to control perceived threats to sovereignty via the
restriction of three categories of contemporary migrants: [1] refugees, [2] “extra-legal”
migrants, and [3] “best and brightest” non-UK/EEA skilled migrants. 10 Another
clarification is that nationalism in this project refers to ‘English national identity’
instead of Scottish, Welsh and Northern Irish nationalism as migration is not a
devolved issue. 11 An “English national identity is now closely associated with
eurosceptic sentiment…more eurosceptic than their near neighbours.” 12 This is
relevant to the project because it is England and its resident voters, as the largest
territory in the UK that dominated the ‘leave’ vote in the 2016 EU referendum,13 which
currently influences the post-Brexit migration policy reforms towards English
nationalism.
This research project will focus on non-UK/EEA skilled migrants because it
has recently overtaken EU net migration to the UK, and the some other categories
(including changes to EU citizenship) will also be briefly explained in Chapter 3.
Migration as a highly sensitive body of policies and practices could benefit from a

8

Ibid, 594.

9

Ibid, 594.

10

11

Ibid, 596.
Government

Digital

Services,

‘Guidance

on

Devolution’

(2018)

<

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/guidance-on-devolution > accessed 10 September 2018.
12

A Henderson, C Jeffrey, R Liniera, R Scully, D Wincott and R Jones, ‘England, Englishness

and Brexit,’ [2016] The Political Quarterly 87(2), 198.
13

The Electoral Commission, ‘EU Referendum result visualisations’ (2018) <

https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/find-information-by-subject/elections-andreferendums/past-elections-and-referendums/eu-referendum/eu-referendum-resultvisualisations > accessed 1 September 2018.
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socio-legal lens 14 to unpack how today’s nationalistic politics has transformed
immigration laws into an extremely discriminatory process for non-UK/EEA migrants.
This interdisciplinary project modestly argues that the integration of human rights
values may be the only viable approach for a sustainable migration strategy. However,
from the trajectory of the last five years, the UK government, judiciary and Parliament
seem to only protect migrant rights through an increasingly narrow perspective;15 thus,
the future of migration law may continue on this path for many years to come unless
there is a united legal, political and social will to develop it otherwise. In order to have
a properly functioning migration legal system, this project argues that there needs to
be a fundamental shift towards incorporating human rights values to correct the stark
inequality that skilled migrants face. In the end, this project remains cautiously
optimistic that liberal principles of law, the protection of human rights and the value
of fundamental freedoms have not been silenced by the rise of extreme nationalism in
UK society and the world.

14

See Chapter 2.

15

See Chapter 4 and 5.
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2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Design of Research Project
The project began with a personal reflection of how within the last three
decades; many First World or Western countries (Canada, Australia, US and the UK)
encouraged migration for a variety of reasons. In the past five years, there has been a
significant socio-political shift in the UK, especially with the 2016 EU referendum.
Would-be skilled migrants are now associated with terror, criminality, illegality and
are actively discouraged from settling.16 From this inquiry there are three aspects that
were unclear: [1] ‘what triggered this recent shift?’ [2] ‘how is this shift currently
reflected in law?’ and [3] ‘how and why are the changes in the UK’s migration system
failing skilled migrants?’ Based on the research findings, it seems that migration law
functions as a way for the executive government in the UK to exert extreme legal
prejudice against law-abiding migrants in order to achieve its own political aims of
reducing net migration at all costs in order to stay in power.17 A range of socio-legal
theories (Lon Fuller and the Rule of Law, international human rights norms from the
UN and ILO, and Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory) to unpack how the UK’s modern
migration system is failing skilled migrants based on general socio-political conditions
and specific legal conditions, how this is reflected in the legal and political
development of migration policy, and how human rights may be the only viable way
to produce an open, fair, accessible and sustainable migration process. 18
This research project embraces an interdisciplinary approach of studying
migration within legal studies. To clarify, socio-legal methods employ sociological
and social science only as a tool for data collection; thus, socio-legal researchers use

16

See Chapter 3.

17

See Chapter 4 and 5.

18

See Chapter 6.
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social theory as the basis of analysis for law and legal studies not related to concerns
in sociology or other social sciences.19 In other words, this project will use a sociolegal theory to analyse migration within legal studies and will rely on sociological
methods to collect data. This interdisciplinary space is appropriate because both sides
can inform and develop new knowledge about migration that could not have been
grasped sufficiently alone. 20 The sociological perspective “allows and encourages
[the] borrowing of ideas and concepts from other disciplines and attempts to develop
new paradigms…that produce insights into the diversity and complexity of social life,
[while at the same time] the legal system struggles to limit its single vantage point and
thereby… reduce its ‘complexity’ in relation to its social environment.”21 In sociology,
knowledge is gained through general conditions while knowledge in law is gained
through the communication and processing of specific cases and formal practices; thus,
this sustained tension from the two disciplines may highlight nuanced issues more
effectively. 22 This project is solely using a qualitative method of analysing textual
materials to conduct a study on whether the UK’s modern migration system is failing
skilled migrants based on general socio-political conditions and specific legal
conditions, if so how is it reflected in the legal and political development of migration
policy, and what can be done to change this. The collection of ‘primary’ legal data
(case law and legislation) and ‘secondary’ data (academic journals, government
reports, practitioner reports, newspaper articles etc) is necessary to enhance the
understanding of how the law and legal institutions (UK executive government and
Home Office) operate in relation to social factors (socio- political shifts in the UK).
The project has been designed in two stages to investigate the three questions
noted above. First, there are three Portfolio documents that establish the general
context of the research project: [1] a Literature Review, [2] Case Note, and [3] Statute

19

Reza Banakar and Max Travers, Theory and Method in Socio-Legal Research (Hart

Publishing 2005) xi-xii.
20

Banakar, 13.

21

Banakar, 10. See also Niklas Luhmann, ‘The Self-Reproduction of Law and its Limits’ in

Gunther Teubner (ed) The Dilemma of Law in the Welfare States (Walter de Gruyter 1986).
22

Banakar, 12.
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Report. Secondly, there is the Dissertation chapter which is split up into three major
sections, listed below. To address the first line of inquiry, ‘what triggered this recent
shift;’ the Literature Review provides three different perspectives: [i] a historical
account of how migration laws have always been driven by political issues from the
UK’s colonial past to present day, [ii] an ethnographic account of how UK resident’s
individual perceptions of skilled migrants trigger changes in immigration policy, and
[iii] an international account of how shifts in the UK’s migration approach follows
global trends. This is relevant for the project because it represents three sides of the
same national narrative in the UK: central role of national government in creating
legal/political boundaries, the vital role of public perceptions of migrants in UK
society that justify government interventions, and how the UK’s national strategy may
be related to global trends but it remains a separate territorial process.
To answer the second line of inquiry, ‘how is this shift currently reflected in
law,’ recent changes to immigration case law and legislation will be showcased in two
Portfolio documents. The Case Note will provide a detailed account of how arbitrary
changes to the UK’s immigration rules are treated by the UK Courts as a justified legal
action (despite discriminating against thousands of migrants and their families). The
Statute Report on the Immigration Act 2016 (“the Act 2016”) will analyse how the UK
executive government continues to bear down on migrant rights through layers of
legislation to achieve its political aim of reducing net migration at all costs. The Case
Note and Statute Report are relevant for the project because it provides two detailed
examples of how the UK’s legal system may be failing skilled migrants. The research
done in the three Portfolio documents was used to inform the last line of inquiry, ‘how
and why are the changes in the UK’s migration system failing skilled migrants?,’
which will be covered by the Dissertation chapter. It will also focus on why human
rights values may be the only viable way towards a properly functioning migration
system.
The Dissertation chapter will draw on a range of socio-legal theories to
unpack how the UK’s modern migration system is failing skilled migrants based on
general socio-political conditions and specific legal conditions, if so how is it reflected
in the legal and political development of migration policy, and what can be done to
change this. It will be divided into three sections, beginning with an introduction to
the general context of how the UK public perceives skilled migrants, how the current
Maria Margarita Pimentel - October 2018
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UK government has responded to this perception through new legislation, and the
present proposals to change migration strategies from 2019. Following this, there will
also be a secondary introduction section to discuss the range of socio-legal theories
that will be applied to the Dissertation, which will include: Lon Fuller’s theory on law
and morality; international legal norms that protect migrant rights from the United
Nations and the International Labour Organization; and aspects of Niklas Luhmann’s
systems theory.
The first major section will examine how the legal path to citizenship for nonUK/EEA skilled migrants has been designed to be a hostile environment and how it
may be perceived as a legal labyrinth. This will include the development and rationale
for the UK’s Points Based System (“PBS”), how it works in practice, the Tier 2
(General) visa category for non-UK/EEA migrants, and how the system may change
post-Brexit. The second major section will examine how the current UK government’s
hostile political aims may be reflected in the way it disseminates policy reform online
via three key online sources that tracked the policy development leading up to the Act
2016. The relevance of each stream of online communication is that key stakeholders
(non-UK/EEA migrant applicants, employer sponsors, immigration officials, the
judiciary and legal professionals) must navigate these avenues at different stages of
the migration policy development or migration application process to inform their
decision-making on whether applicants could meet the legal criteria or not. The third
major section examines why nationalist legal and political structures create a migration
system that is devoid of migrant rights protections and the role of human rights values
to correct this imbalance by applying a range of socio-legal theories on the data from
the provided. This section’s analysis will test this project hypothesis that the UK
migration system may be failing skilled migrants. Overall, the findings will provide a
nuanced understanding of how the UK’s modern migration system reflects tensions
between national/global societal structures, which produces a corresponding
unequal/equal migration process. Finally, the findings of the Dissertation will be
summarised and closing reflections will made in the concluding chapter of this
research project.

Maria Margarita Pimentel - October 2018
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2.2 Data Collection and Analysis
This section will discuss in detail the data used in the two stages of the
research project and the how it supports this project’s aim. The entire project used
desk-based qualitative research methods and a socio-legal lens of theoretical analysis.
The first stage of the project begins with three Portfolio documents. The first Portfolio
document is the Literature Review, which will rely on primary UK legal sources and
secondary qualitative sources from academic journals, published literature and
commissioned reports from an interdisciplinary background to provide three different
perspectives on what triggers shifts in migration policy: [i] a historical account of how
migration laws have always been driven by political issues from the UK’s colonial
past to present day, 23 [ii] an ethnographic account of how UK resident’s individual
perceptions of skilled migrants trigger changes in immigration policy, 24 and [iii] an
international account of how shifts in the UK’s migration approach follows global
trends. 25
These three text were selected as they portray three sides of one national
narrative about the UK’s migration process. Understanding the path to citizenship as
a migration process is quite distinct from literature that analyses citizenship alone
because migrants, as non-citizens, are not guaranteed civil, political, and social rights,
as T. H. Marshall proposed.26 Another range of text not included in this review are
those that state that a global or universal or transnational or economic citizenship may
have weakened national notions of citizenship; mainly, because nation-states remain
in absolute control of the movement of goods and people within their territory and they
determine the rights and economic opportunities given to their citizens and non-

23

Gina Clayton, Textbook on Immigration and Asylum Law (OUP 2014).

24

Mary Hickman, Nicola Mai, and Helen Crowley, Migration and Social Cohesion in the UK

(Palgrave Macmillan 2012).
25

Karen O’Reilly, International Migration & Social Theory (Palgrave Macmillan 2012).

26

T. H. Marshall, Citizenship and social class: And other essays (CUP 1950). See also Derek

Heater, Citizenship in Britain: A History (Edinburgh University Press 2006).
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citizens.27 This research project is focusing on the migration process in the UK because
the legal and political structures of citizenship pathways for non-UK/EEA migrants
are now becoming even narrower and unstable than ever before as the deadline to
Brexit approaches.
The second Portfolio document is the Case Note, which relies on primary
sources such as UK case law and statutory instruments to outline the legal arguments
presented in R (on the application of MM (Lebanon)) (Appellant) v Secretary of State
for the Home Department (Respondent). 28 The secondary sources of data will be
collected from commissioned government reports, online government websites, a
variety of academic journals and newspaper sources to provide context to the decision
in the case and its impact on migrants affected by the changes to the income
requirements in Appendix FM of the Immigration Act 2014 (“the Act 2014”). This
Case Note is relevant to the project because it shows that migrants cannot rely on
Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (the right to respect for private
and family life) as a defence against arbitrary changes to immigration rules because
they are a legitimate part of the government’s political migration strategy to reduce
migration. This appeal was only narrowly upheld in regards to the Secretary of State’s
duty to take proper account of the welfare of children, as outlined in section 55 of the
Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009. This case is relevant in the UK
because it marks a departure from the judiciary’s previous record of protecting human
rights in migration cases.29

27

Stephen Castle and Alastair Davidson, Citizenship and Migration: Globalization and the

politics of belonging (Palgrave 2000). See also Kenichi Ohmae, The Borderless World (Harper
Business 1999). See also Yasemin Soyasal, Limits of Citizenship (University of Chicago Press
1995). See also Dominique Schnapper, La Communaute des Citoyens (Gallimard 1994). See
also Don DaVoretz and Nahikari Irastorza, ‘Economic Theories of Citizenship?’ [2017] IZA
DP No. 10495.
28

[2017] UKSC 10.

29

See Chapter 4.
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The last document in the Portfolio is the Statute Report, which concentrates
on outlining the key provisions in the Immigration Act 2016 (“the Act 2016”) and how
it currently affects migrants broadly. More specifically, the Act 2016 was designed to
tackle illegal immigration by [1] making it more difficult to access the labour market,
[2] making it more difficult to access basic services, [3] expanding enforcement and
reduce appeals, and [4] expanding language requirements and skills charges for
employer that hire foreign workers. This legislation builds on the Act 2014, with some
regulations introduced to ensure that the migration system was fairer for UK citizens
and legitimate migrants. The Statute Report draws on numerous statutory instruments
that create the many layers of migration policy that are used today, with some active
provisions dating back from the 1960s.30 This report is relevant for the project because
it provides a detailed example of how current migration legislation in the UK fails to
protect migrant rights. As for secondary sources, the Statute Report relies on online
government commissioned papers, academic journal articles, practitioner blogs and
opinions, the current government’s position papers and established newspaper
publications.31 These secondary sources are relevant for the project because it is from
drawing on a variety of sources that it can portray a well-rounded account of the many
sides of the modern migration narrative in the UK.
The second stage of the project will entail a Dissertation chapter divided into
a general introduction, a secondary theoretical introduction, three major sections of
data analysis and concluding remarks. The general introduction gathers data from a
variety of primary and secondary sources. The National Centre For Social Research is
a publicly accessible and reliable primary source that will explain the current
perceptions of British people regarding immigration in relation to the 2016 EU
referendum. This is relevant to the project because it shows that UK society is largely
divided on the issue of immigration because of perceived economic and cultural threats

30

See Chapter 3.

31

See Chapter 5.
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to their “way of life.”32 To summarize how the UK government politically responded
to these social issues, a brief account of the major provisions of the Act 2014 will be
given with the support of independent, academic online secondary sources.33 The last
part of the general introduction summarizes the most recent political proposal for
immigration reform drawing from the minority-government’s own website (released
during the 2017 UK elections campaign) as a primary source.34 To portray the social
controversy around these proposals, a variety of newspaper articles are used as
secondary sources.35 In summary, the general introductory section of the Dissertation
chapter provides a wide variety of reliable and valid sources of legal, political and
social data that are relevant to the project because it gives the necessary background
information to understand the discussion and analysis in the following sections.
The secondary introduction will provide a brief overview of the range of
socio-legal theories that will be used to discuss and analyse the relevant data. These
three socio-legal theories were selected as a result of a knowledge gap that was
identified in the Literature Review in Chapter 3. The first theory summarised will be
Lon Fuller’s theories on the Rule of Law from his book The Morality of Law as primary

32

The National Centre For Social Research, ‘Key Findings’ (British Social Attitudes 34, 28

June 2017) 11 < http://www.bsa.natcen.ac.uk/media/39195/bsa34_key-findings.pdf >
accessed 16 August 2018.
UK

33
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http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2014/22/pdfs/ukpga_20140022_en.pdf > 20 May 2018.
See also Celia Rooney, ‘The UK Immigration Act 2014: last Minute Amendments – Too Little,
Too

Late?’

(Oxford

University

Faculty
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Law

Blog,

19

May

2014)

<

https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/research-subject-groups/centre-criminology/centrebordercriminologies/blog/2014/05/uk-immigration > accessed 20 May 2018.
34
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20,
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35

See Chapter 6.
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data.36 It will be supported by a range of secondary sources from reliable and peer
reviewed online academic journals and published literature that critique and comment
of Fuller’s work.37 The second theory will be drawn from a variety primary sources
from the United Nations and the International Labour Organization to outline the UK’s
global obligations to protect migrant rights.38 The third theory will draw from a variety

36

Lon Fuller, The Morality of Law (Yale University Press 1969).

37

Edwin Tucker, ‘The Morality of Law, by Lon L Fuller’ [1965] Indiana Law Journal 40(2),

Article 5. See also Colleen Murphy, ‘Lon Fuller and the Moral Value of The Rule of Law’
[2005] Law and Philosophy 24(3) 239-262. See also Scott Veitch, Emilios Christodoulidis and
Marco Goldoni, Jurisprudence: Themes and Concepts (3rd edn, Routledge 2018). See also
Peter Rijpkema, ‘The Rule of Law Beyond Thick and Thin’ [2013] Law and Philosophy 32(6)
793-816. See also See also Jason Raz, The Authority of Law: Essays on Law and Morality
(OUP 1979).
38

United Nations, ‘International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant

Workers and Members of Their Families,’ Doc. No. A/RES/45/158 (18 December 1990) <
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/45/a45r158.htm > accessed 28 August 2018. See also
International Labour Organization, ‘Co97 – Migration For Employment Convention
(Revised), 1949 (No. 97) – Entry into force 22 Jan 1952’ (adopted 32nd International Labour
Conference,

01

July

1949)

<

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CO
DE:C097 > accessed 28 August 2018. See also UK Parliament, ‘Parliamentary business –
Publication & Records – Committee Publications – House of Lords Committees – European
Union
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<

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200506/ldselect/ldeucom/58/5808.htm > accessed 3
September 2018. See also United Nations General Assembly, ‘New York Declaration for
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2016)
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para

41
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http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/generalassembly/docs/globalc
ompact/A_RES_71_1.pdf > accessed 3 September 2018.
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of primary legal sources from Niklas Luhman39 and it will be supported by secondary
sources from online peer reviewed academic journals.40
The first major section of the Dissertation will predominantly use a variety of
publicly accessible online UK government sources (UK Legislation website, UK
House of Commons Library website, and the Home Office website) as primary data to
provide a reliable and accurate overview of the Point’s Based System (“PBS”) of
migration from its development to how it has changed since its inception in 2008. This
is supported by secondary independent data that is publicly available online from
established academic and statistics organisations as well as professional policy bodies
that regularly report on UK migration patterns.41 Other independent online sources of
secondary data, that is used to show the social impact of the PBS on migrants and the
economy, comes from publicly accessible and established media sources, immigration
solicitors, registered charitable organisations that advocate for migrants and reputable
business organisations. 42 This is relevant for the project because it gives a broad
summary of how the PBS was essentially designed to specifically exclude non-

39

Niklas Luhmann, ‘Differentiation of Society’ [1977] The Canadian Journal of Sociology

2(1), 29-53. See also Niklas Luhmann, A Sociological Theory of Law (Routledge 1985). See
also Niklas Luhmann, Social Systems (Stanford University Press 1995). See also Niklas
Luhmann, ‘Globalization or World Society? How to conceive of modern society’ [1997]
International Review of Sociology 7(1), 67. See also Niklas Luhmann, Law as a Social System
(OUP 2004).
40

Richard Munch, ‘Functional, segmentary and stratificatory differentiation of world society’

in Mathias Albert (ed) Bringing Sociology to International Relations (CUP 2013) 71-87. See
also Gert Verschraegen, ‘Human Rights and Modern Society: A Sociological Analysis form
the Perspective of Systems Theory’ [2002] Journal of Law and Society 29(2), 258-281. See
also Gert Verschragen, ‘Hybrid Constitutionalism, Fundamental Rights and the State: A
Response to Gunther Teubner’ [2011] Netherlands Journal of Legal Philosophy 40(3), 216229.
41

See Chapter 6.3.

42

See Chapter 6.3.
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UK/EEA skilled migrants disproportionately. It is important to source data from key
stakeholders because they provide valid first-hand accounts of how the UK’s online
migration system actually operates.
The second major section of the Dissertation chapter will discuss three
examples of online communication platforms that the UK government uses to
disseminate relevant migration information to stakeholders at each stage of policy
development. Each online platform will be evaluated based on [1] the accessibility and
coherence of relevant migration information, and [2] the general functionality of these
platforms from a layperson perspective. This comes with the assumption that the
layperson or non-UK/EEA skilled migrant is computer-literate and has the basic skills
to navigate online search engines. First, the Migration Advisory Committee (“MAC”)
report commissioned on Tier 2 skilled migrants will be directly sourced from the
MAC’s website as primary data to show how immigration reform is drafted.43 This is
relevant for the project because it provides the key policy recommendations used by
the UK government uses to draft legislation to specifically exclude non-EEA migrants
for a purely political reason (reducing net migration at all cost). Secondly, the House
of Lords 3rd reading debates will be sourced directly from the UK Parliament Hansard
public online database as primary data.44 The last reading of the Immigration Bill 74
(which became the Act 2016) is relevant for the project as it provides a valid record of
how the Parliamentary process may not be able to reign in the political aims of the
executive government to operate within established principles of law. 45 This is
significant in policy development because the House of Lords 3rd reading is the last

43

Government Digital Services, ‘Departments – Migration Advisory Committee – Latest

documents’

(2018)

<

https://www.gov.uk/government/latest?departments%5B%5D=migration-advisorycommittee&page=2 > accessed 18 August 2018.
44

HL Deb 12 April 2016, vol 771 < https://hansard.parliament.uk/Lords/2016-04-

12/debates/E915E696-1A91-4757-90CF-5E510F2BEAC4/ImmigrationBill > accessed 1
September 2018.
45

UK Parliament, ‘Hansard’ (2018) < https://hansard.parliament.uk/ > 18 August 2018.
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opportunity for public scrutiny and substantive amendments should be resolved at this
stage; however, in this case key provisions of the draft legislation still remained
unclear. Lastly, the primary data for the Immigration Rules will be sourced directly
from Home Office’s UK Visas and Immigration website.46 This is reliable for the
project because this online platform is the only primary source available that lists
changes to migration rules on a regular basis. Moreover, this is relevant for the project
because stakeholders must use this online database to find the most recent updates to
migration policies, which are often not included in primary or secondary legislation.
These three examples have been selected to symbolize three stages of political
policy development of migration laws. The MAC reports symbolize the preliminary
political consultation of the government before legislation is drafted. The House of
Lords debates and final reading symbolize the political process of drafting legislation.
The Home Office website with the Immigration Rules listings symbolise how
migration criteria is constantly amended for political reasons after legislation is passed.
These are three integral points of communication with the public will be used to
establish how the UK government’s migration policies are driven by primarily by
political aims. These examples would simulate how laypeople or non-UK/EEA
migrants would navigate through relevant information on each platform to understand
how changes to policy could affect their lives before seeking professional legal advice.
The method of using a theoretical simulation to investigate how migration law is
communicated comes from the idea that knowledge of the law is gained through the
communication and processing of specific cases and formal practices. 47 The idea is
also supported by my personal experience of being an international student studying
and working in the UK.
The third major section of the Dissertation chapter will use three socio-legal
theories to analyse the data sourced from these examples. Lon Fuller’s theories on the

46

Government Digital Services, ‘Organisations – UK Visas and Immigration, Part of Home

Office’ (2018) < https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk-visas-and-immigration >
accessed 19 August 2018.
47

Banakar, 12.
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Rule of Law from his book The Morality of Law 48 will outline eight ‘internal’
standards (developed for national lawmakers to consider) that will be used as an
objective way to assess the legality of the UK’s migration system. The second analysis
will consider ‘external’ legal standards (developed by international organisations
outside national government control) drawn from a variety primary sources from the
United Nations and the International Labour Organization to evaluate to what extent
the UK adheres to its own global commitments to protect migrant rights.49 This will
be supported by a range of secondary sources from published literature to public online
resources. 50 The third analysis will refer to certain aspects of Niklas Luhmann’s
systems theory to discuss how migration as a functionally differentiated social system
may be used by national governments as a political-motivated tool and the vital role
of human rights values in correcting the inequality faced by non-UK/EEA skilled
migrants. This is relevant for the project as Luhmann’s theory provides a ‘big-picture’
socio-legal analysis of how law, politics and human rights have essential functions in
modern society (based on primary sources from Luhman’s work) 51 and it will be
supported by secondary sources from online peer reviewed academic journals. 52
Lastly, the Dissertation chapter will conclude with a summary of its findings and the
Closing chapter will briefly reflect on the research project as a whole.

48

Lon Fuller, The Morality of Law (Yale University Press 1969).

49

See Chapter 6.5.

50

Elspeth Guild, Stefanie Grant and C.A. Groenendijk, Human Rights of Migrants in the 21st

Century (Routledge 2018). See also United Nations, ‘Report of the Secretary-General on the
Rule of Law and Transitional Justice in Conflict and Post-Conflict Societies’ (UN Doc S/2004/
616), 4 < https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/blog/document/the-rule-of-law-and-transitionaljustice-in-conflict-and-post-conflict-societies-report-of-the-secretary-general/ > accessed 3
September 2018. See also United Nations Association-UK, ‘The UK’s work with the UN’
(UNA-UK, 2016) < https://www.una.org.uk/get-involved/learn-and-teach/uks-work-un >
accessed 3 September 2018.
51
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See Chapter 6.
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3 PORTFOLIO - LITERATURE REVIEW

The first stage of the research project is to inquire ‘what triggered the most recent shift
in immigration policy in the UK.’ To answer this inquiry this review will provide a
general background of how UK migration has been previously understood from a
range of texts. The following review will include three texts: [1] Gina Clayton’s book
offers a range of historical and legal sources to unpack how migration laws in the UK
have evolved as an ad-hoc system of rules that were constantly change based on sociopolitical issues; [2] Mary Hickman’s book will account for how the UK population
feels toward immigrants and how modern government policies have been unable to
create an effective social cohesion strategy, and [3] Karen O’Reilly’s book will
summarise a range of sociological theories of understanding migration from an
international perspective in order to get a sense of how the UK’s approach fits in with
global trends. These texts provides three different perspectives: [i] a historical account
of how migration laws have always been driven by socio-political issues from the
UK’s colonial past to present day, [ii] an ethnographic account of how UK resident’s
individual perceptions of skilled migrants trigger changes in immigration policy, and
[iii] an international account of how shifts in the UK’s migration approach follows
global trends. This is relevant for the project because it represents three sides of the
same national migration narrative in the UK: central role of national government in
creating legal/political boundaries, the vital role of perceptions of migrants from UK
society that the government uses to justify its nationalist interventions, and how the
UK’s national strategy may be related to global trends but it remains a separate
territorial process.
As noted in Chapter 2, a range of texts not included in this review are those
that state that a global or universal or transnational or economic citizenship may have
weakened national notions of citizenship; mainly, because nation-states remain in
absolute control of the movement of goods and people within their territory and they
determine the rights and economic opportunities given to their citizens and non-
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citizens.53 The path to citizenship as a migration process is quite distinct from literature
that analyses citizenship alone because migrants, as non-citizens, are not guaranteed
civil, political, and social rights, as T. H. Marshall proposed. 54 This review will
conclude that the above noted texts, although insightful, do not adequately explain why
national legal systems of migration are so deeply linked with politics and why the
protection of migrant rights has been largely excluded in migration policy
development. The review will propose that this gap in knowledge could benefit from
a range of socio-legal theories which could unpack the tension between national/global
migration norms its corresponding outcome of excluding/including migrants
respectively.
3.1 General Background
As of September 2017, “net migration was at a similar level to early 2014 with
244,000 more people coming to the UK than leaving.”55 These figures show a slight
decrease in net migration from the last report; moreover, the Office for National
Statistics states that non-EU net migration is now more substantial that EU net
migration.56 Since the UK has voted to leave the EU, the government has taken drastic
steps in controlling migration because the majority of UK citizens that feel that too
many migrants are undercutting UK-born citizens from jobs, housing and other social
benefits. 57 To clarify, this review will look at immigration as the “movement” of

53

See Chapter 2.2.

54

See Chapter 2.2.

55

Office for National Statistics, Migration Statistics Quarterly Report ( 22 February 2018), ch

1.
56

Jay Lindop, ‘What do the latest migration numbers show?’ (Office of National Statistics, 22

February 2018) < https://blog.ons.gov.uk/2018/02/22/what-do-the-latest-migration-numbersreally-show/ > accessed 3 June 2018.
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BBC, ‘Nick and Margaret: Too Many Immigrants?’ (8 August 2014) <

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04b6694 > accessed 31 July 2018.
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people “into a country” as opposed to emigration where people leave a country.58 More
specifically, there has been an increase on restricting the movement of skilled nonUK/EEA migrants who may be eligible for citizenship. Migrants on the path to
citizenship are often highly skilled migrants and are relatively mobile in terms of
moving across borders to live, study and work.
Since non-EEA net migration has overtaken EU/EEA net migration to the UK,
the focus of this review will be to understand the current migration process for nonUK/EEA skilled migrants to “work or study” because these “are the two most common
reasons for coming to the UK.”59 This migration process is the focus of the research
project since it is currently in flux as the current government’s rhetoric aims to achieve
the political goal of reducing net migration at all cost post-Brexit.60 It is also important
to acknowledge two other streams of migration that are out of scope for this project
but are intergral parts of the system as a whole: [1] EU migration and [2] asylum seeker
migration. These two categories seem to be highlighted more prominently in
mainstream media due to Brexit and the recent European refugee crisis; however, the
under-represented category of non-UK/EEA skilled migrants requires more scrutiny
as it is currently the most unclear stream of migration.
First, the guidance on the “status of EU citizens in the UK” states the following:
[1] “An ‘implementation period’ will run from when we leave the EU… until 1 January
2021…EU citizens will continue to be able to live here and access public funds and
services;” [2] “EU citizens and their family members living in the UK will be able to
start applying for UK immigration status through the new EU Settlement Scheme;” [3]
“People who are living in the UK by 31 December 2020 will have until 30 June 2021

58

Gina Clayton, Textbook on Immigration and Asylum Law (OUP 2014) 5.

59

Office for National Statistics, ‘Migration Statistics Quarterly Report’ (22 February 2018),
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60

See Chapter 4 and 5.
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to make an application... From 1 July 2021, EU citizens and their family members in
the UK must hold or have applied for UK immigration status to be here legally.”61 The
government maintains its commitment to not change this process for EU citizens
regardless if they are already a resident in the UK or if they are newly moved from the
EU. 62 For now it seems that EU citizens in the UK will have a clearer path to
settlement; thus, this review will not focus on EU migration.
Secondly, “asylum is protection given by a country to someone fleeing from
persecution in their own country. An asylum seeker is someone who has applied for
asylum and is awaiting a decision on whether they will be granted refugee status. An
asylum applicant who does not qualify for refugee status may still be granted leave to
remain in the UK for humanitarian or other reasons.”63 Some recent statistics are as
follows: “In 2016, there were six asylum applications for every 10,000 [people] in the
UK. Across the EU28 there were 25 asylum applications for every 10,000 people. The
UK is therefore below the average among EU countries for asylum applications per
head of population, ranking 17th among EU28 countries on this measure.” 64 This
review will not focus on this category since there has been a relatively low portion of
asylum migrants that are allowed to settle; however, it is important to acknowledge
that it is part of the UK’s migration system.

61

Home Office, ‘Guidance - Status of EU citizens in the UK: what you need to know –

Information for European Union citizens, and their families, about their rights in the UK’ (21
June 2018) < https://www.gov.uk/guidance/status-of-eu-nationals-in-the-uk-what-you-needto-know > accessed 18 July 2018.
62

Department for Exiting the European Union, Legislating for the United Kingdom’s

withdrawal from the European Union (White Paper, Cm 9446, 2017), para 1.22.
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Oliver Hawkins, ‘House of Commons Library – Briefing Paper Number SN01403 – Asylum

Statistics’ (23 January 2018) 3.
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3.2 Legal History of UK Migration Policies
The first text that this review will summarise is Gina Clayton’s book;65 its
main purpose is to inform readers with historical and legal sources to unpack how
migration laws in the UK, as an ad hoc system of rules, were constantly changed based
on socio-political issues of the day. This section will briefly showcase the historical
and political overview of migration laws before the Immigration Act 2014 (“the Act
2014”) and some major themes that contribute to the understanding of migration
broadly. This text is relevant for the project because it establishes the central role of
national government in creating legal/political boundaries. The five parts of this
section will look at migration laws from colonial times, the 1950-60s, the 1970s-80s,
the 1990s, and from 2001 with some short commentary on how this text supports the
project and any gaps of understanding where the project could contribute new insights.
3.2.1 Colonial History
In the first place, Clayton states that in the past there have been a number of
themes that drove UK immigration policy: “lack of planning, the Commonwealth, the
importance of the European Community, international law… race relations, the
question of assimilation or diversity, the use of language… [and now] the
preoccupation with deterring false asylum claims and terrorism.”66 Each new group of
migrants that have come to Britain seem to have been viewed with “suspicion and
hostility” linked to the immigrant group’s numbers because smaller groups were
perceived as being easier to assimilate into society. 67 According to the 2006 Home
Affairs Committee, Britain was a net migration country until 1994 where more people

65

Gina Clayton, Textbook on Immigration and Asylum Law (OUP 2014).

66

Vaughan Bevan, The Development of British Immigration Law (Croom Helm 1986).

67

Clayton, 3-4, 42, 69.
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left than entered.68 Before the 21st century a body migration law did not exist but rather
there was a limited number of legal provisions that controlled “alien” (non-British
subjects) movement, which “was often connected with hostilities with other countries”
or due to the end of colonialism.69 Modern immigration control may have begun with
the Jewish persecution in Eastern Europe from the 19th century, as many Jews moved
to Western Europe and England to escape violence and often settled in poor areas and
overcrowded neighbourhoods; thus, immigrants in the UK became associated with
negative perceptions of “overcrowded housing, disease, crime and either taking jobs
and keeping down wages, or refusing to work and taking up welfare provision.”70
Allegations of crime and the spread of disease resulted in the Aliens Act 1905
as the first “immigration service” and “appeals system” that “operated at ports of entry
to the UK” (even though a 1902 Royal Commission’s investigation on the effect of
immigrant workers at the time concluded that “there was no threat to jobs, [or] working
conditions of British workers, and [they] did not create poverty, disease, and crime”).71
Those “aliens” that were refused entry were considered “undesirable” because they
lacked “the means to support oneself and dependants…mentally ill [or] likely through
ill health to become dependent on the public welfare system” or they have been
expelled due to a criminal conviction abroad. 72 From this legislation, the political
context is that the government at the time made a compromise to deal with economic

68
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factors and quell unfounded social fears. The combination of passport and visa
requirements were first introduced in WWI for people who were not Commonwealth
nationals and this started the ad hoc trend of migration provisions being applied on
certain groups of people, such as Jewish refugees who were allowed to enter after 1914
to fill-in employment gaps in the economy, which continues in some forms today.73
By the end of WWII, more UK labour shortages required heavy recruitment
of Commonwealth citizens from the West Indies even though government committees
preferred European workers as they could not claim British citizenship once they are
no longer needed but Caribbean workers could (political rhetoric started to focus on
how European workers were easier to culturally integrate). 74 Since then, Cabinet
papers revealed that the government’s main objection may have been related to colour
and race75 rather than issues of integration since many new Commonwealth citizens
(from the Caribbean, West Africa, India and Pakistan) already spoke English and had
strong ties to the UK as the “mother country.”76
3.2.2 From the 1950-60s
On the second part, the British Nationality Act 1948 (“the Act 1948”) was
significant because it began to make distinctions between “citizens of Commonwealth
countries and other British subjects” as immigration to Britain continued to rise from
Ireland, Australia, Canada and New Zealand (the “Old Commonwealth”) while the rise
in Caribbean migrants began to be associated with social fears similar to those
perceived about Jewish migrants decades before.77 It was not anticipated by legislators

73

Clayton, 7. See also Ann Dummett and Andrew Nicol, Subject, Citizens, Aliens and Others

(Weidenfeld and Nicolson 1990) 157.
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Racial Britain (Routledge 1997) chapter 1.
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that this distinction would be interpreted by “millions of Commonwealth citizens and
citizens of the UK” as a right to enter the country indefinitely. 78 To prevent large
inflows of Commonwealth migrants, the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1962 (“the
Act 1962”), was made to restrict the right of new Commonwealth citizens while at the
same time allowing Old Commonwealth migrants into the country based on the idea
that they would be easier to assimilate.79 This was reflected in the government’s new
policy to create a “quota system on immigrants from the West Indies.”80 The 1962 Act
also made a distinction between Commonwealth citizens who were born in the UK or
Ireland with passports from those jurisdictions so that they would not be subject to any
immigration control. What is peculiar with how the British migration process
developed was that immigration officers were given a wide discretion to determine
when criteria was met; thus, “less formal sources [of law] in practice often
[determined] the outcome of applications…internal guidance…would not be applied
in practice to immigrants from Canada, Australia, or New Zealand.”

81

New

Commonwealth citizens from the Caribbean, West Africa and Asia were subject to

foundation of later immigration controls between British subject and other citizens of
Commonwealth countries from the Asian and African continent.
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controls through “work vouchers.” 82 However, instead of controlling migration as
legislators intended, this created a rush of immigration for many New Commonwealth
male migrants entering the UK to work and bringing their families to settle before the
new rules were in force (they may not have intended to settle beforehand). 83
Subsequently, the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1968 (“the Act 1968”), expanded
restrictions so that only British subjects with at least one parent or grandparent that
was “born, adopted, registered, or naturalized in the UK” were exempt from
immigration control. 84 This was a rushed reaction against Commonwealth citizens
from Asia in particular because under the Act 1962 they were not restricted by
immigration control and were issued passports from the British High Commission to
work in West Africa for the British empire; thus, when they were losing employment
protection from African states as they gained independence, they sought protection
from their colonial citizenship to work and settle in the UK.85
3.2.3 From the 1970-80s
The third part of this section begins with The Immigration Appeals Act 1969
(“the Act 1969”), where new requirements were introduced for dependent family
members to obtain “entry certificates” to enter the country.86 In practice there were
infamous delays in this process that acted as an unlawful form of controlling
immigration itself; for example, “entry clearance posts were not well distributed, so an
applicant might have a long arduous journey…On arrival, [they] could be exhausted
and not really fit for an important interview…if they were unfit for the interview on
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arrival, they would be postponed for a long period.” 87 Clayton surmises that
immigration policy was motivated by discrimination and fear of the large movement
of non-white migrants into Britain. By the time the Immigration Act 1971 (“the Act
1971”) and the British Nationality Act of 1981 (“the Act 1981”) was enacted, the right
of abode was clearly differentiated between British “partials” and aliens, partials being
the following: [i] citizens of the UK and Colonies who were citizens by birth, adoption,
naturalization or registration, [ii] citizens of UK and Colonies whose parents or
grandparents were born in the UK, [iii] citizens of the UK and Colonies with five years
residence in the UK, [iv] Commonwealth citizens who parents were born or adopted
in the UK, and [v] Commonwealth citizens married to a ‘partial’ man.88 In this way
citizenship was determined based on parentage and evolved separately for European
law related to freedom of movement until citizenship privileges were created for
European nationals through The Immigration (European Economic Area) Regulations
2006 (as amended).89 In summary, the general trend leading up to the 1980s was that
immigration policy was becoming more restrictive through parentage and also being
punitive towards migrant family settlement.90
3.2.4 From the 1990s
By the 1990s, immigration policy shifted its focus to controlling “dishonest”
asylum seekers with a number of laws enacted not only to address the backlog of
applicants but also to expedite deportation of unsuccessful claims.91 The Immigration
Act 1993 (“the Act 1993”) introduced an appeal system for asylum seekers and
distinguished applicants who are “without foundation;” therefore, appeal rights were
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only given to those with honest merit.92 Looking at the movement of asylum seekers
from the point of entry and after entry, the Asylum and Immigration Act 1996 (“the
Act 1996”) creates a new offence for applicants who obtained “leave by deception”
and gave the Secretary of State the power to certify claimants who could be returned
to “safe third countries.”93 In a similar way, the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999
(“the Act 1999”) used the words “manifestly unfounded” 94 refugee claims and the
Immigration and Asylum Act 2002 (“the Act 2002”) refers to “clearly unfounded”95
human right claims, all of which may be based on the public’s concern that a large
number of refugees are liars and would only drain the UK’s welfare state.96 Overall,
in response to the significant increase of asylum seekers in detention centres and
prisons in the 1990s, the UK government did the following: increased internal controls
(surveillance and monitoring) of refugee applicants to determine their merit;
introduced routine bail hearings;97 and made the “statutory presumption” (the decision
of the Secretary of State to certify third-countries as safe) very difficult to challenge
through judicial review due to 1990 Dublin Convention criteria, which continues today
as “Dublin III” Regulation No 604/01398 (where the responsible Member State for the
asylum claim is where the asylum seeker first entered the EU).99
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3.2.5 From the 2000s
After the 2001 September 11th attacks in the US, Clayton shows that
provisions to restrict immigration in legislation shifted again to focus mainly on
criminal and security issues rather than protecting human rights.100 The following will
highlight some notable provisions but it is not a complete list of migration policy
changes that occurred. The the Act 2002, continued the internal controls on asylum
seekers; 101 however, there is the addition of extra-territorial controls, 102 combating
terrorism and strengthening executive powers. 103 The Asylum and Immigration
(Treatment of Claimants, etc.) Act 2004 (“the Act 2004”) added the following: created
a new offence of entering the UK without travel documents,104 enabled State support

the original claim (the extension of his temporary claim was refused and he was to be sent
back to his country of origin because it was deemed safe by Germany as the persecution had
subsided) another UK action is not justifiable and it would be an abuse of judicial process;
therefore, the appeal was dismissed. The statutory presumption would make the burden of
proof to fall back on the asylum seeker to prove that their human right was breached by the
responsible Member State.
100
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to be withdrawn once an asylum claim has failed and the claimant has failed to “take
reasonable steps to leave the UK voluntarily,”105 created a single tier of “Tribunal”
appeal system for both asylum seeker and other immigrants with the only grounds of
appeal being permitted if there was an error on a “point of law” (severely limiting the
chance of judicial appeals making it to the courts),106 and created new criteria to deter
sham marriages (non-EEA nationals require permission from the Home Office before
getting married to a UK national).107 The Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act
2006 (“the Act 2006”) continued the criminal and security focus in the following ways:
created civil and criminal penalties for those who “knowingly” employed an illegal
worker, 108 immigration officers could obtain/record/verify and share biometric
information (fingerprints) from anyone entering the UK for security purposes, 109
removed the “right to abode” for dual nationals who the Secretary of State deems
contrary to the “public good,” 110 and excluded refugee asylum and protection to
anyone who committed, prepared or instigated terrorism or was deemed a “serious
criminal.”111 The UK Borders Act 2007 (“the Act 2007”) introduced a “border and
immigration inspectorate,”112 adopted a technology-led system of biometric identity
documents for all non-EU nationals,113 and initiated automatic deportation for those
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who committed criminal offences.114 Lastly, the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration
Act 2009 (“the Act 2009”) introduced “probationary citizenship leave” as a temporary
“leave to remain” for migrants on the citizenship path through naturalisation after fiveyears residency in the UK; however, there is no access to welfare services and the
government may change the mandatory criteria at any time.115
3.2.6 Commentary
To conclude, the benefit of this text is its historical account of how migration
laws have always been driven by socio-political issues. Essentially, Clayton’s text is
effective in informing any level of reader that the trend of widespread exclusion
(limited inclusion of certain British citizens rights and pathways) in immigration law
was inherited from the UK’s colonial history and the central role of national
government in creating legal/political boundaries. Clayton effectively shows how this
multi-layered body of law has been constantly amended as political ideas and socioeconomic needs shifted; therefore, the many sources of migration policy could be seen
as too complex to understand from the perspective of a layperson. This text is also very
useful for the project as it shows that human rights values have never been a policy
focus in the development of UK migration law. As a result of this, the UK’s migration
law continues to perpetuate inequality in modern society. A significant difficulty with
this text is that the underlying connections between political and social issues for
migrants are not easily discernible without relying on secondary reading such as white
paper reports, social surveys and newspaper articles. Lastly, this text material has been
presented in a clear, and coherent way and the language is easily accessible to any
level of reader. However, its narrow focus on legal history and legislation does not
adequately discuss how and why laws are subverted for political means nor does it
highlight the need for human rights norms to protect law-abiding skilled non-UK/EEA
migrants.
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3.3 Societal Impact of UK Migration Policies
The second text that this review will summarise is Mary Hickman, Nicola
Mai, and Helen Crowley’s book, 116 which account for how the UK’s modern
population feel towards immigrants and how previous government policies have been
unable to create an effective social cohesion strategy. Using ethnographic evidence,
the authors show how UK resident’s individual perceptions of skilled migrants trigger
changes in immigration policy. They suggest that a new interpretation of cohesion is
necessary to better inform policy for successive governments going forward to achieve
an effective social bond that unites a progressively diverse society. This section of the
review will be divided into three parts where the authors show persuasive evidence for
their arguments: [1] community cohesion and the backlash to multiculturalism, [2]
social cohesion for the new economy, and [3] the politics of belonging and social
cohesion with a brief commentary on the usefulness of the text in understanding how
migration impacts UK society. Overall, this text is relevant to the project because it
shows the vital role of public perceptions of migrants from UK society, which the
government uses to justify its nationalist interventions.
3.3.1 Community Cohesion and Backlash to Multiculturalism
In the first part, Hickman et al explain their theory and approach to address
why contemporary migration policy is problematic for social cohesion. In general,
social cohesion and migration in the UK is centred on tensions between universal
liberalism (equal rights and liberties for all members of society) and nationalism
(excluding rights and liberties from all non-members).117 The authors note that social
cohesion debates became dominant in Europe in the 1990s from rising “global
migration” and since 2001 from the threat of “global terrorism.”118 “Social cohesion
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is about social order,” a system of integration or “solidarity based on shared values
and beliefs;” however, as society changes and becomes more complex there is a greater
probability that members may lose sight of their shared interest if there is a low
standard of normative regulation.119
The authors state that Robert Putnam’s theories of “social capital” (high
levels of social association at local level would mean high levels of civic engagement)
dominate government policy with an ominous outlook.120 Putnam believed that the
growing levels of “individualism” in society eroded community cohesion and civic
responsibility; thus, diversity is a threat to social cohesion.

121

The idea of

“individualism” is rooted in neoliberalism where “‘human well-being can best be
advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms… [such as] strong private
property rights, free markets and free trade’ and its emphasis that the role of
government is ‘to create a good business climate rather than to look to the needs and
well-being of the population at large’.”122 The term “diversity” refers to the process by
which those who are different reconstruct the host community.123 This text argues that
social cohesion “is not about avoiding conflict” but solving it through “the ability
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within individuals and groups informing a social field to manage the inequalities,
differentiations and tensions intervening within and between them in terms that they
perceive as positive and successful.”124 They assert that the debates over migration and
social cohesion in the UK are driven by economic inequality in everyday life rather
than ethnic differences; thus, accepting the pluralistic view that conflict is a necessary
and desirable part of an active democracy.125
Their ethnographic, evidence-based approach is sourced from fieldwork from
2005 and 2007 that capture the voices of new migrants, long-term settled majority
ethnic (White British), and long-term settled minority ethnic (White Irish or Others
from the Caribbean or Indian subcontinent) across England, Scotland and Northern
Ireland, answering the question of “how people do and don’t get along in a [globalised
and] post-industrial society.”126 More specifically, a society that was dominated by an
industrial economy and has experienced: a slowdown in economic growth from
manufacturing to service employment, a mature system of governmental intervention,
and a demographic shift to an aging population.127
There are two main areas of “backlash against multiculturalism” from
community and British-ness128 is coupled with a renewed focus of the integration of
“others” (migrants and minority ethnic communities). 129 The tension between
community and nationality from the late 1990s can be seen with the reception towards
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two reports: The 2000 Parekh Report (aimed at countering race discrimination to make
Britain a vibrant multicultural society after the Brixton Riots 1981 and the devolution
of the governments of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 1997-98) and the 2001
Cantle Report released by the Home Office (that developed the community cohesion
policies that move away from the language of multiculturalism). 130 Essentially, the
Parekh Report said that a multicultural Britain was an empty promise as racial and
cultural inequality persists as an obstacle to British-ness and this went against the
dominant nationalist view that Britain was already multicultural. 131 Refuting this
charge of racism, the Cantle Report reframed the focus away from race and stated that
an immigration strategy based on cohesion can be achieved through a common vision,
experience and shared values. 132 The authors suggest that ‘community cohesion’
policies ignore the deep racial tensions that exist in the dominant UK national culture
(discrimination from majority ethnic against minority ethnic groups who live in
extreme poverty, with no access to basic services or those who live in oppressive
conditions).133
The governmental policy around community at this time may have reflected
a state-led political narrative to divert public attention from the inequalities of daily
life.134 The New Labour government from 1997 to 2007 wanted to reinvigorate the
nationalist idea of ‘Britishness’ where “citizens have the right to differ from each other
but have to express these differences in a manner that respects shared values” of
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“tolerance, solidarity and equality.” 135 Hickman et al argue that this perspective is
ineffective as a “social glue” and exacerbates differences rather than valuing diversity
because it assumes that a liberal state can only be for liberal people who have the same
nationalistic values; therefore, excluding ‘other’ identities as threatening to the British
people.136
3.3.2 Social Cohesion for the New Economy
On the second part, Hickman et al looks at the impact of the “new economy”
on cohesiveness from the personal experience of interviewees from across the UK in
different economic sectors, labour markets and job skills. The “new economy” was
promoted by the New Labour government as a vision of Britain as a globally
competitive, knowledge/technology-based economy; therefore, “all individuals had a
responsibility to equip themselves… to the requirements of the market” and those
unable to access new knowledge (skill and education) would effectively be excluded
from national prosperity. 137 This political shift to concentrate on the “knowledge
economy” meant that migration and settlement programmes had to open up to facilitate
labour access for skilled migrants to satisfy business demands.138 The authors state that
the “new economy” divided the workforce into multiple sides of opposition (new/old
economy, skilled/unskilled workers, British/migrant workers, permanent/casual
workers, high-paid/low-paid jobs, economically-active/inactive workers), which all
together undermines social cohesion on a daily basis.139
A new arrival working in Peterborough as a skilled worker said that his
working life was affected by how his colleagues viewed ‘other’ migrants as a hazard
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to social cohesion: “[an] English adviser comes in and says something like, ‘oh you
know, another Lithuanian client…trying to apply benefits, and they think they can just
come here…’ And I’ll pretend I don’t listen.”140 This quote was about how his coworker perpetuates the dominant view that skilled workers are different to migrant
workers because the former is part of the “new economy” while the latter is a lowwaged and benefit-dependent outsider. A minority ethnic informant in Kilburn said “a
lot [of] working class men and women [migrated] from Ireland to the UK…men went
into work in construction and the women went into…cleaning or catering…Then the
Polish communities are coming here…kind of taking the jobs…causing tensions but
that’s because of financial reasons, it’s not a dislike of culture.”141 This excerpt shows
anger of some long-term settled migrants against new arrivals that have displaced them
in the new economy, even in low-skilled work. In contrast, a long-term settled majority
ethnic man from Downham was empathetic and accepts new migrant arrivals in the
construction sector because he knows it is all because of the money and if it was him
he would do the same so migrants are just normal people.142
In the food industry, a long-term settled majority ethnic man in Dungannon
said “after 3 years…I couldn’t do it anymore, I didn’t like it anymore…it got worse in
the place… I had a good friend in there he left, so I worked with people, you couldn’t
talk to them anymore;” referring to how language differences of new migrants changed
his attitude at work as it excluded him from developing new friends. Another informant
in the food sector of Dungannon said that he made friends with Polish, Lithuanian and
Portuguese migrants and what mattered was whether they are Catholic or Protestant;
thus, it seems that at best, strong social cohesion like friendships are quite fragile and
existing divisions in society continue to be relevant.
In the care industry in Glasgow, one new Filipina arrival said “Scotland is not
a multicultural place” where the settled workers know how to deal with highly-skilled
foreigners in deskilled positions of employment; moreover, another new arrival from
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Zimbabwe said that the general public assume that if you are foreign then you are an
asylum seeker or illegal migrant but in fact you are employed and in the UK for a
professional purpose. 143 Both highly skilled workers in this case are specifically
recruited for their advanced skills yet they feel invisible in UK society and are made
to feel inadequate in their daily work environment. Altogether, migration remains at
the centre of the globalised ‘new economy’ and the international demand for skilled
labour continues to agitate social divisions in the UK rather than encourage cohesion.
3.3.3 The Politics of Belonging and Social Cohesion
In the final part, Hickman et al focus on the politics of belonging in
contemporary UK and how the local narrative is neglected by state-led cohesion
policies. The authors found that there are two narratives present: [1] homogenous
accounts where migrants must assimilate to nationalist structures in Britain, and [2]
heterogeneous accounts where both migrants and long-term settled residents are able
to actively negotiate mutual needs and conflicts.144 Ultimately, the authors support the
latter because they argue that social cohesion is not a set of values that the state can
impose but rather an individual skill set that is practiced to overcome social tensions
and produce positive outcomes for all sides.
Summaries of their findings are briefly listed as follows. In terms of
belonging: majority ethnic interviewees in England find it awkward to explain feelings
of belonging to Britain as it should be self-explanatory, majority ethnic interviewees
in Scotland and Northern Ireland said they felt they belonged to their own jurisdictions
more than Britain, and long-term settled minority ethnic residents and new arrivals
stated they had quite positive feelings of belonging in Britain due to their social
mobility opportunities. In terms of understanding social cohesion, two opposing views
are noted. In the minority, Kilburn and Leicester (except Braunstone) social cohesion
was locally understood as: the reciprocal participation from all groups in managing
social intervention, accepting that migration is part of the history of the area and a
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heterogeneous local spaces is manageable; therefore, they have a heterogeneous
narrative.145 In the majority, Downham/ Braunstone (Leicester)/ Dungannon/ Sighthill
(Glasgow)/ and Peterborough, had a non-reciprocal understanding of social cohesion
that fit the homogenous narrative: they view new arrivals as solely responsible for
fitting into their neighbourhoods, they do not acknowledge that migration is part of
their local history and they may lack the social skills to manage heterogeneous local
spaces.146 On the whole, these observations are influenced by a number of factors:
socio-economic resources, infrastructure for social inclusion, and different historical
experiences of migration; thus, these local experiences are hugely influential in
establishing commonality or separation but these nuances were not considered by the
government in their policies.147
3.3.4 Commentary
To sum up, Hickman et al shows an account for how the UK population feels
toward immigrants and how modern government policies have been unable to create
an effective social cohesion strategy for two reasons: [1] how individuals in different
places develop local values/identity rather than sharing one national set of
values/identity, and [2] that new and settled residents need to develop social cohesion
as a skill set not as national values. On the up side, this material is highly organised
and effectively persuasive due to its ethnographic evidence, which shows how UK
residents individual perceptions of skilled migrants trigger changes in immigration
policy. This is relevant for the project because these public perceptions of migrants
from UK society are used by the government to justify its nationalist interventions. In
comparison with the first text, it does not use legal sources because it focuses more on
the social impact of migration of skilled migrants on host communities. It is quite
useful for the review because it provides the social context for how socio-political
shifts around migration impact various levels of UK devolved society. On the down
side, there is no interviewee from Wales in the study, which could have affected the
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results. Moreover, the text does not specifically name or describe what ‘social cohesion
skills’ should be and how it could be taught or shared in the local sphere. Overall, this
material is well organised and although the language is accessible for most readers, the
context is aimed at a more academic audience because it engages in a political debate
about how migrant integration could be more effective in UK society.
3.4 UK Migration Strategies and International Migration Trends
The third text that this review will summarise is Karen O’Reilly’s book,148
which will summarise a range of sociological theories of understanding migration from
an international perspective, which will be used to get a sense of how the UK’s
approach fits in with global trends. It will show how Clayton’s historical account and
Hickman’s text, which only looks at the UK’s national understanding of migration, are
all part of one global system of migration. The purpose of this text is to inform the
reader of previous theories used to understand international migration and persuade
the reader that “practice theory” may fill a gap in knowledge. This section is split into
three parts to explain this argument by: [1] briefly outlining practice theory and
structuration, [2] summarizing substantive social theories and contemporary themes,
and [3] will conclude with some critical comments of the effectiveness of this text and
any gaps in knowledge it may have. Overall, this perspective provides an international
account of how shifts in the UK’s migration approach follows global trends but at the
same time it remains a separate territorial process.
3.4.1 Brief Outline of Practice Theory and Structuration
On the first part, the main idea is that “practice theory” may be a broad
sociological theory but it can also contribute to a nuanced understanding of a
“structuration cycle” in international migration. Practice theories “attempt to
understand the interaction and interconnection of structure and agency, first by
opposing the notion of a strict ontological dualism.” 149 Secondly, structuration in
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social theory proposes that “structures are both the limits to and outcomes of
agency…the relationship between agents as a ‘duality of structure’…[they] do not
exist ontologically as two distinct entities…but are always interdependent and
interrelated.”150 O’Reilly states that “social processes take place through an on-going
cycle, or constant interaction, between external structures (what is out there),
internalized structures in agents (what is in here), practices (actions), and outcomes
(with intended and unintended consequences).”151 External structures are “objective
things…autonomous of the agent, and can have causal influence on actions, both
enabling and constraining;” for example, colonial history and legacy as well as global
inequalities are all external frames to migration.152 External structures are malleable
because they are transformed by the daily action of the agents that operate within them
and “[they] do not work by themselves: they work on the basis of agents acting [on]…
conceptions of values and norms and power resources.” 153 Internal structures are
known as “habitus,” which are “systems of durable, transposable dispositions” or
“outcomes of the interaction of actions and structures through daily practice over
generations…(or human, social and cultural capital).”154
This concept is “both formed (a structural force) and continuing to be formed
(an action), and is an attribute of individuals and of groups;” for example: “in everyday
engagement, actors adjust their habits and goals as they assess practical situations, and

150
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thereby (re)create structures.”155 Practice or “active agency” are “the daily actions of
agents” including routines and reflexive actions that “reproduce and transform
structures;” 156 for example, in terms of human agency within migration “social
engagements” may be informed by the past (habitus), but also oriented toward the
future possibilities and toward the present context (problem-solving based on what is
known, consciously adjusting habits and executing a decision). 157 Outcomes or
consequences resulting from the interactions between external/ internal structures and
practices (intended or unintended) could then be useful for researchers to identify how
certain social changes are widely formed;” for example, for US immigration it seems
that national social structures shape migrant actions/choices and more recognition is
put on how migrants transform host societies rather than how immigrants
“(re)constitute” structures therefore researchers should be encouraged on the latter to
pinpoint patterns in the migration process. 158 In other words, the author states that
practice theory is an ongoing process of structuration or reconstitution of social life,
which aims to comprehend interrelationships between nation-state structures and
people’s actions within the national sphere.159
3.4.2 Summary of Social Theories and Contemporary Themes
In this second part, O’Reilly summarizes a number of substantive social
theories and identifies contemporary themes in migration studies to give readers a
critical toolkit for understanding where practice theory fits. This summary will briefly
look at five categories of substantive social theories that have been applied to global
migration. These theories all share a common thread, that although national migration
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strategies may follow a global trend, it remains a territorial process. The first category
is “micro-economic theories of migration” utilized in economics, geography and
demography fields to understand labour migration: there are “push” factors or
favourable economic conditions that coerce people to move out of their country of
origin (poverty, political persecution, poor quality of living, and low economic
circumstances) and “pull” factors or unfavourable economic conditions that entice
people to a different country (high demand for labour, higher quality of living, and
political freedom).160 However, this rationale excludes various factors that motivate
migration such as family and community relationships, the role of intermediaries that
arrange passage, and the role of states in labour recruitment/ adopting asylum seeker
policies/ and controlling citizenship rights. 161 This was apparent in the UK after
WWII, the pull factor for Commonwealth citizens from the West Indies was the high
demand for labour and the push factor could have been lower economic opportunities
in their state of origin.162
Secondly, there is “world systems theory” where “the entire world [is] a
single capitalist system, in which the underdeveloped and poorer nations of the
periphery provide cheap labour to support the wealthy and powerful core of the
developed nations.”163 These types of theories affirms Marxist and post-colonial ideas
(political and economic power imbalances in capitalism) and focuses on macrotheoretical criticisms by highlighting historical and structural factors that infringe on
an individual’s daily life decisions; however, it overestimates the economic agency of
“third-world elites” and overlooks the political and cultural factors that replicate
colonial power dynamics.164 This is reflected in the UK from its colonial past and its
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subsequent industrialization and modernisation where economic factors that drove the
political reform in migration to recruit workers from the Commonwealth teeritories in
the Caribbean, West Africa, India and Pakistan to fill-in gaps in the UK’s workforce.165
The third category of theories is “migration systems and networks,” which
refutes the two previous waves of migration theory above as they were centred around
understanding male labour migration (as a “one-off move to a new, permanent
destination”) rather than viewing it as an continuous interaction of macro (state
policies of governance/global politics/economy), meso (intermediary individuals or
organizations that connect migrants and political/economic institutions), and micro
(informal social networks like families or local business and community) levels of a
larger migration network.

166

O’Reilly criticizes these types of theories as

underdeveloped because it “spends little or no time thinking through how structures
become embodied practice;” thus, if practice theory was applied then the macro level
it would include the interdependency between structures and agents, meso level would
include not only intermediaries but also family/friend networks, and micro level would
include the idea of habitus or internal attitudes and norms of agents, intermediaries and
families.167 This understanding of migration could be connected to the development of
migration policies from the 1970s-90s in the UK where the government was trying to
manage the movement of migrants and asylum seekers through macro level
government schemes to restrict meso level and micro level networks that were
attracting applicants to come to the country.168
The fourth category is called “migrants in society” which views “migration
as a process [that] has outcome[s] for sending and receiving countries.” 169 This
category includes five substantive sociological theories: [1] “nation and nationalism”
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(the nation-state controls policy, population and the common narrative of identity,
history and belonging but this is challenged by post-classical and critical theorist as
too homogenous in its outlook on society); 170 [2] “assimilation and segmented
assimilation” (the process where migrants are incorporated into the homogenous
culture of the new country distinguishing between the lived experience of both ethnic
majority/minority segments of the population for generations to come and any
differences in culture are thought to be dangerous by the host country); 171 [3]
“multiculturalism” (the majority accepts long-term cultural differences and aims for
pluralism in society where everyone is “distinct but equal” yet the label of being
‘different’ still has a polarizing effect on the minority of the population and it does not
effectively account for discrimination as a roadblock to integration);172 [4] “ethnicity”
(the “process of boundary construction and maintenance… [of] the ethnic boundary
that defines the group, not the cultural stuff it encloses” but this approach may not
always account for the “hybridity, and complex, shifting identities” and it can be
dangerous tool of exclusion in extremely divided societies); 173 and at last, [5] “race
and

racism”

(a

term

developed

in

Western

societies

from

times

of

slavery/colonialism/genocide where prejudice was exerted on certain people because
of their perceived ethnic identity and the ethnic majority deems itself as the dominant
class while the ethnic minority is the subservient class).174 This broad range of theories
may be reflected best in Hickman’s text, although race has also been referred to in
Clayton’s text as a key factor is shifting migration policy.
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The last category entails four contemporary approaches to migration studies:
[1] “gender and migration” (where women are overlooked in past theories despite
having a greater role in modern migration than men for a variety of reasons such as
family, entrepreneurial needs, irregular labour demands, education and asylum);175 [2]
“globalization” (in terms of migration, it is the “increase in the numbers of people
moving within and across state borders, to the extent that what was once seen as
temporary…is now considered the norm, with increasing numbers of countries being
affected at any one time”); 176 [3] “transnationalism” (“consider links people have
outside the nation, and to look at the impacts of these in terms of identities… actions
and structures” but this may have tendencies to discount certain restrictions on
movement enforced by the nation-states);177 and [4] “mobility” (the ongoing process
of movement in “people, goods and ideas” has become central to contemporary social
life,” which includes navigating tensions between multiple territorial borders and also
within daily cultural/community spaces).178 Overall, the most dominant understanding
of modern migration from these contemporary theories is globalisation, with the
central focus on nation-states like the UK that are struggling to manage the movement
of large numbers of migrants across its borders, this will be expanded further in
Chapter 6 as part of the project’s data analysis.
3.4.3 Commentary
As for a final comment on this material, O’Reilly does not offer an exhaustive
summary of all theories in migration studies but the book does provide a range of
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substantial sociological theories that show how the UK’s past migration strategies fits
in with global trends. The reader can get a comprehensive sense of how migration
analysis has always been an interdisciplinary field. In terms of being persuasive in the
usefulness of practice theory, its logical reasoning may only be useful for a
sociological debate. This text is mostly suited for an academic audience and it may be
difficult for readers, who are not familiar with sociological reasoning to understand
the material coherently. A major drawback of this theory is that it does not adequately
challenge the national legal or political structures that make migration systems a legacy
of inequality for migrants nor does it refer to how human rights values can change this
status quo. Despite the fact that the UK’s national migration approach follows
international trends, it remains a territorial process. Overall, this text is useful for
showing the importance of nation-states as key actors in developing migration systems
from colonialism to the modern globalised world.
3.5 Conclusion
This Literature Review provided three different perspectives on what has
previously triggered shifts in the UK’s national migration narrative. On the one hand,
Clayton’s book laid out a range of historical and legal sources to unpack how migration
laws in the UK have evolved as an ad-hoc system of rules that were constantly change
based on socio-political issues. On the other hand, Hickman portrayed how the UK
population feels toward immigrants and how modern government policies have been
unable to create an effective social cohesion strategy. Finally, O’Reilly’s material
summarised a range of sociological theories of understanding migration from an
international perspective in order to get a sense of how the UK’s approach fits in with
global trends. The overall knowledge gap with these materials is that there has not
been a socio-legal approach to understanding migration that adequately explains why
national legal systems of migration are so deeply linked with politics and why the
protection of migrant rights has been largely excluded in migration policy
development. The review proposes that this gap in knowledge could benefit from a
range of socio-legal lens, which could unpack the tensions between national/global
migration norms and its corresponding outcome of excluding/including migrants
through law and politics.
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Now that the common triggers to migration policy shifts has been explained,
the following two chapters will examine how the UK’s legal system may be failing
skilled migrants in recent case law through the Case Note in Chapter 4 and legislation
through the Statute Report in Chapter 5. All together, the three Portfolio documents
from Chapter 3 to 5 will be used to provide background context that will support the
Dissertation in Chapter 6, which looks at ‘how and why the changes in the UK’s
migration system may be failing skilled migrants?’ from policy development and the
role of human rights to correct this.
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4 PORTFOLIO - CASE NOTE

R (on the application of MM (Lebanon)) (Appellant) v Secretary of State for the Home
Department (Respondent) [2017] UKSC 10

This chapter is the second Portfolio document and it will give a detailed example of
how the UK judiciary may not be able to protect migrant’s basic family rights. This
Case Note is relevant to the project because it shows that migrants cannot rely on the
European Convention on Human Rights (“the Convention”) as a defence against
arbitrary changes to immigration rules because they are a legitimate part of the
government’s political strategy. This case was decided in the Supreme Court (“the
Court”) and is legally significant because it affirmed that the minimum income
threshold for British citizens to bring non-EEA spouses to live with them in the UK is
in fact justified in principle. Litigation began in 2013 with these five cases on appeal,
which challenged the legality of minimum income requirement based on Article 8 of
the Convention, which is the “right to respect for private and family life.”179 The result
of this judgment is that the amendments to the new immigration rules are legitimate as
part of the government’s strategy to reduce migration. The common criticism is that it
has been significantly harsh on British citizens who live or work abroad, and it has
created a permanent obstacle to many couples earning less than the requirement within
the UK. Women and those from minority ethnic groups are hit harder due to the gender
pay gap, harming the welfare of children and causing hardship to thousands of
families. The Guardian estimates that in 2015, the amended rule “excludes 41% of the
British working population, including 55% of women, from bringing a foreign spouse

179 House of Commons Library, ‘The financial (‘minimum income’) requirement for partner
visas’ (Commons Library briefing, Number 6724, 7 November 2017), 19. See also Human
Rights Act 1998.
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to live in Britain.”180 This Case Note will highlight the fact that it is quite difficult to
challenge the rationale behind the seemingly arbitrary changes to the Immigration
Rules (“the IR”) as unlawful and non-compliant to Article 8 of the Convention and the
Human Rights Act 1998 (“HRA 1998”). The nature of the IR does not place family
and child welfare as its primary consideration; but rather puts national economic
interest above everything else. Proponents of this ruling may praise the new clarity on
immigration criteria, while opponents may continue to doubt that the Court’s
acceptance of the government’s migration policy as legitimate.
4.1 Issues and Facts
‘Appendix FM’ was inserted into the IR on the 9th of July 2012 to amend the
entry requirements for non-EEA family members to join their relatives in the UK.181
Section EC-P outlines the entry clearance for a partner of a British citizen in the UK,
or a person settled in the UK, or a refugee person with humanitarian protection in the
UK. Section E-ECP deals with the financial requirements or Minimum Income
Requirement (“MIR”) that the sponsoring UK partner must have as an annual income
to be eligible to sponsor a non-EEA partner. A partner is a spouse or fiancé, a civil
partner or proposed civil partner, or a person living in a relationship akin to marriage
or a civil partnership for a minimum of two years. In short, the sponsoring partner must
have a gross annual income of at least £18,600 with an additional £3,800 for a nonEEA national child and £2,400 for each additional child. 182 Only the sponsoring
partner’s income is considered, ignoring the potential income of the non-EEA partner

180 Alan Travis, ‘Supreme Court backs minimum income rule for non-European spouses:
Highest UK Court back £18,600 threshold but acknowledges the rule has caused hardship for
thousands’ (The Guardian, 22 February 2017).
181 [2017] UKSC 10, para 1.
182 UK Home Office, ‘Immigration Rules Appendix FM: family members, Section EECC.2.1

(a)’

(25

February

2016,

updated

15

January

2018)

<

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/immigration-rules/immigration-rules-appendix-fm-familymembers > accessed 27 January 2018.
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nor any third-party support. The only alternative is if the couple has the savings of
£16,000 plus 2.5 times the shortfall of the sponsoring partner’s earnings. 183 The
median full-time gross earnings in the UK as of 2012 was £26,500, but men on average
was £28,700 and women only £23,100, but there is substantial differences with people
in London and the rest of England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales.184 The 2015
provisional results published in November 2016 stated that out of 422 occupations
listed, 301 of those occupations had an average earning below £18,600; thus, a large
portion of the adult British population may not meet the new requirements.185
The four cases being dealt with here: MM, AF, AM and SJ, are all claims for
judicial review of the MIR when Appendix FM was first launched. 186 This challenge
on MIR is based on the ground that it is incompatible with the rights of the claimant’s
and their partners under Article 8, 12 and/or 14 of the Convention. The claimants also
challenge MIR as unreasonable and ultra vires of common law principles. The fifth
case, SS, is an appeal against the refusal of the entry clearance of a partner due to a
failure to meet the MIR. 187 This appeal succeeded on Article 8 grounds of the
Convention in both First-tier Tribunal and Upper Tribunal before going to the Court
of Appeal. The Court directed that these five cases be heard together. The focus of this
Case Note will be on the broad challenge to the MIR rather than individual case facts,
as outlined below.

183 UK Home Office, ‘Immigration Rules Appendix FM: family members, Section EECC.2.1
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/immigration-rules/immigration-rules-appendix-fm-familymembers > accessed 27 January 2018.
184 Office for National Statistics, ‘Statistical Bulletin: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings:
2012 Provisional Results’ (22 November 2012).
185 [2017] UKSC 10, para 2.
186 Ibid, para 3.
187 Ibid, para 3.
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MM188 is a 37-year old male national of Lebanon who was granted leave to
remain in the UK as a refugee until June 2017. He married a Lebanese woman he met
in Syria in 2013. He earns £15,600 per year while his wife is employed in Lebanon as
a pharmacist and his brother provided £80 per week for five years. They cannot live
together in Lebanon due to well-founded fears of persecution as a refugee; thus, the
UK is the only country where he has the right to reside. He claims that the inability to
live together in the UK, as they would fail the entry clearance due to the MIR, is an
unjustified interference with his Article 8 rights.
AF 189 is an interested party to MM’s case because he contends that the
difficulties to family unity in the UK breaches his Convention rights but also the
Secretary of State’s duty in section 55 of the Border, Citizenship and Immigration Act
2009 (“the Act 2009”) to “safeguard and promote the welfare of children when making
decisions which affect them.”
AM190 is a British citizen from Pakistan who has resided in the UK since 1972
and has married a Pakistani woman in 1991 but did not register the marriage until
2006. The couple have five children who are British citizens. AM has been out of work
since 2006 and is dependent on benefits. His wife was refused leave to enter due to the
new MIR rules. He complains about how MIR rules are being applied to the parents
of children settled in the UK, who are seeking to remain as spouse or partners.
SJ191 is a female British citizen of Pakistani heritage who married a Pakistani
man who works as a civil servant in Pakistan. In 2013, she sponsored his application
to come to the UK but was refused in 2014 due to the MIR rules. She claims that MIR
violates her Convention rights under Article 8 and Article 12 but also it is indirectly

188 Ibid, para 28-9.
189 Ibid, para 30.
190 Ibid, para 31.
191 Ibid, para 32.
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discriminatory against women, more so since British Asian women have significantly
lower rates of pay and employment than others in the UK.192
SS193 is a female citizen and resident of the Democratic Republic of Congo
(“DRC”) who married NT from the DRC. She was granted refugee status in the UK
and became a naturalised British citizen. They married in 2012 but NT was refused
entry clearance later that year because the MIR was not met and appealed on Article 8
grounds. The couple could not live together in the DRC due to fears of persecution.
NT’s earning was roughly £17,000 per year well above the minimum wage of £13,600;
thus, they would not need to rely on benefits. After the application of NT was refused,
SS suffered a miscarriage and has been deeply traumatised since NT cannot visit for
fear of losing his job in the DRC. The Upper Tribunal held that the First-tier Tribunal
had been wrong for the refusal since there was “insurmountable obstacles” to family
life in the DRC that were “exceptional” resulting in “unjustifiably harsh conditions”
for the couple and dismissed the Entry Clearance Officer’s appeal.
The above cases all share the common central focus on challenging the
introduction of MIR in 2012 into the IR of Appendix FM. The background of MIR
before its introduction was that the IR required that applicant parties must be able to
maintain and accommodate themselves and any dependants “adequately in the UK
without recourse to public funds.” 194 In KA and others (Pakistan) [2006] UKAIT
00065; [2007] AR 155, the Upper Tribunal established that income support is the
appropriate test of adequate maintenance. This was approved by the Court of Appeal
in AM (Ethiopia) v Entry Clearance Officer, 195 which amounted to approximately
£5,500 per year after tax and housing cost deductions. This approach was problematic
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195 [2008] EWCA Civ 1082, [2009] Imm AR 254, para 78.
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for entry clearance officers because it did not depend on a set income threshold and it
was difficult to apply the test consistently.196
In July 2011, the Home Office devised an alternative policy in a consultation
paper, which proposed a higher level of minimum income threshold for sponsors
wishing to bring a non-EEA national spouse or partner or dependant into the UK.197
The government commissioned the Migration Advisory Committee (“MAC”) to
consider what the minimum threshold should be to ensure that the sponsor could
support a partner and any dependants without becoming a burden on the state.198 In
November 2011, the Committee’s Report called the “Review of the minimum income
requirement for sponsorship under the family migration route,” considered three
options: pay approach, benefits approach and net fiscal approach.199
The pay approach included the national minimum wage, living wage and UK
wage distribution, but this approach was rejected because it did not relate directly to
the question asked.200 The benefit approach is the level of income that a family would
not be entitled to income-related benefits. The net fiscal approach is the point at which
more is paid in tax than publicly services consumes. The report stated that the benefit
and net fiscal approach set the lowest threshold at £13,400 and the highest at £40,000.
The Committee’s preferred threshold under the benefits approach as £18,600 a year
for a two-adult household;201 moreover, the net fiscal approach threshold was £25,700

196 [2017] UKSC 10, para 5.
197 Ibid, para 6.
198 Ibid, para 6.
199 Ibid, para 7. See also Home Office, ‘Migration Advisory Committee: Review of the
minimum income requirement for sponsorship under the family migration route’ (November
2011).
200 Ibid, para 8.
201 Home Office, ‘Migration Advisory Committee: Review of the minimum income
requirement for sponsorship under the family migration route’ (November 2011), para 5.5.
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a year for a one-adult household.

202

Therefore, the Committee set their

recommendation between £18,600 and £25,700 gross annual income.203 In the Home
Office’s “Statement of Intent: Family Migration” (June, 2012), the government
decided to adopt the gross annual income threshold of £18,600 for a British citizen or
settled person to sponsor a non-EEA fiancé, proposed civil partner, spouse, civil
partner or unmarried partner with the additional costs for dependent children.204 The
Statement of Intent also announced that this new rule would “reflect fully the factors
which can be weighed for and against an Article 8 claim. They will set proportionate
requirements that reflect…the Government’s and Parliament’s view of how individual
rights to respect for private or family life should be qualified in the public interest to
safeguard the economic well-being of the UK.205 Overall, these claims to strike down
the new rules were partially successful in the High Court but this decision was reversed
by the Court of Appeal and the case subsequently was given leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court.
4.2 Ruling
The Court held unanimously that the challenges under Article 8 must fail and
holds that MIR is acceptable in principle but the IR and its related instructions
unlawfully fail to take proper account of the SoS’s duty to children in section 55 of the
Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009 (“the s 55 duty”). Lady Hale and Lord
Carnwath gave a joint judgement that [i] allowed SS’s appeal, restoring the Upper
Tribunal’s decision (the extreme interference with family life due to the
insurmountable obstacles to the couple living together in the DRC, would not be

202 Ibid, para 5.6.
203 Ibid, para 5.7.
204 Ibid, para 9. See also Home Office, ‘Statement of Intent: Family Migration’ (June 2012),
para 70-80.
205 Home Office, ‘Statement of Intent: Family Migration’ (June, 2012), para 7. See also Home
Office, ‘Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules’ (HC 194) explanatory memorandum (13
June 2012), para 2.1.
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justified),206 and [ii] allows the other four appeals but only to a limited extent (MIR
could stand in principle, but the government’s instructions in the IR required revision).
The analysis below will focus on the later rather than former, as it relates to the broader
theme that immigration law and practice in the UK as disjointed and unnecessarily
filled with hidden obstacles for migrants on the path to settlement and citizenship.
4.3 Application
This section will discuss: [i] the challenge to the validity of the IR under the
Convention and the HRA 1998 and the principle aim and rationality of an MIR as part
of British life; and [ii] the treatment of children and alternative sources of funding. In
summary, the tone of this decision is quite narrow in the sense that the rationale is
quite sympathetic to the government’s perspective, 207 despite its widely negative
impact on 40-45% of UK residents who earn less than £18,600.208
On challenging the IR under Article 8, the Court was asked to consider the
legality of Appendix FM and the MIR. The judgement clearly acknowledges “any state
has the right, in international law, to control the entry of foreigners and how long they
may remain after entry. Nevertheless, the right has to be exercised consistently with
the obligations of the European Convention on Human Rights.” 209 The European
Court of Human Rights in Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v United Kingdom,210
held that the refusal to admit a foreign spouse of British citizens or settled persons in
the UK is not a breach of Article 8 right to respect for family life; however, it does
engage Article 8 sufficiently to bring cases within the Article 14 requirements that

206 [2017] UKSC 10, para 106.
207 Helena Wray, ‘The MM Case and the public interest: how did the Government make its
case?’, [2017] Journal of Immigration Asylum and Nationality Law 31(3), 227-243.
208 House of Commons Library, 19.
209 [2017] UKSC 10, para 37
210 (1985) 7 EHRR 471.
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“there be no unjustified discrimination in the enjoyment of those rights.”211 The case
law has moved on to adopt a four-stage test, in R (Agular Quila) v State for the Home
Department (AIRE Centre intervening) 212 and R (on the application of Bibi)
(Appellant) v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Respondent), 213 to
recognise that such a refusal does amount to lack of respect; thus, the Home Secretary
accepted that Appendix FM must strike a fair balance between individual rights and
public interest.214 The central issue is whether the authorities struck a fair balance and
whether “significant weight” has been given to the interest of children. 215 Under
section 6 of the HRA 1998, the Secretary of State must act in a way that is compatible
with the Convention. 216 The Court “upheld the rules as a whole as satisfying the
requirements of proportionality under Article 8...expressing concern about the
potential operation of the guidance in individual cases.” This case highlights that “rules
prepared by the Secretary of State rarely fail.”217
Moreover, “as a general rule, it is the decision in an individual case which
may be incompatible with the Convention rights, rather than the relevant general rules
or policies.”218 Laws LJ has said that: “The immigrant’s Article 8 rights…(must be)
protected by the Secretary of State and the court whether or not that is done through
the medium of the immigration rules. It follows that the rules are not of themselves
required to guarantee compliance with the article.” 219 The IR “causes hardship to

211 [2017] UKSC 10, para 37.
212 [2011] UKSC 45.
213 [2015] UKSC 68.
214 [2017] UKSC 10, para 37 and 56.
215 Ibid, para 44.
216 Ibid, para 51.
217 Ibid, para 56.
218 Ibid, para 57.
219 [2017] UKSC 10, para 57. See also AM (Ethiopia) and others v Entry Clearance Officer
[2008] EWCA Civ 1082, para 39.
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many...[but this] does not mean that it is incompatible with the Convention rights or
otherwise unlawful at common law”220 because “the MIR is part of an overall strategy
aimed at reducing net migration,”221 which is in line with the public interest in the UK
for migrants to not be burden on taxpayers. Overall, the Court’s analysis seems to
eliminate any challenges on the IR under Article 8 of the HRA 1998; therefore, leaving
the focus to shift to the instructions given by the SoS to entry clearance officers, who
deal with individual cases where the guidance may unlawfully prevent them from
conducting a “merit-based” assessment.222
On the treatment of children and alternative sources of funding, the Court’s
rationale is as follows. The instructions in Appendix FM, paragraph GEN.1.1 where it
asserts that it “takes into account” the SoS’s duties, in the present form does not
adequately fill the gap left by the IR to satisfy the stringent test in regards to the section
55 duty in respect to children in the UK.223 The guidance is therefore “defective” and
“needs to be amended in line with principles stated by the Strasbourg court...we would
grant a declaration that in this respect both the rules and the instructions are
unlawful.”224 As for the alternative sources of funding, the MAC report’s economic
approach was adopted as a matter of “practicality rather than wider policy...it was not
irrational in the common law sense for the Secretary of State to give priority in the
rules to simplicity of operation and ease of verification.”225 The Court concludes that
“the rules as such are not open to challenge, [but] there are aspects of the instructions
to entry clearance officers which require revision to ensure that the decisions made by
them are consistent with their duties under the HRA.”226

220 Ibid, para 81
221 Ibid, para 82
222 Ibid, para 60.
223 Ibid, para 90-1.
224 Ibid, para 92.
225 Ibid, para 98.
226 Ibid, para 101.
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This decision accepts the government's perspective too easily; however, this
is not surprising as there may be a growing trend in the Court that suggests that any
previous support of Article 8 on the ECHR and the HRA 1998 claims in migration
cases are on the decline.227 Another case handed down at the same time, R (on the
application of Agyarko) v Secretary of State for the Home Department, resulted in a
decision that there are “no insurmountable obstacles to a British national
accompanying a partner to his/her country of origin.”228 This particular ruling may be
narrow on two fronts: [i] the definition of public interest and [ii] the financial threshold
considerations.
Austen Morgan, a leading barrister specialising in family and immigration
law in the UK, highlights that section 19 of the Immigration Act 2014 subsections
117A to 117D (also inserted after Part 5 of the Nationality, Immigration and Asylum
Act 2002) entitled “Article 8 of the ECHR: public interest considerations,” exclusively
defined public interest to comprise of: “effective immigration controls; ability to speak
English; financial independence; little weight is given to private and family life when
the immigrant is in the UK unlawfully; little weight given to private and family life
when the immigration status is precarious; and the deportation of foreign criminals,
increasingly with the seriousness of offences.”229
Before the Immigration Act 2014 came into force, the SoS stated to
Parliament that the new immigration rules, “gives the force of primary legislation to
the principles reflected in those rules by requiring a court or tribunal, when
determining whether a decision is in breach of Article 8 ECHR, to have regard to the

227 Austen Morgan, ‘Right to respect for private and family life: immigration’, Insight (15
August 2017) <Westlaw> accessed 25 October 2017, para 27-8. The House of Lords
vindicated three judgements with Article 8 claims in migration cases over the last nine years:
Beoku-Betts v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2008] UKHL 39; C (Zimbabwe)
v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2008] UKHL 40; and EB (Kosovo) v Secretary
of State for the Home Department [2008] UKHL 41.
228 [2017] UKSC 11.
229 Morgan, para 19.
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public interest considerations as set out in the Bill” but in practice the effect was that
it restricted immigration appeals.230 Morgan notes that immigration rules as stated in
the SoS’s multiple versions of “Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules”231 are not
delegated legislation, though the courts have treated them as such.232 The first version
of the IR was HC 395 in 1994 and they are essentially the SoS’s statements of practice
(in administration of the Immigration Act 1971) that may be considered quasi-law,
which requires judicial interpretation.233
Today, there are 25 parts from 1994 to 2018, with several additional guidance
in many areas amended every month; thus, there is a “lengthy obstacle course” which
has the effect (intentional or not) of “tripping up” migrants on the path to a successful
citizenship application or immigration appeal. 234 Associate Professor Helena Wray,
from the University of Exeter, states that in this ruling “The Court have emphasised
on several occasions that considerable weight should attach to judgements made by
the Secretary of State in the exercise of her constitutional responsibility for
immigration policy...without always indicating the extent to which these had been
contested by the claimants...[allowing for] the premise that the public interest
argument had been fully vindicated.” 235 Public interest should be interpreted more

230 Morgan, para 19. See also Home Office, ‘Immigration Bill (Bill 110) Explanatory Notes’
(10 October 2013) para 19 < https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/20132014/0110/en/14110en.htm > accessed 28 March 2018.
231 UK Visas and Immigration, ‘Immigration Rules: Statement of Changes in Immigration
Rules:

1994

to

2018’

(22

January

2014)

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/immigration-rules-statement-of-changes

<
>

accessed 28 March 2018.
232 Morgan, para 14.
233 Morgan, para 14. See also House of Commons, ‘Statement of Changes in Immigration
Rules’ (HC 395) (23 May 1994).
234 Morgan, para 15.
235 Helena Wray, ‘The MM Case and the public interest: how did the Government make its
case?’, [2017] Journal of Immigration Asylum and Nationality Law 31(3), 227-243.
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widely to include proper immigration decision-making and fair immigration appeals
rather than allowing the executive through the SoS to influence judicial decisions
without the necessary checks and balances.236 In the end, this one sided view of public
interest portrayed by the SoS is misleading and this leads to a bigger question of
whether any Statement of Change in Immigration Rules could withstand critical
scrutiny as legitimate aims at all.
On the Court’s acceptance, of the MAC’s financial recommendation, is
unreasonable because no other alternative sources of data was considered by the
judiciary even though many sources were available and highlighted that the current
policy discriminated against thousands of British citizens (who work full-time yet
continue to be unable to sponsor their spouse or partner to live with them in the UK
indefinitely). “The MAC emphasised that its recommendations were purely based on
economic considerations, and did not take into account wider legal, social or moral
issues related to family migration.” 237 They further admitted that around 45% of
applicants would fall short of the £18,600 threshold.238 This was verified by the Home
Office’s own Impact Assessment in 2012, which clearly indicated through the Annual
Survey for Hourly Earnings that around 40-45% of UK residents earn less than
£18,600.

239

Furthermore, there were 74 parliamentary constituents where the

recommended MIR was higher than the earnings of 50% or more of all residents in
employment.240 Another source using data from the Labour Force Survey showed that

236 Morgan, para 20.
237 House of Commons Library, 9.
238 Ibid, 9.
239 House of Commons Library, 21. See also Home Office, ‘Change to Family Migration
Rules’ (Impact Assessment, IA No HO0065) (12/06/2012), 19.
240 Migrants’ Rights Network, ‘Government changes to the family migration rules’ (MRN
briefing

paper,

June

2015)

<

https://www.migrantsrights.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/publications/MRN_Family_Migration_briefing-update-June-2015.pdf

>

accessed 28 March 2017. See also Migrants’ Rights Network, ‘The family migration income
threshold: Pricing UK workers out of a family life’ (Migrants’ Rights Network, June 2014).
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only 30% of British employees in London did not earn enough to sponsor a non-EEA
spouse; this rose to 49% in Yorkshire and Humberside, and 51% in Northern
Ireland.241 At the time, the coalition government believed that a single national income
threshold would provide clarity and simplicity for stakeholders; but, since the benefit
system is not regionalised then a variable threshold across the UK may be difficult to
enforce. 242 The government’s original goal of the financial requirement was to
“promote integration” and protect the public purse for the “economic well-being of the
country;” however, by relying only on the MAC report there are still two deeper
questions that remained unanswered: (a) what are the actual benefits to the public purse
of these IR policies; and (b) whether the current MIR threshold is an efficient means
to measure or detect which migrant spouses are most likely to rely on welfare benefits
in future?243 Lastly, the government’s 2012 Impact Assessment did not fully follow
the methodology of the MAC report; they excluded the gross lost wages of migrants
rather than including only their tax revenue (as recommended) and included the cost
to public services (not recommended as it was impossible to assess accurately), which
created an unbalanced picture where fiscal benefits seemed much greater when the
financial requirements would have actually resulted in a net fiscal loss.244 Overall, the
result is that the threshold for finding an IR policy that is incompatible with human
rights is now very high in the UK and the Court’s itself have relied too heavily on
contestable government data, which then allows for the executive to use immigration
policy to promote anti-immigration political aims.245

241 The Migration Observatory, ‘Love and money: How immigration policy discriminates
between families’ (Commentaries), (University of Oxford, 17 November 2014) <
http://www.migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/resources/commentaries/love-and-money-howimmigration-policy-discriminates-between-families/ > accessed 28 March 2018.
242 House of Commons Library, 21-22.
243 Wray, 240.
244 Ibid, 242.
245 Ibid, 242-243.
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4.4 Conclusion
The

financial

income

requirements

were

introduced

by

the

Conservative/Liberal Democrat coalition government in 2010 with the sole political
aim to reduce the net migration in the UK to the tens of thousands in order to stay in
power.246 This case appears to be a snapshot of how disjointed migration policy and
practice is in the UK, as it does not protect the migrant’s basic human rights. One area
of lingering uncertainty is the legitimacy of the Statement of Change in Immigration
Rules. When the HRA 1998 came into effect, not many people would predict that the
family life aspect of Article 8 would have a significant role in UK immigration law
and practice. 247 Since 2000, the SoS has narrowed the applicability of Article 8 in
migration cases through: (a) the Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules; and (b)
the radical changes inserted into Immigration Rules through Appendix FM and section
19 of the Immigration Act 2014.248 The latest Immigration Act 2016 does not deal
further with Article 8,249 but this may change if this case advances to the European
Court of Human Rights. After the ruling, the government amended the IR to allow for
other financial contributions from third parties and prospective spouse incomes for the
best interest of children. 250 However, the Conservative manifesto from June 2017
election251 implies that the current MIR threshold may increase and this may also be

246 Ibid, 227-243. See also C Vargas-Silva and R McNeil, ‘The net migration target and the
2017 election’, The Migration Observatory (University of Oxford, 4 May 2017).
247 Morgan, para 27-8.
248 Ibid, para 9, 13-17.
249 Ibid, para 24.
250 UK Visas and Immigration, ‘Explanatory Memorandum to the Statement of Changes in
Immigration Rules’ (HC 290) (20 July 2017).
251 The Conservative and Unionist Party Manifesto 2017, ‘Forward Together: Our Plan for a
Stronger

Britain

and

a

Prosperous

Future’

(18

May

2017)

<

https://www.conservatives.com/manifesto > accessed 20 May 2017. See also House of
Commons Library, 9.
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accepted as justified despite the discrimination against thousands of UK families.
Consequently, it seems that the financially motivated IR measures do not target
families that actually use welfare regularly.252 These measures are in fact arbitrary
because there is no actual welfare savings to be realised by the State as migrants have
been never allowed to access public funds in the first place; thus, these complex
economic arguments are simply meant to disguise a purely political aim at the expense
of migrant rights.

252 Wray, 241.
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5 PORTFOLIO - STATUTE REPORT

Immigration Act 2016 – Grinding down the legal protections for migrants

This chapter is the last Portfolio document for the research project. This report is
relevant for the project because it provides a detailed example of how the current
migration legislation in the UK fails to protect migrant rights. It will showcase how
the Immigration Act 2016 (“the Act 2016”) seems to grind down on legal protections
for migrants to achieve the political aim of cutting net migration to the “tens of
thousands.”253 This report will broadly outline some of the changes and the impact of
these reforms on migrants. This report will be limited to discussing how it is meant to
tackle illegal immigration by [1] making it more difficult to access the labour market,
[2] making it harder to access basic services, [3] expanding enforcement and reducing
appeals, and [4] expanding language requirements and skills charges for employers
that hire foreign workers. It is useful to note that the Act 2016 builds upon some
regulations that the Immigration Act 2014 (“the Act 2014”) introduced with the aim
to “ensure [the UK] immigration system is fairer to British citizens and legitimate
migrants” while being “tougher on those with no right to be here” by creating a “hostile
environment” for illegal migrants in the UK.254 It is the position of this report that these
new measures continue to disproportionately discriminate against law-abiding
migrants too broadly; thus, these policies do not contribute to the clarity or
accessibility of UK migration law.

253

The Conservative and Unionist Party Manifesto 2017, ‘Forward, Together: Our Plan for a

Stronger Britain and a Prosperous Future’ (2017) < https://www.conservatives.com/manifesto
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5.1 Access to Labour
The Act 2016 has introduced new measures that aim to tackle exploitation
and abuse in the UK labour market. This section will be divided into four parts to
discuss: [1] the creation of a new office of Director of Labour Market Enforcement
(“LME”), [2] the reforms for the Gangmaster Licensing Authority (“GLA”), [3] the
creation of LME undertakings and orders, and [4] the amendment of criminal offences
relating to illegal work. The main policy commitment for the reforms was to “introduce
tougher labour market regulation to tackle illegal working and exploitation.”255 This is
further supported by the latest Conservative Party manifesto that stated that we “need
to focus on the exploitation of vulnerable men, women and children for their labour,
people who are moved around our own country and between nations, as if they were
not human at all.”256 Initially, the proposed reforms about the GLA, creating a Director
of LME, and a criminal offence of “aggravated labour law breach” was published in
October 2015 in a joint consultation paper.257 Overall, it is the government’s response
in January 2016 to this consultation, which laid the foundation down for the Act 2016

255

The Conservative Party Manifesto 2015, ‘Strong Leadership A Clear Economic Plan A

brighter, More Secure Future’ (2015) < https://www.conservatives.com/manifesto2015 >
accessed 22 May 2018, 31.
256

The Conservative and Unionist Party Manifesto 2017, 40.

257

Home Office and Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, ‘Tackling Exploitation

in the Labour Market – Consultation’ (October 2015).
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and further supported policy aims of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 (although it was
controversial in the House of Lords258 it was granted Royal Assent in May 2016).259
The new office of the Director of LME gained 48% support from the
respondents of the consultation paper.260 Section 1 to 9 of the Act 2016 states that the
Secretary of State appoints a Director of LME and the Director is responsible for:
preparing a labour market strategy to submit for approval to the Secretary of State,
submitting an annual report to the Secretary of State, and facilitating information
gateways to “gather, store, process, analyse and disseminate information” to relevant
staff in connection with the Director’s function.261 The Director of LME will oversee
three enforcement agencies: the Employment Agency Standards Inspectorate, the
GLA and the National Minimum Wage compliance team. 262 Although immigration
control was not included in the definition it the Director’s role, the information
gateways will enable the Director to disclose relevant information to the Immigration
Service.263 Overall, it was considered controversial for four main reasons: [i] it adds
another layer of bureaucracy, [ii] the allocation of resources may conflict with other

258

Hansard, Immigration Bill 74 of 2015-16 - 2nd reading: House of Lords, Column 2455 -
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illegal. Increased monitoring of law-abiding migrants is extremely discriminatory and
counterproductive.
259
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agencies, [iii] the Director is not independent and requires ministerial approval, and
[iv] it is still unclear how the Director will share data with other relevant government
bodies.264
On the second part, the GLA was originally set up to respond to a number of
migrant worker deaths. 265 The intended scope was only for agriculture, food
processing and shellfish industry sectors and its core function was to be a licensing
scheme for agencies or “gangmasters” that supplied workers in this field; however,
now it will cover all sectors of the labour market and it will be renamed the
Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority (“GLAA”).266 The GLAA’s power has now
been intensified in four ways. First, Schedule 2 gave the GLAA enforcement powers
from the Employment Agencies Act 1973, the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 and
the Modern Slavery Act 2015, which should speed up agency coordination.267 Second,
the Act 2016 may allow for secondary legislation to give certain GLAA officers
investigatory powers under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, which include
powers of “arrest, entry, search and seizure” in order to support evidence gathering for
prosecutions.268 Third, the GLAA may request assistance from other agencies like the
police, the Director of the National Crime Agency, and immigration officers; thus, this
clear connection may cause more workers to become afraid to seek help from the
GLAA when it will threaten them with deportation.269 Lastly, the GLAA will have
new enforcement orders available to them, which calls into question if the former GLA
licensing scheme will be withdrawn or not. 270 In summary, the GLAA currently

264

Davies, 432-33.

265

Davies, 435.

266

The Act 2016, s8-13. See also Davies, 433.

267

Ibid, s12 and Schedule 2.

268
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269
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270

Davies, 434-5.
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operates as a licensing scheme and there are concerns over how this extended remit
will be adequately staffed and resourced.271
Thirdly, the Act 2016 also introduced a new regime of LME undertakings and
orders that aim to deter the exploitation of workers by creating a criminal offence for
employers.272 An LME undertaking is when a person or company is given a notice by
the authority because they believe that they have committed or is committing a “trigger
offence”273 under specified labour market legislation.274 This type of measure can be
imposed on a person or company for up to two years and a failure to comply is a
criminal offence that may carry up to two-years imprisonment and/or a fine.275 This
offence would consist of: “a commission of an existing offence within the Director’s
remit, ‘the motivation for the offence…was the deprivation of a person’s rights as a
worker’, and ‘the employer has exploited the worker in connection with the
commission of the offence’.” 276 The authority does not need to prove “beyond [a]
reasonable doubt that an offence has been committed…[it] may request an undertaking
based on its own reasonable belief.”277 Altogether, wrongly accused employers may
find it quite onerous to prove its compliance and the workers themselves do not
actually benefit from this regime at all since there is no provision for “redress for the
harm they have suffered.”278
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Lastly, section 34 of the Act 2016, introduces a new offence of illegal
working by inserting section 24B into the Immigration Act 1971 (“the Act 1971”)
stating that a person (who is subject to immigration control) commits an offence by
taking work when they are disqualified from working (by reason of having an invalid
immigration status) and if they know or has reasonable cause to believe that they are
disqualified from working by reason of their immigration status. Moreover, section 35
of the Act 2016 expands the mens rea requirement under section 21 of the
Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006 (“the Act 2006”) by changing the
criteria that a person commits an offence if the person (a) employs another person (“the
employee”) who is disqualified from employment by reason of the employee’s
immigration status, and (b) has ‘reasonable cause to believe’ that the employee is
disqualified from employment by reason of the employee’s immigration status; and
increases the maximum penalty to five years imprisonment.279 Not only that, this new
offence would enable the authority to seize under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, any
earnings of those found working whilst living in the UK illegally. 280 An example of
this is the “Byron Sting” raids that were done on several burger branches across
London (the business lured employees that submitted false documents to a fake
training meeting in cahoots with the Home Office), which resulted in the arrest and
detention of 35 irregular workers.281 “Any contractual claims made by undocumented
workers have…been barred in domestic law by the doctrine of illegality on the ground
that the contracts were illegal from inception due to the workers’ immigration
status.”282 This strips “irregular migrants of their fundamental labour rights whilst
allowing employers to escape financial liability thus heightens the legal vulnerability
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of those who are undocumented.” 283 In addition, section 38 of the Act 2016 also
provides a new mechanism called an “illegal working closure notice” where
immigration officers may close a workplace for up to 12-24 months where the
employer is employing an illegal worker or has been convicted of an offence or
required to pay a civil fine under the Act 2006.284
All things considered, it seems that criminalisation may put a wider group of
rouge employers at risk of prosecution and it may also strip migrants of basic labour
rights (“migrant workers shall enjoy treatment not less favourable than that which
applies to nationals of the State of employment in respect of remuneration”) as
stipulated by international norms of which the UK has not ratified.285 “Though the UK
Government seeks to minimise illegal [work] within the UK, creating barriers to the
enforcement of fundamental labour and other legal rights has the paradoxical effect of
heightening the vulnerability of undocumented migrants making them more attractive
to exploitative employers.”286 These changes may have severe side-effects such as: [1]
disregarding the protection of workers rights and the welfare of their families, [2]
causing irregular migrants to be too afraid to report abuses or seek restitution, and [3]
the UK’s labour market regulation may be overrun by an immigration policy
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agenda. 287 Essentially, the Act 2016 may have created legal barriers that prevent
legitimate cases of business-related human rights abuses for irregular migrants.288
5.2 Access to Basic Services
Building on the Act 2014, this new legislation adds further restrictions to
basic services designed to ensure there is a hostile environment for unlawful migrants.
This section of the report will be divided into three parts: [1] changes to renting
accommodation, [2] driving in the UK, and [3] bank accounts. First, section 40 of the
Act 2016 brings in new powers of eviction, where landlords may terminate the
residential tenancy agreement by giving (28 days) notice in writing and this is
enforceable as if it were a Court order; thus, those who are notified by the Secretary of
State of a persons occupying their property are disqualified from renting, are
empowered to terminate tenancy and are excluded from safeguards usually provided
in the Protection of Eviction Act 1977. 289 Landlords who do not evict unlawful
occupants within the time period would then risk prosecution for renting to disqualified
persons and if found guilty are liable to imprisonment for up to five years, a fine or
both. 290 In some ways, it may be seen as landlords are being deployed as quasiimmigration officials and the Association of Residential Letting Agents states that they
require greater guidance because of concerns that this legislation will discriminate
against non-UK and non-EU citizens “who have more complicated and time
consuming applications.”291 A survey among landlords conducted by the charity the
Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants (“JCWI”) reported that there is now
multiple fronts to which foreign nationals are being discriminated against: 51% of
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landlords are less likely to consider letting to foreigners outside the EU, 42-48% of
landlords are less likely to rent to anyone who does not have a British passport, and
even British black and minority ethnic tenants who did not have a passport received a
negative response 58% of the time.292 Overall, the increased penalties to landlords
under the Act 2016 may encourage more discrimination for people (in both the migrant
community as well as black and minority ethnic groups) who may already be at risk
of labour exploitation and homelessness.293
Secondly, section 43 of the Act 2016 introduces new powers that allow police,
immigration officers and other authority figures to search people if they have
“reasonable grounds for believing that a person is in possession of a driving licence,
and is not [a lawful] resident in the United Kingdom.”294This search also extends to
premises that was occupied or controlled by the person under suspicion and the officer
may seize and retain their driving licence.295 Furthermore, section 44 of the Act 2016
creates a new criminal offence of driving when unlawfully in the UK, where a “person
commits an offence if the person drives a motor vehicle on a road or other public place
at a time when the person is not lawfully [a] resident in the United Kingdom, and at
that time the person knows or has reasonable cause to believe that the person is not
lawfully [a] resident in the United Kingdom.” If proven guilty of this offence a person
is liable to an imprisonment term of up to 51 weeks, a fine or both.296 In addition, the
vehicle used during the offence may be impounded until criminal proceeding make a
decision.297 The major concern here is that these new stop and search powers may be
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disproportionately used against black and minority ethnic groups, and migrants
alike.298
Lastly, section 45 and Schedule 7 of the Act 2016 extends the requirement
for banks or building societies to conduct immigration checks on their current account
holders and to notify the Home Office once a customer does not have the correct legal
status. The Secretary of State can now apply a freezing order from the High Court to
notify the bank that they are under a duty to close the account.299 However, there may
be instances when the Home Office has outdated information about a person’s
immigration status; thus, closing their bank account would severely disrupt a lawabiding migrant’s daily life in terms of receiving a salary to pay for food and shelter
with no guarantee that it would be rectified quickly.300 Overall, the Chief Executive of
the JCWI stated that the “government's own [records show] that it cannot be trusted
even to implement this system properly…Immigration status is very complex, and the
Home Office consistently gives out incorrect information and guidance."301
5.3 Enforcement and Reduced Appeals
In this section, it will briefly outline: [1] how the powers of immigration
officers have been expanded in search, seizure and disclosure of documents; and [2]
the limited extent to which appeals may be brought to an immigration decision. First,
section 46 of the Act 2016 states that an immigration officer who is lawfully on any
[premises] may search [it] in connection with the removal of a person who is liable to
be detained, [they] may even collect evidence…when the authority has reasonable
grounds for believing that there are documents that are necessary for the function of
its role, and seize evidence to prevent it from being “concealed, lost, altered or
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destroyed.”302 Moreover, instead of needing a warrant,303 immigration officers may
enter any premises in the exercise of their functions to search for documents to
determine if there is liability for a civil penalty in regards to employing an illegal
worker or renting to a disqualified person on reasonable grounds. 304 Furthermore, a
detainee custody officer may now conduct a strip search of a person in detention to
search for and seize “nationality documents” and it would be a criminal offence to
obstruct the officer in exercising this power.305 Additionally, “all public authorities,
with the exception of the HMRC, UK and devolved parliaments and persons exercising
functions on behalf of these parliaments, are given the power to disclose information
to the Secretary of State…including schools, local authorities, the NHS, [GLAA] and
marriage registrars are also placed under a duty to provide a person’s nationality
documents.”306 Lastly, section 62 of the Act 2016 created a new power that gives the
Home Office the authority to cancel a person’s leave to remain status under section 3C
of the Act 1971, where the applicant has failed to comply with a condition of their
leave or was deceptive in their application with no right of appeal or administrative
review of this decision; thus, making the person a destitute “overstayer.”307
On the second place, the Act 2014 established that section 94B of the
Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act 2002 is amended in subsection 2 to include
that the “Secretary of State may certify the claim if [it] considers that…[the] removal
of [a person] to the country or territory…would not be unlawful under section 6 of the
Human Rights Act 1998.” Likewise, the Act 2016 “provides for the Secretary of State
to certify certain human rights claims with the effect that the claimant may only bring
an appeal against a negative decision on their application from outside the UK unless
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the requirement to leave brings their appeal under the European Convention on Human
Rights or leads to ‘serious irreversible harm’.”308 This would not affect protections for
asylum claims brought under article 2 or 3 of the Convention and the certification of a
human rights claim could be challenged by judicial review (limited to considering
whether the Secretary of State considered proportionality in any such decision).309 In
summary, legislation seems to have a pattern where immigration enforcement now
forcefully intrudes the daily life of lawful migrants with little or no accountability in
government for the wrongful application of its new powers.310 Not only are landlords
and banks honorary immigration officers, now teachers and overworked NHS staff
must become frontline immigration informants. Moreover, since appeals are
substantially harder to undertake, it seems that government officials have more
opportunities to act with increasing prejudice and impunity.
A recent example of the implications of increased enforcement and reduced
criteria for appeals since 2014 is the Windrush scandal. 311 These Commonwealth
citizens were invited by the British government to work in the UK after WWII and
were granted settled status under the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1962, provided
each migrant had the valid documents for the Home Office; however, the specific
exemption in the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 was removed in the Act 2014
(stripping the previous protections for settled Commonwealth residents who are now
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in their pension years).312 The Home Office’s aim was to simplify the law and remove
duplicates but the JCWI stated “rights should never be removed in secret or by
accident.”313
5.4 Language Requirement and Skills Charges
This last section will provide the latest additions to the skills requirements for
migrants to work in the UK. First, section 77 of the Act 2016 outlines that the “public
authority must ensure that each person who works for the public authority in a
customer-facing role speaks fluent English.” Moreover, public authority is taken to
mean “a person with functions of a public nature,”314 which also includes contractors
who are not a public authority but “provides a service to members of the public as a
result of an arrangement made with a public authority.” 315 This policy drive for
migrants to speak English is said to be in the public interest of the UK, but more
particularly for the economic wellbeing of the nation.316 Therefore, migrants who are
not already fluent in English cannot work directly with the public unless they pass a
language test. 317 The government states that these language requirements control
immigration in a way that benefits all hard-working people in the UK,318 but there is
not enough mention of how the risk of discriminatory behaviour towards black and
ethnic minority groups with accents, speech impediments or disability would be put at
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a social disadvantage.319 Overall, immigration policies such as these do not help the
already existing inequalities for migrants, black and minority ethnic people (who are
twice320 as likely to be unemployed and under-educated compared to their caucasian
counterparts).321
The second requirement is the new immigration skills charge, as outlined in
section 85 of the Act 2016 as a “provision for [a charge] to be levied on those hiring
third country nationals as skilled workers,” which would mean employers “sponsoring
a skilled worker from outside the European Economic Area under the Points Based
System will be required to pay an additional charge” of £1,000 per employee or £364
for small or charitable organisations including universities (some exemptions apply
for a small range of PhD level jobs and international students). 322 Moreover, the
government guidance states that the advertised jobs must genuinely be vacant because
no suitable workers are already living permanently in the UK. 323 This criteria and the
guidance provided by the government may be commonly practiced by the global north;
however, in the face of Brexit there are rising fears from public and private sectors that
there will not be enough skilled workers available to support the needs of the country
in a very short period of time. For example, the Guardian reports that the immigration
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skills charge “could take ‘desperately needed money’ from the health service for years
to come due to the service’s continuing reliance on foreign staff.”324 Furthermore, Sky
News reported that the “shortage of skilled workers in the UK is reaching “critical
levels” and a large number of companies are struggling to recruit qualified staff… the
British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) showed 71% of businesses in the services
sector are finding it difficult to hire the right workers - the highest figure on record.”325
Overall, the government had promised in the 2017 election that they “will make the
immigration system work for these sectors [where the economy is suffering a shortage
in skills], whilst developing skills needed in the future,”326 but it is overwhelmingly
uncertain whether their aims could be achieved with the current policies in place.
5.5 Conclusion
In summary, the report examined how the Act 2016 carries forward severe
conditions to which migrants now face in the UK since 2014. The ongoing effects of
this type of migration policies are troubling for many UK families, foreign skilled
workers, UK employer sponsors, vulnerable migrant groups and black and minority
ethnic groups. It perpetuates a culture of extreme national protectionism and outright
exclusion of those considered ‘other.’327 Overall, the UK’s immigration policies seem
to go beyond any reasonable grounds to achieve its goal of reducing net migration and
it shows no sign of stopping as the government intends to bring forward a post-Brexit
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Immigration Bill in 2019.328 Recently, a “group of about 20 MPs and a member of the
House of Lords…[persuaded] the Home Office to stop deporting highly skilled
migrants…At least 1,000 highly skilled migrants seeking indefinite leave to remain
(“ILR”) in the UK wrongly [faced] deportation for making minor amendments to their
tax records under paragraph 322(5) [of the Immigration Rules].”329 In the end, several
of the migrants targeted by measures against illegal migration are law-abiding skilled
foreign workers that have established roots in their communities and the government’s
blatant political ploy to deport as many of them as possible only shows that the UK is
not as open as Theresa May would like everyone to believe.
Overall, the report has provided a detailed example of how the current
migration laws are failing skilled migrants. Both the Case Note in Chapter 4 and this
report show how the executive government in the UK exerts extreme prejudice against
law-abiding migrant workers to achieve its political aims of reducing net migration in
order to stay in power. The Literature Review, Case Note and this report all support
the Dissertation in the next chapter by providing a general socio-political background
on the UK’s migration history, sociological theories on migration, and specific legal
examples where the UK migration system seems to be failing skilled migrants. The
next chapter will draw on a range of socio-legal theories to unpack how the legal and
political development of migration policy is failing skilled migrants and the crucial
role of human rights to correct this status quo.
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6 DISSERTATION

A Modern Labyrinth: Socio-Legal Insights On Migration Paths To Citizenship In The
UK

The Dissertation chapter is the last phase of the research project. This part of the
project continues to use socio-legal methods (a combination of knowledge gained
through general socio-political data and knowledge of the law gained through specific
conditions and formal practices of communication)330 to investigate whether the UK’s
modern migration system is failing skilled migrants, if so how is it reflected in the
development of migration policy, and how human rights values is a key part of creating
a properly functioning migration system. This project hypothesizes that the UK
migration system may be failing skilled migrants based on two conditions: [1] if the
UK’s migration policy is solely related to a nationalist agenda that aims for unequal
social structures, then UK lawmakers driven by nationalist political aims may have a
higher tendency to produce unequal/exclusionary migration laws against skilled
migrants, and [2] if principles of legality and human rights norms are related to a
properly functioning migration system, then a government that creates a dysfunctional
migration process may have a greater tendency of being non-compliant to standards of
legality and human rights norms. The findings will provide a nuanced understanding
of how the UK’s modern migration system reflects tensions between national/global
societal structures, which produces a corresponding unequal/equal migration process.
In the end, this project modestly aims to contribute to a better understanding of the
complex nature of migration within legal studies by using a range of socio-legal
theories.
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6.1 General Introduction
Since the 2017 elections, the post-Brexit policies around immigration are still
unclear. There has been a growing public concern over migration policies because
recent legislation from 2014-16 seems to suggest that even more legal barriers are
being made against law-abiding non-UK and non-EEA migrants (migrants from
countries that are not part of the European Economic Area). The recent Windrush
scandal331 maybe one example of how arbitrary targets is part of a long history of
extremely nationalistic migration policies in the UK. As of September 2017, the Office
for National Statistics report states that non-EU net migration is now more substantial
that EU net migration.332 In the last five years, the government has taken drastic steps
in restricting migration in reaction to the majority of UK citizens that feel that too
many migrants are undercutting UK-born citizens from jobs, housing and other social
benefits. 333 Thus, there has been a dramatic increase in the volatility of migration
policies to reduce net migration to the “tens of thousands” at all costs.334
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A variety of sociological theories have been used in the field of migration
studies due to its inherently interdisciplinary nature. In “traditional economic theories
of immigration [there is an emphasis on] the ‘push-pull’ factors that drive immigration
as an aspect of the social environment.”335 In political science theories, it “primarily
focuses on immigration at the macro-level of the social environment related to world
systems theory [where]…the asymmetrical benefits of immigration for citizens of rich,
industrialized countries [comes from] immigrants from poor countries [flowing] into
rich countries to fill low-wage industrial and service-sector jobs.”336 At the microlevel, psychology in regards to immigration “emphasize the acculturation
process…whereby immigrants learn how to navigate norms and social interactions in
their new country” through: “assimilation” (old culture is fully replaced with new
culture), “integration” (old and new cultures are both retained), “separation” (old
culture is retained and new culture is not adopted), and “marginalization” (both old
and new cultures are not adopted).337 For sociologists, looking at social systems and
social interactions, they focused on “the different pathways and processes of cultural
adaptation among immigrants…[stating that] the only successful immigrant adaptation
process was full assimilation into the new culture, with abandonment of the culture of
origin” (although there are many factors such as social networks that increase this
process).338 With anthropologists, this discipline looks at “the analysis of social groups
and behaviours;” more notably the “transnationalist” theories that view “modern
immigration as a two-way phenomenon, involving movements and relationships that
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span national borders and affect both countries of origin and destination.”339 So far
these interdisciplinary approaches have contributed many useful insights; however,
there has been no adequate account of why national legal systems of migration are so
deeply linked with politics and why the protection of migrant rights has been largely
excluded in migration policy development. Thus, this gap in knowledge could benefit
from a range of socio-legal theories which could unpack the tension between
national/global

migration

norms

and

its

corresponding

outcomes

of

excluding/including migrants respectively.
This project argues that the UK government uses migration laws (including
its online dissemination) as another layer of political exclusion for would-be skilled
migrants in order to achieve their primary aim of reducing net migration. 340 In a postBrexit reality, if the UK government does not correct this imbalance and reform its
migration approach towards an open, fair, accessible and sustainable process for
citizenship candidates and their sponsors; the alternative is that it may further isolate
itself from the global community and become even more divided in the national sphere.
This introductory section will be divided into three parts that will explain the
political context of the research project and how contemporary migration pathways
towards UK citizenship may have developed into a legal labyrinth: [1] general context
of how the UK public perceives skilled migrants post-Brexit; [2] how the current UK
government has responded to this perception through new legislation in 2014; and [3]
the present proposals to change migration strategies from 2019. A secondary
introductory section will also briefly lay out the three socio-legal theories that will be
used in this chapter and how they will examine the data provided. These three sociolegal theories were selected as a result of a knowledge gap that was identified in the
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Literature Review in Chapter 3. The range of socio-legal theories will include: Lon
Fuller’s theory on law and morality; international legal norms that protect migrant
rights from the United Nations and the International Labour Organization; and aspects
of Niklas Luhmann’s system theory that may link law, politics and human rights as
key parts of a properly functioning migration system.
Following the introductory sections, this chapter will be divided into three
parts: [1] how the legal path to citizenship for non-UK/EEA skilled migrants has been
designed to be a hostile environment, [2] how the current UK government’s hostile
political aims may be reflected in the way it disseminates policy reform online, and [3]
how a nationalist legal and political structures create a migration system that is devoid
of migrant rights protections and the role of human rights values to correct this
imbalance. This research project argues that a migration system cannot properly
function without human rights values being at the heart of policy reform to create an
open, fair, accessible and sustainable migration process that can meet the needs of
modern society.
6.1.1 Public Perceptions of Migration in the UK
Part One of the introduction examines the British Social Attitudes survey
(“BSA survey”) that was recently published on British citizens attitudes towards
immigration.341 Roger Harding, Head of Public Attitudes at The National Centre For
Social Research, stated that the results of 2016 EU referendum decision “reflected the
concerns of older, more ‘authoritarian’ or social conservative voters who were
particularly [worried] about immigration. Any suggestion that immigration was not at
the heart of this vote runs counter to what we have found.”342 How folks voted in the
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referendum reflected how they felt about immigration, for example: 62% of people
with a degree and 48% of people between the ages 18-29 believe that immigration has
a positive impact on the economy as opposed to 29% of those with only GCSEs or no
formal education and 29% of people over 70 years old who view immigration as
negative.343 The analysts state that the “social divide in attitudes towards immigration
is bigger than anywhere else in Europe…However, there is a widespread agreement
that the country should be selective in who it allows to come here… Significant
majorities feel the ability to speak English (87%, up from 77% in 2002), a commitment
to the British “way of life” (84%, up from 78%) and possessing needed skills (82%,
up from 71%) are important criteria for selecting migrants.”344
The immigration chapter of the report states that from 2002 the public was
positive about the benefits of immigration but from 2014 the public became keener on
restricting the number of migrants. 345 “While overall views have not changed
dramatically between 2002 and 2014, opponents to immigration became more
politically mobilised and more focused on the issue, creating the impression of a
population-wide backlash against immigration.” 346 Overall, looking at the BSA
survey 347 concludes that the referendum results were divided the most about the
economic and cultural impact of immigration with the education level and age of the
voters dictating their vote; thus, “the social conservatism of older people will hold out
against the liberalism of the young.”348
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6.1.2 The UK Government’s Political Response
The Second Part of the introduction looks at how the UK government
responded to the public’s demand for a more ‘selective’ migration policy by enacting
the Immigration Act 2014 (“the Act 2014”), which was a foundation for the
Immigration Act 2016 (“the Act 2016”).349 These provisions aim is to “ensure our
immigration system is fairer to British citizens and legitimate migrants” while being
“tougher on those with no right to be here” by creating a “hostile environment” for
illegal migrants in the UK.350 A summary of the key provisions of the Act 2014 is as
follows. First, the number of immigration decisions that could be appealed has been
reduced from 17 to four.351 Secondly, section 19 of the Act 2014 requires the Courts
to consider public interest when considering Article 8 of the European Convention on
Human Rights (“ECHR”) claims. Public interest is defined as the “economic wellbeing of the United Kingdom, that persons who seek to enter or remain in the United
Kingdom are able to speak English, because persons who can speak English are less
of a burden on taxpayers and are better able to integrate into society.”352 Third, section
22 of the Act 2014 states that landlords “must not authorise…a residential tenancy
agreement if the adult is disqualified by their immigration status;” otherwise they will
face a penalty notice in section 23 of the Act 2014 to pay an amount not exceeding
£3,000.353 A fourth provision in section 38 of the Act 2014 states that migrants who
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apply to stay in the UK for more than six months will have to pay a “health surcharge”
to the NHS.354
Another set of provisions prohibit banks and building societies from opening
a current account and joint account for disqualified persons, nor can they be third party
signatories. 355 Furthermore, registrars must refer proposed marriages and civil
partnerships of British citizens to non-EEA nationals who intend to marry in the UK
to the Secretary of State for investigation (70-day period to decide whether the
proposed partnership is a sham).356 Moreover, all foreign nationals applying for Direct
Airside Transit Visas (DATVs) must provide biometric data as part of their
application.357 There has also been changes in detention and bail: minors cannot be
held in immigration removal centre and can only be held for up to 24 hours;
meanwhile, families will be given a 28-day “reflection period” after an application
refusal to arrange for the welfare of children before being returned to a foreign state
and only the Home Secretary can grant bail for persons facing return. 358 Lastly, the
Secretary of State has new powers to revoke some forms of citizenship status if a
person’s conduct is seriously prejudicial to the vital interests of the UK, even if they
become stateless. 359 In summary, the migration policies set out from 2014, have
created a deep social divide where “employers, bank staff, NHS staff, private
landlords” and other public institution staff must require evidence of a person’s
citizenship or immigration status in order to access basic services and not be deported
with little chance of appeal. 360 Thus, it is more apparent now after the Windrush
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scandal361 that provisions that target illegal immigrants have done more damage to the
lives of law-abiding non-EEA skilled migrants as they navigate through an everchanging settlement process in the UK.
6.1.3 The Proposals for Immigration Reform
The last part of the introduction now looks at what the current minoritygovernment in the UK promised in the 2017 elections, specifically: how they would
continue to “reduce and control immigration;” make a new immigration system that
will work for sectors of the economy that have a shortages of skills; make the visa
system better aligned to a modern industrial strategy; and improve the skills of the
British workforce by doubling “the Immigration Skills Charge levied on companies
employing migrant workers to £2,000 a year” in order to fund training programs for
workers in the UK.362 A year after the 2017 elections, the government still has not
released a white paper on a post-Brexit immigration policy (months before the UK is
due to leave the EU) and there is no official indication that the new 2019 Immigration
Bill will actually make the migration process fairer or more accessible.363 What has
been released is guidance on the status of EU citizenship rights in the UK;364 however,
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the status of the under-represented category of non-EEA/EU (the new majority of
migrants entering the UK) remains unclear.
Unfortunately, the only insights that can be drawn comes from a leaked Home
Office document from a year ago, some key points are as follows: [1] phased stages of
change to migration from when the UK leaves the EU, [2] more UK centric policies in
the labour market, [3] may require EU nationals to show passports at borders, [4]
substantive changes to EU citizens access to the labour market and higher education,
[5] the collection of biometric information will continue for residential permits, [6]
workers permits outside of highly-skilled positions may only last two years, [6] family
reunification of EU citizens may be restricted, [7] income requirements on EU citizens
may be required for residence, [8] UK workers will be prioritised reducing EU and
non-EU migrants settling in the UK, and [9] an increased ability for the UK to refuse
entry to EU and non-EU migrants with a criminal record or those considered a threat
to the UK via an online screening system. 365 For the time being, the upcoming
provisions for the 2019 Immigration Bill remains hidden from public and
parliamentary scrutiny but the Home Office claims a white paper will be released in
October 2018. For now EU migrants have been granted a two-year transition period
and a guaranteed path for settlement into the UK. Yet, for the majority of law-abiding
non-EEA/EU migrants, their families and UK Sponsors seem to be left out of the
conversation and given little if no guidance on how the next few years will change
their everyday lives.
In summary this general introduction has provided the background context of
how the UK public currently perceives skilled migrants in a post-Brexit environment,
it has also summarised how the UK government has responded to the public with new
legislation that targets non-UK/EEA skilled migrants, and lastly, it gave an brief
overview of proposals to reform the UK’s migration strategy from 2019 when the next
immigration bill is due to be drafted. Based on this general information, it is a fact that
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there are extremely divisive socio-political and legal factors that influence ‘who’ will
count as valuable within the next two years as the UK leaves the EU. By applying a
range of socio-legal lens, this project aims to gain a deeper understanding of how a
nationalist legal and political structures create a migration system that is devoid of
migrant rights protections and the role of human rights values to correct this imbalance.
6.2 Introduction to Socio-Legal Theories
This second introductory section will provide a brief overview of the range
of socio-legal theories that will be used to analyse the legal and political sources of
data in the Dissertation chapter. These three socio-legal theories were selected as a
result of a knowledge gap that was identified in the Literature Review in Chapter 3.
The first theory summarised will be Lon Fuller’s theories on the Rule of Law from his
book The Morality of Law as primary data.366 The second theory will be drawn from
a variety primary sources from the United Nations and the International Labour
Organization to outline the UK global commitments to protect migrant rights.367 The
third theory will draw from a range of Luhman’s work. 368 Lastly, the findings of the
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analysis will be measured against the hypothesis of the project: [1] if the UK’s
migration policy is solely related to a nationalist agenda that aims for unequal social
structures, then UK lawmakers driven by nationalist political aims may have a higher
tendency to produce unequal/exclusionary migration laws against skilled migrants,
and [2] if principles of legality and human rights norms are related to a properly
functioning migration system, then a government that creates a dysfunctional
migration process may have a greater tendency of being non-compliant to standards of
legality and human rights norms.
6.2.1 Lon Fuller and the Rule of Law
This first socio-legal theory will apply Lon Fuller’s eight characteristics of
the rule of law or legality. These principles are relevant to the project as it provides an
objective way to evaluate how balanced the UK’s migration policies are based on an
‘internal’ set legal standards (developed for national lawmakers to consider). To
provide a general background of Fuller’s book, he examines four instances where
morality makes the law possible: [1] morality of [human] aspiration, [2] morality of
duty, [3] external morality of law, and [4] internal morality of law. 369 Before these
possibilities are discussed there are a few terms that need clarification. For Fuller, law
is the “enterprise of subjecting human conduct to the governance of rules.”370 Morality
may be the “necessary, though not a sufficient condition for the realization of
justice;”371 thus, “legal morality” may be understood as “the broader aim of human life
[embarking] on the enterprise of subjecting human conduct to the governance of rules
involves of necessity a commitment to view that man is, or can become, a responsible

Luhmann, ‘Globalization or World Society? How to conceive of modern society’ [1997]
International Review of Sociology 7(1), 67. See also Niklas Luhmann, Law as a Social System
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agent, capable of understanding and following rules, and answerable for his
defaults.”372
In the first instance, “morality of inspiration has to do with our efforts to make
the best of our short lives…[this] necessarily implies some conception of the highest
good of man;”373 thus, it may coincide with the modern understanding of ethics “where
the needs and desires of individuals…promote man’s best interests.” 374 Secondly,
“morality of duty” would be the “the basic rules without which an ordered society is
impossible”375 or the minimum essential standards that “insure the orderly functioning
of society.” 376 The first two sets of morality are related because they exist on one
casual spectrum where “activities are channelled through the institutions and
procedures of an organized society…duties of both arise from and depend upon a
relation of reciprocity that…unites the members of society.” 377 For the most part,
Fuller believes that laws should be directed by the morality of duty rather than
aspiration because an excess of the latter would create unsatisfactory legal
principles.378 Third, “external morality of law” refers to the rules that judges apply in
their decision-making (for example: judges should remain neutral when interpreting
statute).379 Lastly, “internal morality of law” refers to the “procedural” aspects or
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techniques used by lawmakers to decide what substantive law to apply in a particular
case (for example: judges neutral interpretation of statute should be applied in a way
that an ordinary citizen does not find it impossible to comply).380 Once again, the latter
sets of moralities are related, as they are both tools of analysis that interact with one
another to make the law possible.381 Overall, Fuller’s theory is based on the concept
of “natural law” that “justice was given to man by nature;” 382 however, “not all
mandates of those who possess the power to compel compliance with their direction
can rightfully be classified as law…the bare existence of a directive of a sovereign is
not of itself law since its presence does not insure obedience.”383
To test whether rules that direct human conduct are acceptable laws, Fuller
proposes eight functional standards, “which a system of rules may strive:” [1] laws
must be general in scope; [2] laws must be widely promulgated or made public, not
secret so that individuals are able to find out the content of the law; [3] laws should be
prospective or set-out in advance to inform individuals of how they ought to act in the
future and not be penalised for behaviour done in the past; [4] laws must be clear so
that they may be understood and followed; [5] laws must not be contradictory or
demand competing actions (one law cannot prohibit an action while another permits
the same action); [6] laws must no ask for the impossible from individuals who do not
have control over certain behaviours; [7] laws should remain relatively constant
because rapidly changing rules will produce unstable expectations of what the law
requires; and [8] the must be a congruence between what the written rules declare and
how they are enforced by officials (officials must also conform to the laws they are
administering). 384 Each of these principles fulfil a function of directing human
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behaviour but they also have a “moral” dimension to prevent society from being
governed by an the arbitrary will of government officials and others in positions of
power; thus, “the proper way of ‘putting ourselves under governance or rules’ is
through legality” and it is this “inner morality” of law that builds the foundation of
reciprocity between citizens and their governments.385
Reciprocity in this regard is the duty of citizens to obey the rules and restrict
their actions from breaking laws, in turn government officials must also restrain their
actions under the same legal principles; this mutual respect of the rule of law from
both sides creates the legitimacy of governments to exert their political power over
society.386 “A total failure in any one of these eight directions does not simply result
in a bad system of law: it results in something that is not properly called a legal system
at all.”387 In the end, Fuller states that the ultimate human aspiration is the “objective
of maintaining communication with our fellows… If in the future man succeeds in
surviving his own powers of self-destruction, it will be because he can communicate
and reach understanding with his fellows…Communication is something more than a
means of staying alive. It is a way of being alive. It is through communication that we
inherit the achievements of past human effort.” 388 Thus, each generation must
continually strive to “open up, maintain and preserve the integrity of the channels of
communication.”389 Overall, these eight standards will be applied on the data provided
in subsequent sections to measure whether the UK’s migration system is failing skilled
migrants during the policy development of migration rules.
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6.2.2 International Standards that Protect Migrant Rights
This secondary socio-legal theory that will be discussed is the UK’s
international commitments, as a member of the United Nations (“UN”) and
International Labour Organization (“ILO”), to protect the human rights of migrant
workers and their families. These ‘external’ legal standards (developed by
international organisations outside national government control) are relevant to the
project as it provides a way to evaluate to what extent the UK adheres to its own global
commitments to protect migrant rights. The UN define the rule of law as “a principle
of governance in which all persons, institutions and entities, public and private,
including the State itself, are accountable to laws that are publicly promulgated,
equally enforced and independently adjudicated, and which are consistent with
international human rights norms and standards. It requires, as well as, measures to
ensure adherence to the principles of supremacy of law, equality before the law,
accountability to the law, fairness in the application of the law, separation of powers,
participation in decision-making, legal certainty, avoidance of arbitrariness and
procedural and legal transparency.”390 In relation to Fuller’s ‘law and morality’ theory,
the rule of law in this regard may be seen as an “aspirational” standard for the legal
system of the UN’s member states. Thus, it may be perceived as “thick” rule of law
because it includes substantive principles of international human rights and fairness as
well as the principles of legality.391
As a general background the UK is one of the founding UN members, is the
fifth-largest contributors to the UN’s financial budget in 2014 and an active member
of the UN’s Human Rights Council to develop human rights laws and norms to protect
human rights and champion legal reforms that promote the UN’s development
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agenda.392 Despite this being the case, the UK along with all of the EU member states
have not signed or ratified the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights
of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (“ICMW”), 393 which was
adopted by the UN General Assembly as Resolution 45/158 on 18th December 1990
and came into force on 1st July 2003 as one of the core international human rights
instruments for migrant workers. A House of Lords committee report from 2005, on
the failure of EU member states to sign and ratify the ICMW, concluded that the main
obstacles is a political one because there is “a perception that migrants’ rights are
already protected” and the UK government stated that they have no intention to sign
despite sharing the aims of the convention because: [i] “it would undermine the United
Kingdom's system of frontier controls;” and [ii] “it would require the extension of
access to public funds and services to migrant workers on a non-discriminatory basis
in comparison with British citizens.”394
Another main reason that the UK has not signed ICMW is that it has already
committed to the International Labour Organization Convention No 97 (“ILO 97”).395
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It “provides that migrant workers who are admitted on a permanent basis shall not be
returned to their country of origin because of unemployment resulting from illness or
injury, and has provisions on the right to export or transfer wages or savings;”
however, the House of Lords committee still recommended that the government should
commission further research into potential cost and impacts of acceding to the ICMW
and develop political consensus towards signing and ratifying it in the UK and across
the EU.396 Since the ICMW has still not been ratified by many nation-states, “there is
no one international organisation which clearly and unambiguously responsible for
migrants in particular as regards the protection of their human rights. Instead,
migrants’ entitlement to human rights comes from the application of the UN human
rights conventions to ‘everyone’ – citizen, aliens, everyone.” 397 In particular, “the
international community’s commitment to migrants is ‘protecting the safety, dignity
and human rights and fundamental freedoms of all migrants, regardless of their
migratory status, at all times’.”398 Thus, in this regard, even if the UK has not signed
the ICMW, the government must adhere to human rights commitments in their daily
work not as an external imposition but in line with the international obligation they
committed to themselves as a UN member state. Moreover, it is important to
distinguish that “differential treatment between two groups of people, unless
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significantly justified, is discrimination. Discrimination is contrary to the principle of
human dignity, which must inform all human rights, as it is their objective.”399
To summarize the scope of the ICMW and latest UN New York Declaration
for Refugees and Migrants: [1] migrants have the right to be recognised as a person
before the law (includes legal/juridical personality, capacity to have rights, legal
capacity, capacity to act, competence, and autonomy) and receiving nation-states are
obligated to facilitate migrants becoming administratively “visible”; 400 [2] when
nation-states conduct border control, they must comply to international principles
(non-discrimination, non-refoulement, respect for human dignity) and not engage in
practices of collective removal; 401 [3] nation-states when considering detaining
migrants must be aware that “international law prohibits arbitrary detention,” any
detention as a last resort must have procedural guarantees and these conditions must
be adequate to respect human dignity; 402 [4] irregular migrants are entitled human
rights regardless of their status, international human rights law prohibits differential
treatment of non-citizens (with limited exceptions) and measures to manage migration
“must not jeopardise the protection of, and effective access” to their human rights;403
[5] migrants regardless of their status shall not be prevented from “leaving a country
or returning to their own,” any one lawfully within a country “shall be free to move
within the borders and choose where to reside,” and removal of a migrant “shall be
carried out only following the conclusion of a procedure prescribed by law;” 404 [6]
international human rights treaties guarantee economic, social and cultural rights to

399
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everyone (this includes education, employment, work, health/social security, and child
and family protection);

405

[7] “international labour law in conjunction with

international human rights law” states that “rights at work apply to lawful resident
migrant workers, and their equal treatment with nationals must be ensured” at national
level in the nation-state they reside and work (irrespective of their length of stay,
nationality and type of work);406 [8] “family life is not to be arbitrarily or unlawfully
interfered with” and the nation-state “must operate to protect against such
interferences,” and “engage in affirmative action to ensure family units are
protected;” 407 [9] discrimination (indirect or direct) based on religion, political or
political opinion;408 and lastly, [10] migrants have “the right to an effective remedy,
the right to an effective national procedure against arbitrary removal and the right to a
fair hearing.” 409 Overall, these ‘external’ legal standards, drawn from the UK’s
international commitments will be used to analyse whether the UK migration system
is failing skilled migrants during the policy development of migration rules.
6.2.3 Niklas Luhmann and Systems Theory
This third socio-legal theory that will be applied is Niklas Luhmann’s systems
theory to discuss how migration law as a functionally differentiated system may be
used by national governments as a politically-motivated tool and the vital role of
human rights values in correcting this status quo. This is relevant for the project as
Luhmann’s theory provides a ‘big-picture’ socio-legal analysis of how law, politics
and human rights have essential functions in modern society. From the Portfolio
documents, it seems that migration in the UK has only been developed under the legal
and political spheres to achieve unequal social aims. It is for this reason that the UK’s
migration system may be seen as a dysfunctional societal system that actively
disregards migrant rights. To correct this inequality, human rights values is necessary
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to create an open, fair, accessible and sustainable migration process. This analysis of
migration data in subsequent sections will explain the following key aspects of systems
theory: [1] it identifies that global society is a network of complex forms of
differentiation; [2] it explains that a differentiated global society creates large
inequalities in law and politics, which are two integral parts of any national migration
system; and [3] it highlights the key function of human rights values to correct this
exclusion and imbalance in society.
Ultimately, Luhmann’s systems theory connects the first two parts of sociolegal analysis (noted-above) as a meta-theory. Fuller’s internal rule of law and the
international norms of the UN and ILO, shares the common thread that a moral, ethical
or humane aspect of the law is critical ingredient in maintaining modern society. Fuller
talked about “maintaining communication with our fellows… [and that] It is through
communication that we inherit the achievements of past human effort.”410 The UN and
ILO share the joint goal of maintaining peaceful relations among all member states by
protecting migrant rights. Lastly, for Luhmann, systems theory “society performs
through communication” and human rights has the central function to equalize
“wrongs” or “gross violations” in the legal, economic, political and social structures
of a modern society. 411 Viewing all these socio-legal theories together generates
insights in how it is essential for migration system to have at its core a human rights
focus, not only to protect those excluded by globalisation, but also to ensure that
communication remains open for all levels of society so that the whole system of
humanity may continue in flourish. This concludes the introductory sections of the
Dissertation. The following section will now examine how the legal path to citizenship
for non-UK/EEA skilled migrants has been designed to be a hostile environment and
how it may be perceived as a legal labyrinth.
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6.3 A Summary of Current Citizenship Pathways for Non-UK/EEA migrants
This first major section of the Dissertation will focus on unpacking the current
citizenship pathways available for non-EEA/EU skilled migrants who are recruited to
work and potentially settle in the UK as of 2018. According to the latest migration
statistics from the Office for National Statistics, “work is the most common reason
people come to the UK;”412 thus, this section will look at which type of skilled nonEEA migrants are permitted to work in the UK and what that settlement process looks
like for them. There is a distinction between in-country applications (non-EEA
migrants already arrived in the UK) and out-country applications (non-EEA migrants
that have not yet arrived in the UK). For the purposes of this section, it will focus on
the most common route for out-country new applicants that are being recruited for
work. Out-country non-EEA applicants may only qualify to work in the UK through
certain pathways in a national visa scheme, known as the Points Based System (the
“PBS”). The most common pathway is the Skilled (Tier 2) visa with 94,247
applications granted in 2017 and 54,658 of those coming from non-EEA applicants.413
The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the UK’s current system for
immigration divided into four parts: [1] the development and rationale for the UK’s
PBS, [2] how the system works in practice, [3] the Tier 2 (General) visa category, and
[4] how the system may change post-Brexit. This overview will develop a solid
foundation to understanding how communication of changes to migration law made
by the government may be politically motivated.
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6.3.1

The UK’s Points Based System of Migration
A points based system for immigration is a process where migrants are

selected “based on having certain valued attributes, such as qualifications, occupation
and language skills,” thus, it is primarily associated with economic immigration or
work visas. 414 “Traditionally, the main feature of a points system has been that it
admits migrants based on their qualifications rather than because an employer has
selected them to fill a specific job (although some points systems do require or strongly
prioritise people with a job lined up).”415 Policymakers proposed that the benefits of a
PBS would be transparency and flexibility to a countries economic needs but a major
risk is that the system can admit immigrants that may not find work at their skill level
after the fact; therefore the long-term benefits to the economy may not realised.416
At the same time, employer-led selection systems ensures that applicants have
guaranteed jobs when they arrive but the private sector may only recruit cheaper
foreign workers and discriminate against the local workforce; thus, many countries
now have a hybrid system combining the best of both strategies to make a temporaryto-permanent visa pathways to provide a clearer path to settlement and it would also
provide for better integration into society. 417 In general, a hybrid system would
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include: points awarded for an applicant’s job offer, permanent residency is based on
the applicants track record of employment, focuses heavily on foreign students as a
source of skilled migrants, and requires both a points and an employer selection
process to determine admittance. 418 Overall, the UK’s PBS would be considered a
hybrid system launched in 2008 with the policy rationale of achieving a “simplified”,
“stringent” and “objective” system for non-EEA nationals to work and study in the
country through: [1] an accumulation of symbolic points from a “set of mandatory
criteria,” and [2] require the applicant to already have a job or study offer from an
approved sponsor (subject to “fixed quotas” in certain categories).419
The UK government’s plan for the PBS was released in 2005 by the Labour
Party as part of a five-year strategy for asylum and immigration.420 It was launched in
2008 through a series of phases starting with highly skilled workers then skilled
workers, temporary workers and finally student visas.421 This system replaced an ad
hoc and uncoordinated range of work and study visas: the Highly Skilled Migrants’
Programme, work permit schemes and quota schemes for low-skilled workers. 422
Currently, there are still a few immigration programmes that operate outside of the
PBS: “short-term study visa, domestic worker in a private household visa, Turkish
worker visa, Turkish businessperson visa, and representative of an overseas business
visa.”423 The UK’s PBS consists of five ‘tiers’ for “high skill/high value migrants,
sponsored skilled workers, low-skilled workers, students, and temporary workers…
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each tier contains several visa categories (and some sub-categories), with varying
associated conditions and mandatory eligibility requirements.”424
Since being launched, many aspects of the PBS rules and guidance have
changed. A summary of the amendments to the rules and guidance that supports the
PBS include the following: [i] new sub-categories created in Tier 1 and Tier 2 for
graduates, entrepreneurs and applicants with exceptional talents in certain sectors; [ii]
more stringent “resident labour market test” 425 and a more up-to-date “Shortage
Occupation List;”426 [iii] several changes to the criteria and conditions in both Tier 2
(Intra-Company Transfer) visas and Tier 4 (General) student visas to become more
restrictive; [iv] raising the Tier 2 visas “minimum skill and salary” levels, [v] creating
a more demanding criteria for sponsorship license and restricting sponsorship to only
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“most trusted sponsors;”427 and [vi] officials regained some discretion to determine if
there is “evidential flexibility” in some applications.428
The PBS was also reformed from 2010, under the Coalition and Conservative
government and followed by today’s Conservative-minority government, as follows:
[a] in December 2010, the Tier 1 (General) sub-category was closed because highly
skilled workers could enter the UK without a job offer and it was deemed ineffective
to attract applicants; [b] in April 2012, the Tier 1 (Post-Study Work) visa sub-category
was closed and replaced with a three narrower options: Tier 1 (Graduate Entrepreneur),
Tier 1(Exceptional Talent) and Tier 4 (General – Doctorate extension scheme); [c]
arbitrary quotas were introduced in certain categories; [d] Tier 1 (Investor) and Tier 1
(Entrepreneur) visas conditions changed to allow for faster eligibility for permanent
settlement with longer absences from the UK permitted during the qualifying residence
period; [e] more restrictive eligibility was made for “graduate level” jobs and the
“minimum salary” requirements for the Tier 2 (General) visas were increased; [f] a
£35,000 minimum salary requirement for settlement was introduced for sponsored
skilled workers under the Tier 2 (General) visa, with exceptions for scientists, PhD
level jobs, and short-term workers on the shortage occupation list; [g] for some skilled
worker categories, a new “maximum lengths of stay” of six years and a one year outof-country “cooling off” period between new visa applications were introduced; [h]
various limitations were created to restrict international students from working,
bringing dependant family members, extending their stay and switching into a work
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visa category; and [i] from 2016 to 2017 further reforms were made for the Tier 2 visas
to reduce non-EU economic migration such as: 429 increased minimum salary for
“experienced staff” to £30,000 per year, simplified the Intra-Company Transfer subcategory to provide routes for senior managers and specialists, and a £1,000
“Immigration Skills Charge” was launched for every migrant worker a UK employers
hires to work in the country for every year of employment.430
Overall, the overarching design and rationale for the PBS has struggled to
meet the industry demands of a number of employment sectors, including small and
medium-sized businesses. For example: the heavy requirements on “ ‘hard’ education
and professional qualifications…has posed particular difficulties for certain
sectors…the catering industry has been voicing concerns” especially since skilled
chefs need a minimum salary of £29,570 after taxes, have at least five or more years
of experience, and the job cannot be for a fast food service. 431 Furthermore, the
emphasis on salary under the Tier 2 (General) visas has also had a disproportionate
impact on female applicants: [1] on public sector jobs such as nursing and teaching
due to the gender pay gap; and, [2] in the Information Technology sector, which is
already a male-dominated industry.432 In the end, all these amendments to the rules,
application process and related guidance documents for each category has now
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developed into “hundreds of pages” of requirements that constantly change and what
was meant to be a simplified and objective process is now an extremely hostile, costly,
overly complex and unfriendly system for users.433
6.3.2

How the UK’s Points Based System Works in Practice
The current PBS has five ‘tiers’ or visa categories and each category had its

own sub-categories (some even had “sub-sub-categories”) that outlines the eligibility
criteria for migrants to be able to qualify to work or study in the UK.434 The categories
are: [i] Tier 1 for high value migrants – entrepreneurs, investors, graduate
entrepreneurs, and migrants with exceptional talent; [ii] Tier 2 for sponsored skilled
workers with a long-term job offer – general skilled workers, ministers of religion,
sportsperson, and intra-company transfers; [iii] Tier 3 for low skilled workers – has
never been used because low skilled worker demand was met by the UK/EEA
workforce; [iv] Tier 4 for students – child students (4-7 years old) and general students
(from 16 years and up); [v] Tier 5 for temporary workers staying two years or less –
youth mobility (limited to Australia, Canada, Japan, Monaco, New Zealand, Hong
Kong, Republic of Korea, Taiwan and British overseas citizen/ British overseas
territories citizen/ British national overseas) and temporary workers (charity worker,
creative and sporting worker, government authorised exchange worker, international
agreement worker, religious worker).435 From these five categories, the main route for
recruiting non-EEA workers to the UK is the Tier 2 (General) visa and their dependant
family members will also have to qualify under PBS through certain sponsorship
conditions.
The practical steps for applications for entry in the UK under the PBS are as
follows.436 First, skilled migrant workers must self-select themselves before applying
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for a job with an employer in the UK based on the information communicated on the
‘Visa and Immigration’ tab on the GOV.UK website. They may also have to look up
the details of the policies by referring to the Home Office policy guidance documents
according to each tier, sub-category and sub-subcategory. Looking at Tier 2
specifically, the next step is to check if the UK employer who has selected them is
licensed to sponsor non-EEA migrants, if they are not licensed the employer must
register and pay the relevant fees to hire the migrant worker. Third, the migrant must
apply to the UK Visa and Immigration (“UKVI”) department of the Home Office for
the relevant visa category, showing evidence that the posses the skills and attributes
under its qualifications. During the consideration stage, migrants are figuratively
scored with ‘points’ for each quality and the final score will determine if they qualify
for the visa, unless that category has already reach its admittance cap or the
immigration official requires further information. The categories with annual quotas
are: [a] Tier 1 (Exceptional Talent), which have 2,000 visas available divided between
the Arts Council England with 250 places, The Royal Society with 250 places, The
Royal Academy of Engineering with 150 places, The British Academy with 150
places, and Tech City UK with 200 places; and [b] Tier 1 (Graduate Entrepreneur),
which have 2,000 visas available for Higher Education Institutions with 1,900 places
and the Department for International Trade with 100 places.437
On the one hand, within the Tier 2 (General) visa, the employer’s financial
cost may seem to outweigh the applicant’s cost because they have to cover most of the
fees for the: application for the new sponsor licence, renewal of the licence or
extending the scope of the licence, each Certificate of Sponsorship issued to each
migrant worker, and any applicable “Immigration Skills Charges”438 for each migrant
worker.439 On the other hand, applicants cover their own individual visa fee and their
dependant’s fees, the Immigration Health Surcharge for themselves and their
dependents and pay for any documentary evidence necessary (to prove their financial
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resources are sufficient to not be a burden in the UK, English language skills,
tuberculosis test or criminal record certificate).440 However, outside of the financial
cost its is the migrant and their families that have to deal with the overwhelming social
and cultural burden of moving across borders to communities (that may not accept
them) in a foreign country that aims to deport them for any failure to comply to any
condition of their visa.441
6.3.3

The Tier 2 (General) Visa Category
The main visa category for the admittance of skilled non-UK/EEA workers

to the UK is the Tier 2 (General) visa, which was “designed to incorporate various
protections for resident workers, such as requiring the employer to first try to recruit
from within the resident workforce…In addition, the number of new visa sponsorships
available is limited to 20,700 per year” for Tier 2 (General) Sponsors with a Restricted
Certificates of Sponsorship license (“restricted CoS”).442 Since December 2017, the
employer demand for permission to sponsor skilled migrants has been much higher
than what the government can supply every month due to this “cap”; thus, as of July
2018 “the Government acted to exempt doctor and nursing posts from the limit, in
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recognition of the difficulties that the limit was causing for NHS employers, and in a
bid to free up spaces for other sectors.”443
In general, Tier 2 work visas are only available to people with “graduate
level” qualifications, can earn the required £30,000 per year and the job has to be on
the Shortage Occupation List or pass the Resident Labour Market Test in most cases.
Moreover, this visa allows the worker three to five years ‘leave to remain’ but they
cannot stay longer than six years without extending, applying for a different visa or
applying for permanent residency (“PR”). If the migrant worker wants to switch to
another work visa after six years they must switch before their visa expires or have to
leave the UK for at least one year before applying for a new Tier 2 visa, known as a
‘cooling off’ period. If the migrant worker is eligible to apply for PR then they must
be earning a minimum annual salary of £35,500 in a job that is either on the Shortage
Occupation List or passes the Resident Labour Market Test.
Tier 2 employer sponsorship applications are also determined by another
“points test” where the score from two columns (“job type” and “salary”) must add up
to a minimum amount with the highest scores being prioritised for approval.444 In the
job column the scores from highest to lowest are: [i] 130 points for jobs on the Shortage
Occupation List, [ii] 75 points PhD level jobs listed in Table 1 of Appendix J of the
Immigration Rules, [iii] 30 points for meeting the resident labour test with an applicant
from a post-study provision; and [iv] 20 points for meeting the resident labour test or
having an exception that applies.445 In the salary column, jobs with the higher salaries
score the most points, given on a sliding scale from a maximum of 60 points for jobs
paying £100,000 to £159,599.99 to a minimum score of 1 point for jobs paying from
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£20,800 to £21,999.99.446 From December 2017, an overall reduction in EU worker
immigration to the UK meant that the demand from Tier 2 sponsoring employers to
fill skilled jobs on the Shortage Occupation List grew larger than the system could
handle, especially with the majority of points being awarded to doctors and nurses in
the health sector (leaving a very small amount of spaces left for other public sector
jobs). Thus, this arbitrary cap for restricted CoS has been controversial from the
beginning but with Brexit, UK employers have become more vocal in terms of calling
for immigration reforms to make conditions more flexible, create more exemptions or
to abolish this restriction completely.447
6.3.4

How the Points Based System Might Change Post-Brexit
From July 2017, the UK government commissioned the Migration Advisory

Committee (“MAC”) to advise on the implications of Brexit on the labour market and
the future of the immigration system, which is due to be completed in September 2018.
By the end of the year 2018, the Government aims to release a white paper on a postBrexit immigration system based on the MAC’s recommendations; thus, there is
currently considerable debate on what the specific changes will be done to the
economic immigration pathways especially since the Home Office suggested that the
PBS is “out-dated” and that a “pure points-based system” is insufficient to control EU
migration.448 The UK is due to leave the European Union on the 29th of March 2019
and the upcoming Immigration Bill 2019 will come into effect at the end of 2020 after
the transition period. Two top concerns that the MAC should consider are: [a] relaxing
of some visa restrictions or expanding certain categories, and actually using the Tier 3
low skilled category (since the EU workforce may not be the primary source of
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workers after 2020); and [b] if certain nationalities that receive preferential access
should be maintained, extended to other nationals as part of future trade agreements or
open up to all nationalities in order to give equal access to work visas.449
According to the Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants (“JCWI”), UK
businesses, higher education institutions and public service sectors are alarmed by the
uncertainty for migration after the two-year transition period ends with the EU.450 A
possible consequence of Brexit is that “any tough new policies on migrants will begin
to be felt, causing further concern among migrant communities… Frequent legislative
changes generate uncertainty and confusion among migrants and their UK
sponsors.”451 JCWI highly suggest that the government cannot fulfil its two current
commitments to both reduce net migration and get the “brightest and the best”
migrants to support the UK; thus, they call for a “balanced, even-handed approach”
for a “fair and equitable post-Brexit immigration policy.”452 A summary of JCWI’s
recommendations are noted here: [1] take a positive stance when dealing with foreign
nationals, [2] introduce new and more equitable/proportionate immigration rules for
both EEA and non-EEA nationals, [3] address inefficiencies in the Home Office by
increasing investment for staff to get the proper skills to deliver a decent service, [4]
increase independent reviews of Home Office decisions by restoring the right of appeal
in immigration tribunals and facilitate reasonable access to legal advice for both EEA
and non-EEA nationals, [5] abandon ‘hostile environment’ approach that is dependent
on community-level controls and concentrate immigration enforcement to be
administered by properly trained border and immigration officials, and lastly [6] new
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post-Brexit immigration rules should be simple/ cheap/ fair and clearly communicated
to the public to avoid a further increase in undocumented migrants. 453 However, for
these recommendations to be effective, this project argues that there must be a
fundamental shift in how the legal and political structures of the UK’s migration
system values the human rights of migrants.
6.3.5 Summary
Overall, the purpose of the first major section of the Dissertation was to
provide an overview of the UK’s current system for immigration through four parts:
[1] the development and rationale for the UK’s system, [2] how the system works in
practice, [3] the Tier 2 (General) visa category, and [4] how the system may change
post-Brexit. This section is relevant to the project because it has examined how the
legal path to citizenship for non-UK/EEA skilled migrants has been politically
designed to be a hostile environment and how it operates as a legal labyrinth for
applicants. This section confirms the first condition of the project’s hypothesis where
the UK’s PBS migration system was in fact developed to support a purely nationalist
agenda; therefore, the outcome was that the UK government produced a highly
unequal legal structure that targets non-UK/EEA migrants in a variety of unreasonable
ways. The UK’s PBS has been widely criticised by various stakeholders (individual
applicants, sponsors, immigration lawyers and the judiciary) as “unduly complex,
burdensome, costly and ill-suited for the needs of its users;” it is also a failed system
that has not achieved any of its key objectives to be simple, transparent, objective and
economically flexible. 454 As noted in the Case Note and Statute Report, 455 the
Immigration Rules (“IR”) and Home Office guidance documents for each visa
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category are constantly changing, severely lengthy, and apply arbitrary restrictions; to
the point that the complexity of the whole system has become acutely burdensome for
all parties involved but it is particularly brutal to non-UK/EEA migrants who have a
very narrow legal recourse to challenge the power of the State.456 It is for all the abovestated reasons that the UK’s current migration system is a purely political tool and a
legal labyrinth for skilled non-UK/EEA migrants. The following section will now
explain how the current UK government’s hostile political aims may be reflected in
the way it disseminates policy reform online.
6.4 Online Communication of Migration Policies in the UK
This second major section of the Dissertation aims to explain how online
information networks is the main route for the UK government to disseminate changes
to migration law. These selected avenues of communication were referred to in the
Case Note and Statute Report chapters but were not fully explained as to how it relates
to the research project; thus, this section is relevant to the project because it will
examine ways in which the UK’s modern migration system operates as a politically
driven communicative practice. This section will look at three online hubs that the UK
government uses to communicate the different stages of migration policy development
of Immigration Bill 74 (“the Bill”) from 2015 that led to the creation of the Act 2016:
[1] Migration Advisory Committee (“MAC”) consultation reports regarding the Tier
2 visa scheme, [2] the House of Lords debates that were published online during the
final reading of the Bill, and [3] the Immigration Rules amendments published online
on the Home Office’s UK Visa and Immigration Department website around the time
the Bill became law. Each online hub will briefly look at the content of the information
being communicated and the general operation of that online platform to assess how
accessible and user-friendly it may be for layperson/migrant users looking for the most
recent changes to migration rules. Overall, the relevance of each stream of online
communication is that key stakeholders (non-EEA migrant applicants, employer
sponsors, immigration officials, the judiciary and legal professionals) must navigate
these avenues at different stages of the visa application, citizenship and appeals
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process to inform their decision-making on whether applicants meet the legal criteria
or not. Ultimately, understanding the information and operation of these three online
communication streams will be essential for the socio-legal analysis in Section 6.5.
6.4.1

Migration Advisory Committee Reports on Tier 2 Visas
The MAC is a “non-departmental public body” that was created at the same

time of the PBS in 2008 and its “purpose is to provide independent and evidence-based
advice to government on migration issues…[it] works on commissions from the
Government and it is up to Ministers to decide whether or not to accept its
recommendations…pieces of MAC research and consultations are available from the
MAC pages on the GOV.UK website.”457 It is composed of “a chair and four other
independent economists, who have been appointed under rules relating to public
appointments laid down by the Office of the Commissioner for Public
Appointments…the Commission for Employment and Skills and the Home Office are
represented on the Committee.”458 These recommendations will directly inform the
first stage of policy development where the government develops its initial white paper
and subsequent legislative drafts to present in front of Parliament. The focus of this
first example is to look at the consultation reports regarding changes to the Tier 2 visa
scheme; specifically, the rationale for certain provision that were included in the Act
2016 and associated rules. This MAC report was commissioned in June 2015 and the
full review was delivered by December 2015 and published in January 2016.459 This

457

Gower, 9.

458

Migration Advisory Committee, ‘News Release ‘ (MAC001/16, 16 January 2016) <

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/493040/MAC_TIER_2_REVIEW_PRESS_NOTICE_FINAL.pdf > accessed 30 August
2018.
459

Migration Advisory Committee, ‘News Release ‘ (MAC002/15, 13 August 2015) <

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/453368/MAC_press_release.pdf > accessed 30 August 2018.
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Tier 2 review 460 focused on five issues that the government requested: [i] “how to
prioritise applications under Tier 2 to ensure maximum benefit for the UK;” [ii]
“applying a skills levy (immigration skills charge) to businesses employing non-EEA
migrants;” [iii] “how to tighten the intra-company transfer route;” [iv] “whether jobs
should be automatically removed from the shortage occupation list;” and [v]
“restricting dependant’s access to the UK labour market.”461 Overall, this example will
show how the communication of the relevant information is part of a complex
operations network that is quite onerous for laypersons, migrants, and legal
professionals to manage alone.
This example will be limited to exploring only two recommendations that
support the political aims of the government to reduce net migration and to ensures
that the economic migrants are not ‘undercutting’ the domestic workforce: [i]
increasing the minimum salary of Tier 2 visa category to reduce the volume of
applications, and [ii] implementing a new Immigration Skills Charge to reduce the
amount of UK employers that hire migrant workers. The first recommendation is only
for Tier 2 (General) category, which targets the most common route for non-EEA
migrants being sponsored by a UK employer. As noted in the earlier section, this subcategory is for skilled workers that can only be recruited by an employer via two
advertisement schemes: the Resident Labour Market Test or the Shortage Occupation

460

Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2: Balancing migrant selectivity, investment

in skills and impacts on UK productivity and competitiveness - December 2015’ (16 January
2016) < https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/migration-advisory-committee-macreview-tier-2-migration > accessed 30 August 2018.
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2016)
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/493038/Executive_Summary-Tier_2_FINAL.pdf > accessed 30 August 2018.
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List.462 From April 2015, all Tier 2 (General) migrants were required to earn an annual
minimum salary of £20,800, which was an amount set from 2009 when the skills
requirement was at National Qualifications Framework level 3 (“NQF3+”). 463 After
analysing the median salary data 464 for employees in the newly increased level of
NQF6+ occupations, the review recommends that the government can increase that
amount to £30,000,465 as a “modest threshold” that reflects the “prevailing wages in
lower paying regions” of the UK. 466 The review states “the rationale for setting
minimum salary thresholds…is to prevent undercutting of UK-based workers by
migrants;” however, “[the] analysis showed little evidence of undercutting” in regards
to salary distributions between Tier 2 migrants and the UK resident labour force for
the most part.467 Thus, the report surmises that the rise in wages should effectively
motivate the domestic workforce to get training for those positions and strongly
discourage UK employers from recruiting a migrant worker in the long run.468
The second recommendation is based on the government’s consideration
whether businesses on different levels should be charged a skills levy to incentives UK
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Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2’ (Executive Summary, December 2015)

para 1.8.
463

Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2’ (December 2015) para 4.21.
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Ibid, para 4.94. The occupational minimum salary for Tier 2 was produced by the Office

for National Statistics and is reliable because it draws from sector specific salary benchmarks
surveys, existing data sources and job vacancy data.
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Ibid, para 4.26, para 4.66, Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. Nurses would be the occupation most

affected by the £30,000 threshold. Followed by other public sector or creative jobs in public
relations professionals, chefs, primary education teachers, web design professionals,
secondary education professionals and social workers.
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Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2 - Executive Summary’ (16 January

2016).para 1.20 and 1.24.
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Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2’ (16 January 2016) para 4.39-4.40.
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Ibid, para 4.57 and 4.60.
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employers to recruit and train domestic workers, renamed the Immigration Skills
Charge. This levy will only apply to employers who hire Tier 2 migrants. 469 Once
again the rationale is to “raise the cost of employing Tier 2 migrants and encourage
employers to invest in the resident labour force, rather than recruiting from
overseas…[this will] address [the] current skill shortages in the UK labour market by
investing funding into higher skills development, which may in the long-term help
reduce employer demand for skilled non-EEA workers.”470 The review recommends
maximising the effect of the levy by making it applicable to all employers recruiting
migrants across all Tier 2 visa categories.471 It would be rolled out as a “flat fee” that
is payable in full when the employer applies for the CoS license from Home Office.472
In relation to a minimum salary of £30,000, the MAC review recommends that a levy
of £1,000 (per worker per year) would be a reasonable amount of revenue to impact a
UK employer’s behaviour.473 Based on evidence from business partners, the views
were not enthusiastic about this change and most were broadly against the charge
because it operated like a taxation scheme rather than a domestic training investment
for the UK labour force. 474 Overall, employers were highly sceptical of this levy
because many viewed that it was the government’s primary responsibility to create a
skilled workforce and that this role has been imposed on them as a burden rather than

469

Ibid, para 5.4.

470

Ibid, para 5.7-5.8.

471

Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2 - Executive Summary’ (16 January

2016).para 1.28.
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Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2’ (16 January 2016) para 5.38-5.40.
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Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2 - Executive Summary’ (16 January 2016)

para 1.29. See also Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2’ (16 January 2016) para
5.41. A five-year levy would cost an UK employer £5,000 and with the £30,000 minimum
salary per year would amount to £155,000 from the employer’s revenue stream for one migrant
worker, not including additional fees for new application costs, renewal fees or any applicable
legal fees.
474

Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Review Tier 2’ (16 January 2016) para 5.44-5.45.
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a benefit.475 Based on the two recommendations above, the MAC review would likely
achieve the reduction of net migration through clear financial barriers for both overseas
migrants to qualify for jobs and for their UK sponsor to be able to afford all the
applicable fees associated with Tier 2 visas.
From the would-be migrants perspective, who may need to understand
changes to the Tier 2 criteria to persuade a UK employer to invest in them, the language
of the data in this almost 300 page report would strongly demoralise skilled migrants
from approaching any UK employer that is not already licensed. Moreover, the review
is quite difficult to understand because it is based on economic model, charts and tables
that only cater towards one stakeholder’s aim (the UK government’s goal to reduce
net migration). Furthermore, the relevant press release and executive summary are not
easy to navigate because they do not consistently share the same document reference
system to outline how each document sources data from the other. The website itself
(where the documents were sourced) does not offer a user-friendly search bar to help
navigate between “Documents” (announcements, consultations and publications)
related to Tier 2 visa unless you have prior knowledge of the documents “publication
type,” “policy area,” “official document status,” the date the report was published or
the exact title of the report.

476

Using the top right search bar on the top ribbon,

searching ‘Tier 2’ would produce 94,077 results from the whole GOV.UK website.
Alternatively, on the MAC organisation page of the GOV.UK website, if the reader
scrolls down to the ‘Documents’ section, select ‘see all publications,’ search for ‘Tier
2’ in the left filter as a keyword; your result will be 30 random publications which are
not listed by date or type of document (there is no additional filter option to sort the
documents by date or type). The search results is a series of mixed ordered documents
from 2009 to 2018 with related titles and labelled without any explanation as to which
document is appropriate, labels include: ‘research and analysis,’ ‘closed
consultations,’ ‘corporate reports,’ ‘independent reports,’ ‘correspondence,’ and
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Ibid, para 5.46.
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‘guidance.’ Through a process of elimination of clicking on each ‘title’ that brings you
to a new window: the reader would have to either [1] open the PDF document or [2]
look at the bulleted ‘details’ to get some idea of what the data is about; however, this
would not give you a birds-eye view of how this report may be related to another report
(unless you read it in full). There is also no clear or active indication if the
recommendations of that report was adopted by the government and if not why that
was so. In this case, the review was considered a ‘corporate report’ and appeared close
to the top of the page; however, any related or detailed analysis would remain unclear
without a more in-depth search of supporting data. Overall, this online platform
operates as a randomised information database rather than a coherent network of
accessible information for users to understand how recommendations on migration
reforms are made in a transparent and fair way, especially when the Home Office is
the only sponsor listed for this organisation.477
6.4.2

House of Lords Parliamentary Debates and Readings
This next example will look at how migration policy reforms are

communicated by the government online to the general public during the final drafting
of legislation. This stage of communication is crucial because it will be the last stage
of public scrutiny by the ‘Upper House’ or ‘Second Chamber’ of the House of
Parliament to challenge proposed actions of government and highlight certain issues
that have not yet been fully considered or voted on in the committee or report stages.478
The example is sourced from the 3rd reading from the House of Lords Hansard public
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online records regarding the Bill, which later became known as the Act 2016. The 1st
reading at the House of Commons was in September 2015 and it reached the House of
Lords in December 2015 for the 1st reading.479 By the time of the 3rd reading in the
Upper House in March 2016, major areas were still not properly discussed; thus, after
this reading the Bill was passed back (a procedure called ‘ping-pong’) between the two
chambers twice over until it was made into law in May 2016. It is important for
stakeholders such as migrants to have access to information during this process as it
directly impacts the conditions of their daily life in the UK. The discussion in this 3rd
readings of the Bill is divided into five major topics: [1] the right-to-rent scheme
introduced by the Act 2014; [2] the detention and deportation of pregnant women who
are irregular migrants; timeframes for immigration bail and hearings; [3] the transfer
of responsibility for unaccompanied migrant children; and [5] the new skills charge
disproportionate effect on public sector employers.480 For the purposes of this project,
this example will unpack two topics that would immediately impact the vast majority
of Tier 2 migrants living and working in the UK: the right-to-rent scheme and the new
skills levy. These two issues were highly controversial because the House of Lords
found little reassurance from the Minister of State that these provisions were
sufficiently transparent or would achieve its aims in line with the rule of law.
In the first issue refers to the right-to-rent scheme under Clause 43 (3A) and
during the reading it was noted as Amendment 1: [a person] “P may apply to the
Secretary of State for written confirmation that the Secretary of State – (a) Has granted,
or (b) will grant, permission to P in accordance with subsection (3).” 481 The issue
brought by Baroness Hamwee is that “the only way to seek confirmation that a

479

UK Parliament, ‘Bills & Legislation – Bill stages – Immigration Act 2016’ (2018) <

https://services.parliament.uk/Bills/2015-16/immigration/stages.html > accessed 31 August
2018.
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September 2018.
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discretionary right to rent has been granted is for the landlord, not the tenant, to request
confirmation from the Home Office…which include potential discrimination...A
landlord may not tell a would-be tenant why he is refusing a tenancy, and the individual
might not be aware that he has been denied. There is no mechanism to allow an
individual to clarify the position, correct any mistakes or give additional evidence.
There is no obligation for landlords or agents to request a check from the Home
Office.”482 Baroness Lister continues by saying: “By informing people of the decision
that affect then, we ensure that government operates reasonably transparently. We
ensure that power is exercised in a reasonably accountable way, and that any arbitrary
or unlawful use of power is communicated directly to those that it affects. This system
helps to ensure that Ministers and other Public servants wield their considerable power
within the law…we have a scheme under which the Home Secretary can decide
whether or not a person-and, potentially, their entire family-is made homeless…this is
no exaggeration…This cannot be tenable in a country that operates under the
transparent rule of law. People have a right to know whether they will be entitled to
rent accommodation.”483 The House of Lords were requesting that a formal application
and written confirmation process be included in the Bill for when migrant tenants seek
confrimation from the Home Office. Amendment 1 was withdrawn since the Minister
of State, Earl Howe, reasserted that it was unnecessary because a migrant may already
contact the Home Office themselves to establish if they will have the right-to-rent and
the guidance document is being revised to set out clear steps for migrants rather than
being delayed by more paperwork. 484 This guidance document was available since
December 2016485 to give instruction to what the valid documents were necessary for
landlords; however, a clear guide was not published for migrants until June 2018 and
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Ibid, Amendment 1 (3:07 pm, Baroness Hamwee).
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it is quite brief: “A migrant without leave who is looking to take up a new
tenancy…can enquire whether they have permission to rent through established
contact points with Home Office.” 486 Two years later, there is still very vague
direction as to how migrant tenants can get a timely response from Home Office and
it simply just reiterates that the permission to rent is a discretionary grant based on
migrants complying to mandatory requirements.
The second issue refers to the Immigration Skills Charge under Clause 96 and
during the reading it was noted as Amendment 9: “(4) Section 87 shall not come into
effect - (a) before 31 March 2018; and (b) until transitional provision has been made
for institutions in the public sector.”487 Lord Wallace brings expert evidence from the
Centre for Policy Studies that warns “the length of new Bill and the number of clauses
they include is becoming so great that Parliament is unable to properly scrutinise
them…significant parts of a Bill that receive no detailed scrutiny at all;” 488 and
“Clause 87 of the Immigration Bill provides a prime example of this problem. In the
Common it had five minutes in Committee and none at Report. We reached it late in
Committee in the Lords, where the Minister was unable to answer the questions
raised.” The question was whether there will be an opportunity for an informed debate
on the details of the skills levy on the healthcare and education sectors. This
amendment returns to this issue since the government had not explained the
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implications of this new charge nor have they provided a “coherent rationale for
imposing it on the public sector…[and] they will now accept that the current provision
to rush this charge into operation only two months after the Bill is passed…[this] is
mistaken, incompatible with allowing an informed debate on regulations…That is
absurd…within the next 12 months the Government wills start to fine school and
hospitals £1,000 per skilled person [Tier 2 migrant] recruited from outside Europe –
fining them from the funds that the Government have just given them.”489
The House of Lords firmly press that the government has failed to give a
reasonable answer to legitimate questions that look into the rationale for a rapid
implementation of the skills levy scheme on all UK employers hiring migrant workers
from outside the EEA; however, some Ministers disputes the amendments because the
government has announced that secondary legislation will be brought into force by
April 2017 when the charge is due to begin. 490 Lord Rosser finds this highly
problematic since interested parties will not be given an opportunity to comment or
respond to the draft secondary legislation before it becomes law, especially since this
type of legislation cannot be amended (the only option is to accept it in full or reject it
completely); furthermore, “there appears to have been little analysis provided…[on]
how much money will be raised by the charge; what percentage of existing training
budgets that will represent; and for how many will this additional money provide the
training envisaged?”491 The House of Lords does not challenge the principle of the
skills charge but requests that a reasonable transition or “phasing” period be put in
place through primary legislation for the public sector where the Government is the
primary employer (responsible for training budget of doctors, nurses and teachers);
however, the Ministers avoids giving any answer to this inquiry until the draft
secondary legislation is prepared in the following year.492 Since then, the Immigration
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Skills Charge Regulations 2017 came into force on the 6th of April 2017, section 7 on
this regulation (“Transitional provision” for skilled workers who already have leave to
enter or remain granted) does not provide any answers; it does not offer a phased stage
for public sector employers nor does it give a “full regulatory impact assessment” in
the “Explanatory Note” of this instrument.493
From the perspective of a would-be migrant and migrants already working in
the UK, the content of this example may be intimidating for two reasons: [a] debates
are hard to follow because language is quite technical, and [b] the way to access to this
information online is also not straightforward. In the first instance, a layperson would
need to have some general knowledge of Parliamentary procedure to understand the
relevance of each stage of readings and the role of each chamber of Parliament before
being able to comprehend the technical debates in the public record. It is also important
to note that although these records are public and ‘live’ debates could be seen on
television or streamed online, they do not offer any direct interaction with the public;
thus, it may be perceived as a closed off or one-sided conversation between members
of Parliament. Secondly, on the main page of the UK Parliament website, if the user
types ‘immigration bill’ on the top search bar, a new window will show 27,500 results
and the top option is “Immigration Act 2016 – UK Parliament.”494 Once the user click
on that, a timeline of the “Progress of the Bill” appears, then under “Last events” there
is a link to “read debates on all stages of the Immigration Act 2016;” finally, this link
will list all the “Bill stages” and the links to other pages to access the relevant
information (clicking on the 3rd reading of the House of Lords opens a new window
on the UK Parliament “House of Lords Hansard” page where the user can select “Lords
Chamber – Immigration Bill”).495
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Once the user opens this last page, it does not offer any user-friendly
explanation as to who is speaking and any overview of the what the amendments being
discussed are; thus, they must read the full debate to gain some insight as to the final
direction of the Bill. Even after following all the above steps, a layperson or migrant
would not get any answers to the legitimate questions brought up in the debate and as
it turns out, when the secondary laws were released, it provided no additional
information on how the government intends to resolve the legitimate issues brought
forward by the House of Lords. All in all this example proves to be an exhausting
exercise of cat and mouse with no end in sight for a clear, comprehensive and coherent
answer as to how the government will be made accountable within the principles of
legality.
6.4.3

Immigration Rules on the Home Office Website
This section will briefly look at how migration rule changes are

communicated by the government online to the general public after legislation is
passed. “The Immigration Rules are some of the most important pieces of legislation
that make up the UK’s immigration law. They are updated on a regular basis and all
changes can be found on the Immigration Rules: statement of changes;” moreover, the
rules are divided into 15 main “Parts” and 25 “Appendices.”496 If a would-be Tier 2
migrant looking to work in the UK wanted to understand the latest changes to their
visa category in the year 2016, they would have no other choice but to access this
information online. As a stark contrast to the other two sections, this webpage is quite
organised in terms of providing chronological filters by date and an overview of links
that give short descriptions of what each document is about. If the user is looking for
a general update then just underneath the title – there is a discreet link “see all updates,”
then the user can scroll down to 2016 ribbon were it displays 10 separate dates where

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Lords/2016-04-12?showNoDebateMessage=True > accessed
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the rules were updated; at that point, the user can then select “Open all” on the right
side of the ribbon and all the updated documents under that year will expand showing
the 61 instances where documents were changed. 497 At this point, the user would have
to navigate down the list and haphazardly selecting the documents that they think may
apply or may be the most relevant to their situation, but there is no way to be sure
without professional guidance. Each document link from this point forward operates
the same: if the user selects “Immigration Rules part 5: working in the UK” updated
on the 6th of April 2016, as a demonstration, a new page opens up with updates made
from paragraphs 128A to 199B and the option to “Open all” is given again. However,
this time the specific changes to the paragraphs are not highlighted therefore it is
practically impossible to decipher to what extent rules were changed. It is for this
reason that this last example proves to be the most organised and yet the most daunting
of them all. Thus, the quantity of information presented here is practically useless
because it is incomprehensible, unclear and too complicated for all stakeholders.
To provide a wider social context of how onerous the IR truly are, as part of
the “hostile environment” approach, it has recently been reported that the “Home
Office officials have made more than 5,700 changes to the immigration rules since
2010…making the visa system nearly impossible to navigate, according to senior
judges and lawyers. The rules have more than doubled in length to almost 375,000
words, resulting in a complex system which has been called “something of a disgrace”
by Lord Justice Irwin and prompting a radical overhaul…at some points the Home
Office introduced changes at dizzying speed, publishing new sets of changes a week
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apart or less.”498 The report states that the Law Commission499 has been working on
ways to simplify the rules since December 2017 (when the then Home Secretary,
Amber Rudd, referred it to them) to find recommendations to make it clearer for case
workers and the judiciary. 500 In a related report, former immigration enforcement
chiefs noted that when Theresa May was the Home Secretary in 2012, she publicly
stated that her goals “was to create here in Britain a really hostile environment for
illegal migration” by “empowering figures across society to become immigration
officers;” and this may have been a malicious political ploy against migrants for the
sole purpose of the Conservative government staying in power at all cost against their
UK Independence Party rivals in the 2013 elections campaign. 501 This scandalous
impact of this hostile approach was only uncovered in 2016, despite “many affected
Windrush individuals [who] raised the issues through solicitors and MPs [since 2013]”
that many “older Caribbean-born residents [were] being wrongly classified as illegal
immigrants [and being wrongly deported]…making vulnerable people more
vulnerable,” especially when there are not enough trained case workers to provide
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face-to-face interviews and the majority of cases are left to lower administrative
officers that make poor decisions based on paper applications.502 The overall concern
now is whether Theresa May, as the current Prime Minister, will continue with this
hostile approach as the desirable status quo for dealing with both EU/EEA migrants
and non-EU/EEA migrants as part of the upcoming post-Brexit immigration system.
6.4.4

Summary
Essentially, the second major section of the Dissertation explained how three

key online information networks, that the UK government uses to disseminate changes
to migration law, operate in a politically-motivated way to exclude would-be skilled
non-UK/EEA migrant workers and other key stakeholders. This section is relevant to
the project because it confirms the first condition of the project’s hypothesis where the
specific practice of communicating the law operates in a way that supports the UK’s
nationalist goal of producing unequal political and legal structures that unreasonably
targets non-UK/EEA migrants. First, it is now overtly clear that the MAC reports are
primarily used by the government to produce reports that suit its own political aims.
Secondly, the House of Lords debates available online are essential for migrants to
stay informed but prove to be quite closed-off and hard to comprehend due to its
procedural and technical language. Both these platforms are not well organised or
made easy to navigate. Lastly, the IR online platform, as one of the most important
sources of regular changes made to policy and procedures, is also the most difficult
method of communication to comprehend in comparison to the previous two examples.
This is due to the fact that the volume of information is too complex and unclear for
any stakeholder to follow. From these three examples, it is possible to deduce that the
current methods of online communication of changes to law are in line with the UK
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government’s political drive to make a hostile environment for migrants and reduce
net migration at all cost.
The results of this finding may not be surprising to say the least because the
online migration system, as part of a larger government strategy to modernise its
services, has been fiercely criticised by its users and widely ignored by the UK
government’s Cabinet Office.503 The UK government’s “Government Digital Service”
(“the GDS”) launched in December 2014 and merged over 300 government websites
into one online portal but it did not have a warm reception from users because “huge
amounts of actual information had been destroyed, while many new pages consisted
of fluff and filler.”504 For example, the Home Office’s UK Visa and Immigration site
was “transitioned [to GOV.UK] without a good understanding of users and
needs…there was quickly a flood of negative feedback…coming from all
directions…creating possibly the most unpopular government web redesign ever yet
undertaken.”

505

BBC Newsnight also reported that the online “redesign of

departmental sites has been a calamity for government accountability” resulting in
never being able to browse to things you actually need or want to search for.506 An
academic panel of experts provided a list of recommendations before GOV.UK
launched but it may have been largely ignored as some issues persist today such as:
[1] “brevity of key statements and lack of depth in analysing core concerns;” [2] “no
clear interpretation for commercial suppliers or government consumers;” and [3] “lack
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[of] complex systems thinking” to name a few.507 Overall, the new online migration
service was not created by the government to be an easily accessible system with users
in mind.
The following section will now apply a range of socio-political theories to
provide a critical analysis of how the UK’s online migration system not only politically
excludes migrants but also falls short of providing a fair migration process in line with
the rule of law, international standards and principles of human rights. It is from this
analysis that this research project argues that a strong adherence to human rights values
is a key part of creating an open, fair, accessible, and sustainable migration process
that can deliver the needs of a modern society.
6.5 Socio-Legal Analysis of UK Migration Policies and Practices
This third major section of the Dissertation will now apply a range of sociolegal theories to the data provided in Section 6.4 to gain insights as to why nationalist
legal and political structures create a migration system that is devoid of migrant rights
protections and the role of human rights values to correct this imbalance. This analysis
is relevant because the findings of this section will test the second condition of the
project’s hypothesis: if principles of legality and human rights norms are related to a
properly functioning migration system, then a government that creates a dysfunctional
migration process may have a greater tendency of being non-compliant to standards of
legality and human rights norms. As mentioned in the secondary introduction, the three
socio-legal theories include: [1] an understanding of the rule of law as discussed by
Lon Fuller, which look at internal standards of law-making and its impact on achieving
human aspirations through communication, [2] the UK’s international commitments
from its membership in the United Nations and International Labour Organizations to
understand the global legal norms that protect migrants, and lastly, [3] drawing on key
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aspects of Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory to understand the bigger picture of how
migration law has developed in a globalised world and the key role of human rights.
This last section of the Dissertation aims to modestly contribute to a better
understanding of the complex nature of migration within legal studies by using a range
of socio-legal theories to provide a nuanced understanding of how the UK’s modern
migration system reflects tensions between national/global societal structures, which
produces a corresponding unequal/equal migration process.
6.5.1

UK Migration and the Rule of Law
When applying the first socio-legal theory to migration laws, Fuller’s theory

on the Rule of Law is problematic as migrants are excluded from the reciprocal
‘government-citizen’ relationship that he imagined would motivate each side to adhere
with the eight standards of legality. Thus, as outsiders, migrant rights may not
necessarily be protected by host nation states. It is for this reason that monitoring how
changes to migration laws are communicated is important because it is one way to
gauge whether the government’s conduct is operating within the rule of law or not. In
applying these legal standards on the examples of communication from the MAC
reports, House of Lords debates, and the IR website, this project’s findings are as
follows.
On the principle of generality, for the most part the legal reforms and policies
proposed were quite general in terms of developing criteria for increasing the
minimum salary for all Tier 2 visa categories, implementing right-to-rent schemes
across the UK, creating a skills charge for all UK Tier 2 employers and updating
immigration procedures via IR or secondary legislation. In terms of promulgation, in
most cases this is partially achieved. In all three online platforms, the legal rules are
publicly accessible to individuals that have the online resources and skills to access
information online; however, even with access it is not guaranteed that a layperson
could navigate these online pages easily and discern the relevant information they
need. For example: the right-to-rent scheme, the House of Lords found it contrary to
the rule of law because there is no formal mechanism for a migrant to be informed by
the landlord or the Home Office whether they have the permission to rent
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accommodation. 508 In this case, the some aspects of the right-to-rent policies was
publicly announced, but the more important procedural aspects were not; thus, making
it unduly onerous for migrants to comply with the new legal procedure.
On the case of laws being prospective, the migration laws from the MAC,
House of Lords and on the IR platforms all conform to this standard. In terms of clarity,
the migration rules outlined in each online platform drastically fail on this account
because there is no coherent way for any stakeholders to clearly understand the
changes in migration policy from the complex layers of legislation and case law, to the
Home Office guidance documents and the regular changes to the IR online, as noted
in the ongoing Law Commission report. 509

On the basis of not demanding

contradictory actions, the individual migration policies in the examples provided
above achieve this standard across the board. What is problematic is the general
political aim of the UK government in its migration policies as a whole. If the
governments has policies that create a ‘hostile environment’ for both regular and
irregular migrants in order to reduce net migration; then, it may not be possible that it
could recruit the ‘brightest and best’ economic migrants successfully since the living
conditions for skilled migrants would be so onerous that they may simply decide to
work elsewhere. It is for this reason that the progression of a closed-off nationalist
migration agenda in the UK may produce devastating outcomes for its economy and
international standing, especially now since it is more isolated from the EU/EEA
networks.
In terms of not asking for the impossible, this is partially achieved in the
examples because most case the public is made aware of the change to the migration
law so that they may be able to control their future conduct appropriately (Tier 2
migrant criteria for minimum salary is announced early with the MAC reports, rightto-rent guidance for landlords are published ahead of time before its officially made
law, employers are consulted before the skills levy was put in place). However, in
terms of the skills levy on the public sector where the Government is the main
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employer for nurses and teachers, it seems that the public sector is asked to comply
with the impossible task of investing in domestic skills when it is not within their
control how the government assigns training budgets. Similarly, for the right-to-rent
scheme, it is an impossible task for migrants to get formal confirmation of their
permission to rent accommodation, when the government insists that only landlords
may enquire with Home Office about their status to rent. On the point of constancy,
the entire modern migration system of laws in the UK falls outstandingly short of
Fuller’s legal standards not only because the rules have changed so rapidly within the
last few years but also due to the fact that there is even more instability in the direction
of laws in general as a result of the uncertainty of a no-deal Brexit outcome. Lastly, on
congruence, it seems that in recent migration policies, the Government is in fact
subjecting law-abiding migrants to increasingly arbitrary rules and regulations; thus,
there are more cases were officials are not applying migration rules properly (as noted
in the Windrush scandal and also with large amount of migration cases being
successfully appealed due to incorrect application of procedures).
In the end, the UK’s track record from this assessment does not score very
well in terms of migration laws adhering to standards of legality nor does it strive to
preserve the integrity of communication among migrant-sending and receiving
nations. This finding does not mean that the whole migration legal system is
intrinsically a bad system but rather it may not be a properly functioning legal system.
According to Jason Raz, a critique of Fuller, it is not necessary for the rule of law to
be associated with a morally ‘good’ purpose.510 Society may use the law as a tool to
achieve moral or immoral outcomes based on what that society finds morally valuable
or not; thus, the function of the rule of law may be morally indifferent.511 “The law
inevitably creates a great danger of arbitrary power - the rule of law is designed to
minimize the danger created by the law itself…Conformity to the rule of law is
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essential for securing whatever purpose the law is designed to achieve.”512 It is for this
reason that the rule of law could be considered a “thin” concept513 (law as a minimum
standard of formal requirements) to guide institutional behaviour because even if the
above standards are present, it does not guarantee that an institution has not acted
immorally (for example: South African apartheid regulation has the façade of the rule
of law in the legal system even when the actions themselves by the government are
immoral). In summary, the violations of the rule of law in UK migration policy are
less overt through online communication; however, it is becoming more pronounced
through the recent political shifts that are driving legal reform in today’s post-Brexit
reality. The following section will now examine the ‘thick’ aspect of the rule of law
and look at how the UK migration process may be falling short of protecting migrant
rights as outlined by international standards.
6.5.2

UK’s International Obligations to Protect Migrant Workers
Before applying the second socio-legal theory on migration, it is important to

note that the UK is also a founding member of the ILO from 1919 and a major
contributor for international cooperation on democratic economic development and
world peace.514 Since the UK has signed the ILO 97, this part of the analysis will focus
on two key articles that are particularly relevant to the Tier 2 skilled non-EEA migrants
in the UK: Article 2 “Each Member for which this Convention is in force undertakes
to maintain, or satisfy itself that there is maintained, an adequate and free service to
assist migrants for employment, and in particular to provide them with accurate
information;” and Article 6, noted below:515
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“Each Member for which this Convention is in force undertakes to apply,
without discrimination in respect of nationality, race, religion or sex, to
immigrants lawfully within its territory, treatment no less favourable than that
which it applies to its own nationals in respect of the following matters:
(a) in so far as such matters are regulated by law or regulations, or are subject to
the control of administrative authorities-- (i) remuneration[…]; (ii) membership
of trade unions and enjoyment of the benefits of collective bargaining; (iii)
accommodation;
(b) social security (that is to say, legal provision in respect of employment injury,
maternity, sickness, invalidity, old age, death, unemployment and family
responsibilities, and any other contingency which, according to national laws or
regulations, is covered by a social security scheme)…”
This analysis will focus on remuneration and accommodation as two basic
human rights protections for migrant workers recognised by both the UN and ILO.
From the above excerpt, it is useful to recall from the previous section that the
migration policy for the minimum annual salary in all Tier 2 visa categories to work
in the UK was increased from £20,800 in 2015 to £30,000 in 2016. 516 The MAC
reports and the IR online platforms have provided accurate information of this criterion
throughout its policy development. However, as in terms of ‘treatment no less
favourable than that which it applies to its own nationals’ in relation to remuneration,
it is the clear that the government has the strict intention of discouraging employers
from hiring non-UK/EEA migrant workers by requiring their wages to be increased so
dramatically in a space of a year so that employers are forced to discriminate against
migrant workers completely. This has proven to have a detrimental effect on a majority
of public sector jobs, especially in nursing positions with the MAC report suggesting
that 80% of applications would be affected for not meeting the minimum threshold.517
For example: the NHS pay scales from Band 1 (up to 1 year experience or under as a
health support worker or nursery assistant) is currently at $15,404 to £15,671; Band 2
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(1-6 years experience as a healthcare assistant or secretary) is currently from £15,404
to £18,157; Band 3 (1-6 years experience as an emergency care assistant, recovery
worker or occupational therapy assistant) is currently at £16,968 to £19,852; Band 4
(1-6 years experience as assistant practitioner, pharmacy technician, dental nurse and
theatre support worker) is currently at £19,409 to £22,683; and Band 5 (1-7 years
experience as midwife, podiatrist, adult nurse, radiographer and practice manager) is
currently at £22,128 to £28,746.518 It is clear that in this sector skilled migrant workers
are disproportionately excluded, despite many healthcare employers such as the NHS
struggling to keep up with public demand for care. From July of 2018, the government
has exempted of doctors and nurses from the visa annual cap of 20,700 for hiring
foreign workers, but this does not address the problem of salary as a main factor in
healthcare positions not being filled in the UK at the rate that is needed. 519
Furthermore, the hostility against non-EEA skilled migrants in the public sector jobs
is made even more severe with the introduction of the £1,000 per worker per year
Immigration Skills Charge on all Tier 2 employer sponsors, which may be increased
to £2,000 from reforms expected in 2019.520
On the accommodation requirement, it is useful to recall that the right-to-rent
scheme has had a detrimental effect on law-abiding non-EEA migrants and their
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families who are not given access to information on whether they have permission to
rent with a private landlord or not.521 Since all Tier 2 migrants do not have any public
recourse to funds,522 there is a gap in the law that does not protect migrants and their
families from becoming homeless. Baroness Lister noted that “a man with a wife and
two young children who have every right to be in this country and possess the right to
rent but, because he does not have the paperwork to evidence that, he is unable to find
housing for his family. They have come to the end of a tenancy and have now been
forced, as a family of four, to live with relatives while the Home Office processes his
paperwork…the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe
stated…the right to adequate housing applies to everyone.”523 Due to this inadequate
service from the Home Office and lack of neither precise information nor a mechanism
for formal confirmation, the UK government unreasonably treat skilled migrants and
their families harshly, as they attempt to simply follow the set out migration rules
necessary to live and work in the country.
On the whole, it is quite clear from the above examples that there are massive
short falls in the UK’s obligations to protect migrant workers rights and their families.
This is a widely shared trend between the other EU and Western receiving-states, who
have not signed or ratified the ICMW and are members of the ILO. The last part of
this section will now discuss how migration law as a functionally differentiated system
may be used by national governments as a political-motivated tool and the vital role
of human rights values in correction the inequality faced by migrants.
6.5.3

Systems Theory and UK Migration
The third socio-legal lens that will be used to analyse data from Section 6.4

is Luhmann’s systems theory. This section will be divided into three parts: [1]
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identifies that global society is a network of complex forms of differentiation; [2]
explains that a differentiated global society creates large inequalities in law and
politics, which are two integral parts of any national migration system; and [3]
highlights the key function of human rights values to correct this exclusion and
imbalance in society. On the first point, Luhmann states that “the evolution of society
has often been described as leading to increased system differentiation…Degrees of
differentiation, and for that matter complexities, are produced and mediated by forms
of differentiation…It is important for the evolution itself…that only a very limited
number of forms of differentiation have been developed.” This means that the social
construction of reality cannot come from arbitrary distinctions; thus, “system
differentiation requires a combination of two dichotomies, both of which are
asymmetric: system/environment and equality/inequality.” 524 From this limitation,
Luhmann surmises that there are three levels of differentiation that lead to the
evolution of society, in the following order: “segmentation, stratification, and
functional differentiation.”525
For the purpose of this project, this analysis will focus on the development of
complex societies starting at the first level of segmentation differentiation and the last
level of functional differentiation because modern discrepancies in migration reflects
the tensions between these two levels the most. On the first level, society differentiates
itself through segmentation or “equal subsystems” of self-selection; for example,
individuals are structured into familial or kinship roles that resemble archaic forms of
settlements or tribes. 526 On the second level, society becomes more stratified as
families differentiate themselves through “unequal distribution of wealth and power
[or]… communication potential;” for example, bourgeoise groups that use
communication selectively based on hierarchical status.527 On third level of societal
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evolution, “functional differentiation selects communication processes around special
functions…all necessary functions have to be fulfilled and are interdependent, [but]
the society itself cannot give functional primacy to one of [the communication
processes]; it has to use a second level of subsystem-building to institutionalize a
primacy of specific functions for a special set of system/environment relations.”528
A society based on “functional roles” means that communication in society
organised based on specific roles that stabilise the needs of the whole system; for
example, political bureaucracies allow for collective decision-making in society.529 A
secondary subsystem or “boundary roles” that exists to support this first level are
individual politicians who convert non-political communications into political ones;
thus, the this transformative communication functions as a lower subsystem to support
the political system and this will ultimately supports the broader system of society.530
Luhmann states that modern society is predominantly at the functional differentiation
stage of development (although it had to go through segmentation/stratification in
order for subsystems to be able to further differentiate itself into secondary subsystem
and so on); for example: the global political system is divided into territorial political
system, which is further differentiated into bureaucratic organisations and so on (these
secondary roles operate in a specialised capacity in order to maintain the function of
the territorial political system so that it may operate within the global one).531 Overall,
differentiation of society is “a theory of structural changes brought about by
differentiation and interplay of distinct mechanisms;”532 and these “mechanisms are
not simply a list of requirements that have to be met…they are interdependent
functions” meaning that each subsystem influences the possibility of the
others. 533 From this perspective, it seems that migration may fulfill a function in a
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number of society’s systems, namely in the legal, political, economic and social
spheres. As noted in the Literature Review in Chapter 3, the UK’s migration system
may have developed in the legal and political realm to satisfy the economic and social
needs of the country; thus, modern migration maybe a functionally specialised
secondary subsystem.
Richard Munch critiques systems theory by highlighting that although society
may be functional differentiated, Luhmann does not take into account that modern
society is also simultaneously limited by segmentary forms of society (nation-states
primarily operate in a way that is similar to familial ties), which are necessary
boundaries for the existence of national systems of law, politics, economy, science
etc.534 For Munch, “Luhmann deals too little with this tension between functional and
segmentary differentiation” because “he carries segmentary differentiation along in his
theoretical construction as a merely residual category;” thus, “the result is that he has
an inadequate comprehension of the system of nation-states.” Modern world society
continues to have stratification/ class differences that limits a person’s access to
politics, economy, law, science, education, art etc.; moreover, the segmentary nationstate is the only dynamic that actually determines the inclusion/exclusion of people in
these functional systems.535 It is for this reason that Munch concludes that “the world
society is not marked by a complete functional differentiation, but rather by a welladvanced, purposive globalization…The [segmentary] nation-state is not withering
away, but rather changing its form…Neither is stratification into classes disappearing
or losing its significance.”536 In this way, a “multiplicity of difference regimes” may
provide a more realistic understanding of contemporary migration system for two
reasons: [1] it accurately reflects the tensions between global standards and national
policies, and [2] the tensions between powerful and powerless individuals in society.
The first case is evident in the tension between the reality that global migration flows
have increased despite the national migration policies that aim to restrict global
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movement. The second case may be seen in migration policies of Western countries
that prioritise highly-skilled and educated migrants over low-skilled and undereducated workers. Essentially, the theory of functional differentiation in society does
not properly account for these two modern realities.
Luhmann acknowledges that there is concern about “the increasing
discrepancy between the societal system [today’s complex global economy, science,
technology etc.]…which aims at global unity, and positive law [national
legislation]…which is validated within the territorial boundaries of jurisdiction…Law
formation is always allocated to the sphere of local political systems…Thus a situation
is developing in which those problems which can only be solved at the level of global
society…can therefore no longer be resolved in the form of law.” 537 In a globalised
modern society there are more frequent problems coming from the “unbalanced
general development” in some regions where “disequilibria” is the result of rapid
functional differentiation; for example, “political nationalism” where national goals
are steered in a way that “excludes the solving of structurally conditioned problems of
the global society.” 538 In this regard Luhmann is troubled by the mass of starving
people who are deprived of all the basic necessities for a dignified human life, due to
the acceleration of globalisation, which has exacerbated the inclusion/exclusion
dynamic in function systems in a “paradoxical” way.539 “Function systems presuppose
the inclusion of every human being, but in fact, they exclude persons that do not meet
their requirements;”540 therefore, people who do not have the proper identity cards,
lower education qualifications, or have irregular employment are essentially excluded
from both participating in various functional systems (law, politics, economy, etc.) and
the segmentary societal system (status to participate in the nation-state) as noted by
Munch. Migration laws can be seen as performing a functionally specialised role in
both law and politics to determine ‘who’ is included and excluded from the nation as
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well as all the social systems it contains. This is a profound finding in the project where
systems theory is able to unpack the different levels of tension in society that create
the discrepancies found in modern migration policies. For example, the UK’s hostile
migration policies not only isolates and excludes non-EEA migrants from its national
borders but it also has the brutal impact of restricting their access to basic services like
rent-accommodation, opportunities for work, and social welfare; therefore, in many
ways they are completely cut-off from participating in society as a whole.
On the second point, it is now important to establish how laws have become
an instrument of politics. First, Luhmann’s basic concept of “society” can only be
understood as “communication” and social systems are a part of the performance of
society; thus, the legal system as a subsystem of the social system, performs a
specialised role in society.541 “The sole function of the legal system is the maintenance
(stabilization) of expectations [in society];” thus, legal communication involves the
expectation of certainty in “what is approved” and “what will be approved.”542 This
operation means that the law must be able to do two essential functions: [1] to
internally “develop complex and consistent norms…for decisions as to what the law
is;” and [2] to externally “manage dissent.”543
Secondly, Luhmann states that “the legal system always requires the link with
operations outside the legal system…the legal system simply requires communication
to work and to be understood or misunderstood, to suggest acceptance or provoke
rejection.” 544 For this to occur Luhmann deduces that a “mechanism of structural
coupling of communication and consciousness” is necessary with the political system;
otherwise, the legal system would be closed-off from society because only the legal
system understands its own legal operation/communication. 545 “The function of
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politics is to make collectively binding decisions. Politics can be understood as a
generalized power to secure obedience to commands…It legitimates itself in term of
democracy…But in order to evolve into a complex system…it has to (structurally
couple) with systems that create their own forms of communication…Law is a medium
for politics to achieve goals through forms different from itself.”546 These two systems
of communication not only benefit from each other, they must rely on each other to
stabilise their own operations.547 “Structural coupling occurs when the operation of
one system are expected to trigger responses in the other (and vice versa); for example,
“political communications surrounding legislation generally do not even register as an
event within the legal system, but are only retrospectively constructed as such if the
bill is eventually passed.”548 This ongoing and mutual structural coupling between law
and politics is the main reason that laws are traditionally used by national
government’s as political instrument.

549

The modern migration system, as a

functionally specialised subsystem, may operate under this coupling of law and
politics; thus, contributes to “the crucial, mediating role of the state in the dynamics of
inclusion and exclusion in world society.” 550 To sum up, modern society is
simultaneously composed on all three societal developments: a globalised or hyperfunctionally differentiated social systems (law, politics, economy etc), a segmentary
system of territorial nation-states, and stratificatory system of social hierarchy among
individuals. Within the national society, legal and political systems operate jointly to
produce mutually beneficial outcomes that society needs. Lastly, modern migration
(as a highly integrated subsystem of exclusion) reflects the tension between
functionally differentiated world system (global norms that protect migrant rights) and
the segmentary differentiation of nation-states (laws that restrict migrant movement).

546
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the State: A Response to Gunther Teubner’ [2011] Netherlands Journal of Legal Philosophy
40(3), 223.
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This is mirrored in the findings of this project where the UK’s online migration law
system is being used as a political tool of government to communicate national goals;
which in turn, has the contrary effect of actively going against the UK’s international
obligations to protect migrant rights.
In the final part of this analysis, the focus will now be to determine how
human rights values can mediate the inclusion/exclusion effects found in the
globalised function system of migration. Segmentary nations-states, as “the critical
building blocks of world society” and the gatekeeper of “national membership” or
“citizenship,” provides regional membership for individuals in global society and more
importantly determines the individual access to the national function systems that
guarantee basic rights and protections based on “birthright lottery.” 551 Building on
Luhmann’s work and Munch’s criticism, human rights or fundamental rights may be
another normative societal function necessary “to protect the precarious results of
social differentiation against the colonising tendencies of state power.”552 In the legal
and political systems, “fundamental rights as ‘walls against the state,’ [functions]
solely to protect vulnerable individuals from arbitrary imprisonment, intrusion on
religious freedom, usurpation of property and other forms of governmental abuse”
through “constitutionally guaranteed rights and freedoms.”553
Human rights and fundamental freedoms have the primary role of protecting
individuals from abuse in systems theory, while also sharing the secondary role of
enabling individuals to continually participate in any or all of society’s subsystems.554
Since rights are distributed by nations, it is crucial that human rights are highly valued
and utilised in the national level of society in order to have a properly functioning
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world society.555 In light of this, migration as a functionally specialised system could
be structurally coupled with the human rights in order to provide an open, fair,
accessible and sustainable migration process that not only protect migrants but also
preserves human communication/society as a whole. “At the heart of Luhmann’s
analysis…the emergence of international human rights…as a response to the
functional differentiation of modern ‘world society’;” is vital because human rights is
an institutional mechanism that protects and stabilizes “the differentiation between
different functional subsystems” while at the same time protecting “individual spheres
of action typical for modern society.”556 The term “human rights” referring to natural
or unconditional rights a person has because they are human; thus, part of a “common
human race, regardless of colour, creed, social status” making every person entitled to
a minimum respect of their own worth. 557 “Every individual has to have access to
every function system if and so far as his or her [or their] mode of living requires the
use of the functions of society” such as the protection under the law, access to
education and opportunities to find work to earn money, and so on” because “being
human cannot be renounced, lost or forfeited, human rights are inalienable.” 558
Freedom and equality are central concepts that can be found in modern legal system
not only in the national context of constitutions but also through international
obligations set out by the UN and ILO, which produces a “multifunctional” level of
“protection of both individual and social interests” of modern society.559
6.5.4 Summary
Overall, this third major section of the Dissertation applied a range of sociolegal theories to the data provided in Section 6.4 to gain insights as to why nationalist
legal and political structures create a migration system that is devoid of migrant rights
protections and the role of human rights values to correct this imbalance. The analysis
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noted above is relevant to the project because the findings of this section confirm the
second condition of the project’s hypothesis that principles of legality and human
rights norms are related to a properly functioning migration system; thus, a
government that creates a dysfunctional migration process may have a greater
tendency of being non-compliant to standards of legality and human rights norms. The
key finding is that human rights values are a dominant and necessary social structure
to keep the lines of communication open so that modern society continues to function
in a stable way in every level of society.560 It is for this reason that migration systems
that have been dictated by a purely legal/political agenda are particularly problematic
as they only drive society into unsustainable trajectories that divide nations and people
around the world.
6.6 Conclusion
The Dissertation relied on a range of socio-legal theories to unpack: how the
UK’s modern migration system is failing skilled migrants based on general sociopolitical conditions and specific legal conditions; if so how is it reflected in the legal
and political development of migration policy; and what can be done to change this. It
was be divided into three sections: [1] how the legal path to citizenship for nonUK/EEA skilled migrants has been designed to be a hostile environment, [2] how the
current UK government’s hostile political aims may be reflected in the way it
disseminates policy reform online, and [3] how a nationalist legal and political
structures creates a migration system that is devoid of migrant rights protections and
the role of human rights values to correct this imbalance. This last section of the
Dissertation will summarise the modest contribution of the project, which aimed at a
better understanding of the complex nature of migration within legal studies by using
a range of socio-legal theories to provide a nuanced understanding of how the UK’s
modern migration system reflects tensions between national/global societal structures,
which produces a corresponding unequal/equal migration process.
The first major section gave a brief overview of the current UK citizenship
pathways for non-EEA skilled migrants who are recruited for work or study. The aim

560
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of this section is to present the current legal landscape for skilled non-UK/EEA
migrants who struggle on the path to citizenship post-Brexit. The metaphor of a
labyrinth was used to reflect the findings of this section that current PBS in the UK is
overtly complex and onerous for various stakeholders. The rapid changes made to the
law, the lengthy amendments and the arbitrary criterias in current migration policies
are being unduly imposed on law-abiding non-UK/EEA migrants with extreme
prejudice and discrimination.
The second major section provided three modern modes of communication
that the UK government uses to disseminate changes in migration policy during its
development process. The aim of this section was to unpack the political process that
developed today’s migration laws, as noted in the first section. From this point, the
focus shifts to how the UK government consults, communicates and develops
migration laws through three essential modes of online communication: [1] the
Migration Advisory Committee, [2] the House of Lords parliamentary debates and
readings of draft legislation, and [3] the Home Office’s UKVI website that lists the
regular changes to IR. The findings of this section were: that the MAC reports were
primarily funded and used by the UK Home Office to support its political aims to
reduce net migration at all costs; the House of Lords debates are not sufficiently able
to keep the executive government accountable during the drafting of legislation; and
that the IR online platform is the most difficult mode of communication because the
large volume of changes are regularly made so rapidly that the whole body of text has
become absolutely incomprehensible for all users. Overall, the first two sections has
shown that the UK government does have a purely political aim of creating a hostile
environment for non-UK/EEA migrants and this has been achieved in the creation of
laws and also in the political process of policy reform.
The last major section applied a range of socio-legal theories that tested
whether the UK’s migration policies and its modes of communication adhered to
principles of legality and international human rights norms, provided new insights as
to how migration laws are used as political tools for nationalist agendas, and the central
role of human rights values in policy reform. Lon Fuller’s eight characteristics of the
rule of law was used to measure the internal legal standards that lawmakers should
consider. Applying the first theory, the findings where that the UK’s current migration
system scored poorly in most categories not because the systems is intrinsically ‘bad’
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but rather it operates in a dysfunctional way because it is intentionally designed to do
so. Based on UN and ILO international norms that protect migrants, migrant workers
and their families; the findings of this theory also show that there are massive shortfall
in the UK’s adherence to it own obligations to protect basic human rights. Lastly, using
Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory, its findings unpacked how law, politics and human
rights are all intertwined in the operation and design of modern migration systems.
Ultimately, the legal and political systems have developed migration as a specialised
function jointly to achieve separate goals and that are mutually beneficial; but, it is the
human rights structure that should be the primary focus of any nation because it is the
only viable way to correct the inequalities of the past, produce a properly functioning
migration system and sustain the current and future needs of modern society as a
whole.
These three sections confirmed the two conditions of the project’s hypothesis
that: [1] the UK’s migration policy is solely related to a nationalist agenda that aims
for unequal social structures; thus, UK lawmakers driven by nationalist political aims
(through the PBS and online communication of policy reforms) may have a higher
tendency to produce unequal/exclusionary migration laws against skilled migrants,
and [2] given that principles of legality and human rights norms are related to a
properly functioning migration system (through Fuller, the UN and ILO standards, and
Luhmann), then a government driven to create a dysfunctional migration process may
have a greater tendency of being non-compliant to standards of legality and human
rights norms. Although the findings of this Dissertation paints a bleak picture of the
current status of the UK’s migration system, it does so with a positive purpose in mind.
The Dissertation used a range of socio-legal theories to show that a purely political
and legal method of creating and maintaining a migration system is not enough to unite
or meet the needs of a modern society.
In the next two years, there is a major opportunity to overhaul the UK’s PBS
and create a migration system that has at its core a human rights focus for the longterm benefit of the country and the world. The UK government has this rare chance to
change the narrative and not become even more isolated on the international scale.
Moreover, this external division may also be reflected through even more domestic
divisions not only among the devolved administrations but in local communities as
well. In the end, only time will tell if the UK can reinvent itself in this positive way or
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face certain chaos and division through it current path. It is with a firm hope that the
former becomes a reality rather than the latter. The following final chapter will now
summarise the contribution of the research project and offer closing reflections.
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7 CLOSING REMARKS

This research project began with a general inquiry of how there has been a significant
socio-political shift in the UK’s migration policy within the last five years. From this
inquiry there were three aspects that were unclear: [1] ‘what triggered this recent
shift?’ [2] ‘how is this shift currently reflected in law?’ and [3] ‘how and why are the
changes in the UK’s migration system failing skilled migrants?’ This research project
embraced an interdisciplinary approach and used a sociological theory of law to
analyse migration within legal studies. This project used a qualitative method of
analysing textual materials to conduct a study on whether the UK’s modern migration
system is failing skilled migrants based on general socio-political conditions and
specific legal conditions, if so how is it reflected in the legal and political development
of migration policy, and what can be done to change this. The project has been
designed in two stages to investigate the three questions noted above: the Portfolio
chapters (Literature Review, Case Note and Statute Report) and the Dissertation
chapter.
To address the first line of inquiry, ‘what triggered this recent shift;’ the
Literature Review looked at three different ‘triggers’ that may lead to change in
migration policy. The review concluded that these perspectives have not adequately
explained why national legal systems of migration are so deeply linked with politics
and why the protection of migrant rights has been largely excluded in migration policy
development. Thus, it proposed that this gap in knowledge could benefit from a range
of socio-legal theories which could unpack the tension between national/global
migration norms its corresponding outcome of excluding/including migrants
respectively.
To answer the second line of inquiry, ‘how is this shift currently reflected in
law,’ recent changes to immigration case law and legislation was showcased in the
Case Note and Statute Report. These two Portfolio documents provided a detailed
example of how the current legal structures of migration in the UK were failing to
protect migrant rights. The research done in the Portfolio chapters was then used to
inform the last line of inquiry, ‘how and why are the changes in the UK’s migration
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system failing skilled migrants?,’ which was covered by the Dissertation chapter by
using a range of socio-legal theories that tested the two conditions of the project’s
hypothesis.
In the grand scheme of things, it seems that the UK’s ad hoc method of
developing a migration system has been too reliant on political gains, as shown in the
Case Note and Statute Report. Unfortunately, it has not dramatically changed from its
colonial past, as outlined in the Literature Review. From the findings in the
Dissertation, the UK government may continue to use the legal structures within the
migration to achieve its own political aims. In the end, this project remains cautiously
optimistic that within the next two years, the Law Commission and key stakeholders
will mobilise politically to ensure that human rights values becomes a stronger focal
point in migration policy development going forward for the benefit of the UK and
skilled migrants around the world.
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